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Why Crawl When You Can Fly? 
Skip the cocoon of traditional development techniques 
and fly through your projects with NllabVIEW"'6.1. 
Only National Instruments LabVIEW delivers a graphical development 
environment specifically designed for test and measurement applications. 
LabVIEW delivers: 
• Intuitive graphical development, which means no lines of code 
• Seamless connectivity with thousands of measurement devices 
• Easy reporting tools so you can communicate across your organization 
• Instant remote control of your application from any Web browser 
Soar to the next stage of your development with NI LabVIEW 6.1- the software 
that powers measurement and automation. 
Take your measurements to the web 
with NI LabVlEW 6.1. 
( ni.com/info ) 
If you 're ready to fly, request an evaluation 
version of Lab VIEW by visiting ni.comlinfo 
and entering na7z05. 
For Free Info Circle No. 502 or Enter No. 502 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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CO2 Laser Applications of the Month SYNRAD 
An Excel Technology Company 
• Creating Contrasting Marks on Polycarbonate 
with Sealed CO2 Lasers 
A low-power Synrad CO2 laser was 
used to create contrasting marks on 
this polycarbonate part. 
Sealed CO2 la ers are commonly 
used for marking text, serial numbers, 
and bar codes on a wide range of 
pIa tic . In many cases, marks are 
created by engraving into the material. 
With selected plastics, including 
polycarbonate, marking at a low laser 
power creates a color change in the 
material instead of simply engraving a 
non-contrasting mark. The typical 
power range used to mark this material 
would create a very nice engraved 
mark, but the lack of contrast may 
render it difficult to read under orne 
conditions. 
• Laser Cutting Carbon Fiber 
Clean cuts were made on the 0.02"-
thick woven carbon fiber in the photo 
to the right with a Synrad Evolution 
Series 200-watt laser with 5psi air 
assist. The cut were made at a speed 
of 290" per minute in the direction of 
the weave. The diagonal cut was made 
at a slightly slower peed, 210" per 
minute, due to the variation of the 
matelial density when cutting in this 
direction. This woven carbon fiber was cut 
using a Synrad Evolution-2DD laser. 
• Laser Marking Painted Metal 
Sealed CO2 la ers are ideal for 
marking painted or anodized metal . 
The gun barrel in the photo to the right 
wa marked using a 25-watt Synrad 
laser FH-Series marking head, and 
200mm lens. With 10 passes of the 
laser, the metal was marked at a speed 
of 20 inches per second, cycle time of 
4.9s, with a spot size of 0.29mm. 
The painted surface from the metal 
is removed during the lasing proce , 
resulting in a contrasting mark. 
A gun barrel marked with a 25-
watt Synrad CO2 laser. 
The easily-readable, contrasting 
text on the polycarbonate end cap 
connector shown in the photograph to 
the left was created at a low power 
(approximately 10 watts) so that the 
laser energy creates a "bubble" of 
bleached material, which contrasts 
with the surrounding area. 
The part was marked with a 25-
watt Synrad CO2 laser and FH-Series 
Marking Head package. Just 10 watts 
of power was used at a marking speed 
of 25" per econd. 
The durability and light weight of 
carbon fiber have made it popular in 
the manufacture of automotive and 
aircraft parts, sporting equipment, and 
other indu tries. In the racing industry, 
where weight is a crucial factor, metal 
frame are increasingly being replaced 
by carbon fiber over urethane foam 
constructions. 
Discover more CO2 laser applications! Sign up for our 
online Applications Newsletter at 
www.synrad.com/signup1 
All applications on this page were 
processed at SYIlrad 'sApplications 
Laboratory. Synrad, the world's 
leading manufacturer of sealed CO2 lasers, offers free process evaluations 
to companies with qualified 
applications. Call 1-800-SYNRADI for 
more information. 
Synrad, Inc. 4600 Campus Place Mukilteo, WA 98275 USA 
tel 1.425.349.3500 • toll-free 1.800.SYNRAD1 • fax 1.425.349.3667 • e-mail synrad@synrad.com . www.synrad.com 
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Introducing Microsoft Projec Se ver 2002 the ne es WCly to anage yOU en e 's ojec at e e 
organiz tio a level. loday's complex projects have grown to encompass multiple departments, organizations, and 
geographies, which means visibility and collaboration are more essential than ever. Part of the Microsoft- .NET 
family of servers, Microsoft Project Server 2002 works with Microsoft Project Professional 2002 to help you manage 
resources and model projects across your portfolio. Web-based access to project information keeps everyone in the 
loop, at any time and from anywhere. And the open architecture in Microsoft Project Server 2002 allows you to deploy 
a customized , secure , enterprise-scale project-management solution that integrates with your current business 
systems. So even when there are lots of hands on the job, they're still of one mind. 
Find out how Microsoft Project Server 2002 can help you manage projects across 
your organ ization. Go to goproJectserver.com So a e 0 the lie Bus ness 
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~ National HDTV Conversion Effort Requires 
Re-Engineered Transmission Towers 
Preformed Line Products (PLP®), a $200 million global leader in 
the manufacture of cable anchoring systems headquartered in 
Cleveland, Ohio, is contributing to the national conversion from 
analog TV to high-definition television (HDTV) with its ROCKET-
SOCKET'M Dead-end for guy wires, which supports the transmis-
sion towers that will be taller, bigger and heavier to bear HDTV's 
dramatically improved wide screen digital audio/video informa-
tion. PLP's customer base includes most of the nation's power 
utility providers and communication providers such as Verizon, 
Bell South and Adelphia in addition to a variety of resellers. 
To design the dead-end to support the 
large communication/broadcast trans-
mission towers that would withstand 
typical loads including 252,000 pounds 
of structural weight and wind loading as 
well as dynamic loads that might result 
from accidental impact. 
THE SOLUTION 
I--"':'---..JI I PLP engineers chose ALGOR to analyze 
the ROCKET-SOCKET design. PLP used 
the material austempered ductile iron 
for increased strength and toughness, 
rather than ductile iron, which they have 
'-_____ ......;;._ ... used for other dead-end components. 
The geometry was modeled in 
PRO/ENGINEER, captured directly in ALGOR and then an 
impact analysis was performed with ALGOR Mechanical Event 
Simulation (MES) software. The result was a modification to the 
geometry of the ROCKET-SOCKET Dead-end to better withstand 
higher mechanical loadings. By using MES, PLP engineers were 
able to expedite the testing, reduce the number of iterations in 
the laboratory and get their product to market more quickly. 
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ALGOR, Inc. 
150 Beta Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238-2932 USA 
Phone 1.412.967.2700 
Fax 1.412.967.2781 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
AccuStudy~ time and motion study 
software from Advanced Time Studies, 
Bainbridge Island, WA. lets users 
gather data for single or multiple 
time studies, then prepares and 
displays reports and analyses. 
12 
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The Quadrus EZ~ bar code scanner from 
Microscan. Renton. WA. enables manufacturers 
to use 20 symbols to track components 
through the manufacturing process. It decodes 
up to 60 codes per second. and is used in the 
electronics. automation. document handling, 
automotive. and packaging industries. For 
more information on the Quadrus EZ and 
this month's other new products. see New 
on the Market on page 81 . 
(Image courtesy of Microscan) 
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MicroStrain® Micro Sensors. Big Ideas:M 
8 
Displacement sensors from an 
award winning company. 
MicroStrain's range of displacement 
sensing devices are used by 
America's largest automakers and 
by innovative start-ups. 
At MicroStrain, we help find 
solutions for the most difficult 
sensing challenges. Our patented 
packaging and compensation 
techniques perform in the harshest 
environments. 
Every device is carefully tested prior 
to shipment, and calibration data 
is included with each order. 
Please visit us at www.microstra in.com 
Visit us online at www.microstrain.com 
micro displacement transducers 1 1 1 11111 
to see our line of micro displacement tansducers. 
For Free Info Circle No. 576 or Enter No. 576 at www.nasatech.comfrs NASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
With Solid Edge, you design with insight. 
:.:. Just think what Edison could have done with Solid Edge- Insight. Intuitive, powerful 
design tools with built-in knowledge sharing, right out of the box. Solid Edge's 
visionary technology adds engineering data extensions to Microsoft document 
management to ensure first-time fit, cut costs and reduce time-to-market. 
Solid Edge offers specialized toolsets for your industry. And it's backed by EOS 
for support and stability. So get the edge. You'll electrify your competition. 
Visit www.solidedge.com or call 877-342-5847. 
For Free Info Circle No. 525 or Enter No. 525 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RTTCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area. 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s). These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space langley Research Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Center 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Information Earth and Artificial Intelli- Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Technology; Planetary Science gence and Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Biotechnology; Missions; LlDAR; Human Computer Materials; Nondestructive 
Nanotechnology; Cryogenic Interface; Structures; Evaluation; 
Aerospace Systems; Life Sciences; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Operations Tracking; Human Space Measurements; Space Propulsion; 
Systems; Telemetry; Flight Operations; Information Controls and 
Rotorcraft; Remote Sensing; Avionics; Sciences. Dynamics; 
Thermal Command. Sensors; Sam Morello Structures; 
Protection George Alcorn Communications. (757) 864-6005 Microgravity 
Systems. (301) 286-5810 Charlene E. Gilbert s.a.morello@ Processing. 
Carolina Blake ga/com@gsfc. (281) 483-3809 larc.nasa.gov Vemotto McMillan 
(650) 604-1754 nasa.gov commerciaIization@ (256) 544-2615 
cblake@mail. jsc.nasa.gov John H. Glenn vemotto.mcmillan 
arc.nasa.gov Jet Propulsion Research Center @msfc.nasa.gov 
laboratory Kennedy Space at lewis Field 
Dryden Flight Selected techno- Center Selected techno- Stennis Space 
Research Center logical strengths: Selected techno- logical strengths: Center 
Selected techno- NearlDeep-Space logical strengths: Aeropropulsion; Selected techno-
logical strengths: Mission Fluids and Fluid Communications; logical strengths: 
Aerodynamics; Engineering; Systems; Mate- Energy Propulsion 
Aeronautics Flight Microspacecraft; rials Evaluation; Technology; Systems; 
Testing; Space Process Engi- High Temperature TesVMonitoring; 
Aeropropulsion; Communications; neering; Com- Materials Remote Sensing; 
Flight Systems; Information mand, Control Research. Nonintrusive 
Thermal Testing; Systems; and Monitor Larry Vitema Instrumentation. 
Integrated Remote Sensing; Systems; Range (216) 433-3484 Kirk Sharp 
Systems Test and Robotics. Systems; Environ- cto@grc. (228) 688-1929 
Validation. Merle McKenzie mental Engi- nasa.gov kirk.sharp@ 
Jenny Baer- (818) 354-2577 neering and ssc.nasa.gov 
Riedharf merle.mckenzie@ Management. 
(661) 276-3689 jpl.nasa.gov Jim Aliberti 
jenny.baer- (321) 867-6224 
riedhart@dfrc. Jim.Aliberti-1@ 
nasa.gov ksc.nasa.gov 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal 
R&D and foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also 
can direct you to the appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. 
To reach the Regional Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen 
National Technology 
Transfer Center 
(800) 678-6882 
Ken Dozier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
University of Southem 
Califomia 
(213) 743-2353 
James P. Dunn 
Center for Technology 
Commercialization 
Westborough, MA 
(508) 870-0042 
B. David Bridges 
Southeast Technology 
Transfer Center 
Georgia Institu1e of 
Technology 
(404) 894-6786 
Gary Sera 
Mid-Continent Technology 
Transfer Center 
Texas A&M University 
(409) 845-8762 
Charles Blankenship 
Technology 
Commercialization Center 
Newport News, VA 
(757) 269-0025 
Pierrette Woodford 
Great lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(216) 898-6400 
NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the World Wide Web at 
http://nctn.hq.nasa.goY to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities, 
and learn about NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are seven major 
program offices that develop and oversee 
technology projects of potential interest to 
industry. The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 300 E 
St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Carl Ray 
Small Business Innovation 
Research Program (SBIR) 
& Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
Program (STIR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Dr. Robert Norwood 
Office of Commercial 
Technology (Code RW) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mail.hq. 
nasagov 
John Mankins 
Office of Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202) 358-4659 
jmankins@mail. 
hq.nasagov 
Terry Hertz 
Office of Aero-Space 
Technology (Code RS) 
(202) 358-4636 
thertz@mail.hq.nasa.gov 
Glen Mucklow 
Office of Space Sciences 
(Code SM) 
(202) 358-2235 
gmuckloW@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Roger Crouch 
Office of Microgravily 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rcrouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Office of Mission to Planet 
Earth (Code Y) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpaules@mtpe.hq.nasa.gov 
NASAls Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organizations 
whose objectives are to establish joint spon-
sored research agreements and incubate 
small start-up companies with significant 
business promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
lewis Incubator for 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enterprise for 
Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center, MS 
(800) 746-4699 
Julie Holland 
NASA Commercialization 
Center 
Pomona, CA 
(909) 869-4477 
Bridgette Smalley 
UH-NASA Technology 
Commercialization 
Incubator 
Houston, TX 
(713) 743-9155 
John Fini 
Goddard Space Flight 
Center Incubator 
Baltimore, MD 
(410) 327-9150 x1034 
Thomas G. Rainey 
NASA KSC Business 
Incubation Center 
Titusville, FL 
(407) 383-5200 
Joanne W. Randolph 
BizTech 
HuntSVille, AL 
(256) 704-6000 
Joe Becker 
Ames Technology 
Commercialization Center 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(langley Research Center) 
Hampton, VA 
(757) 865-2140 
Paul Myrda 
NASA Illinois 
Commercialization 
Center 
West Chicago, IL 
(630) 845-6510 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain, Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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Unigraphics Total Product Engineering. 
It's "The Ultimate Megaworks Supercombo." 
:.:. EDS Unigraphicsl!l delivers Total Product Engineering from concept to reality. 
Unigraphics is your solution for superior products at lower cost in less time. Now 
you can automate collaboration by capturing, re-using and sharing knowledge 
across complex products, easily and transparently. With Unigraphics, the total 
engineering process is digital, so you can design, simulate, optimize, document, 
build and test your products in record time. You'll eat it up. To learn more, call 
877-342-5847 or visit eds.com/plm. 
-,.-.-8 
solved. 
For Free Info Circle No. 524 or Enter No. 524 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
~----~- - - --
A dvanced Time Studies, Bainbridge Island, WA, has introduced AccuStudy"', a computer-based time study method that lets users gather data for ingle or multiple time studies to improve process-es. AccuStudy run on handheld touchscreen computers running 
the Microsoft Windows CE~ operating system. The oftware instantly pre-
pares and displays time study results, along with analyses and reports that 
enable users to pinpoint areas that need attention. The user identifies the 
icon that represents the process or component being studied, touches it on 
the screen, and observes it until the next proces begins. The oftware auto-
matically enters appropriate descriptions and value/ non-value rating into 
the data bank with the ob erved time. Studies can contain as few as one or 
as many as 10,000 proce ses or components. Once data is collected, 
AccuStudy arranges output into sequential order and lets users create 
charts, graphs, descriptions, and reports that identify opportunities for 
greater efficiency. 
For Free Info Circle No. 711 or Enter No. 711 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
NASA Introduces "Virtual Iron Bird" 
A new computer tool under development at ASA's Ames Research Center in California 
allows engineers to play "what-if' games with comput-
erized spacemut and other objects. Using personal 
computers networked to larger machines, re earchers 
can repeatedly play back chunks of time and tudy 
them on a computer monitor, examining details such 
as views of spacecraft from various angles, tempera-
tures, vibrations, sounds, and data from sen ors that 
computers have recorded. 
According to project leader Robert Mah of NASA 
Ames, "If omething is broken on a spacecraft, you 
can troubleshoot the problem 'virtually' using new 
infonnation technologies to do it quicker and more 
accurately. You can wander through data-enriched 3D 
models on the computer screen to ee how you can fix 
the spacecraft" 
The new tool is called the "virtual iron bird." Iron bird is an 
engineering tenn for a physical model of an aircraft used in 
part to verify an airplane's systems. The new tool creates a non-
physical iron bird model within a computer' memory that 
engineers can use to analyze past events or test machines 
before they are built. 
The computer interface enables recording of pictures, sounds, 
and statistics such as temperaulI"es, vibration , and other mea-
surements that could come from a host of sensors or computer 
programs. The tool works like a "souped-up" CAD/ CAM pro-
gram that can link to database of 3D model of machines. 
"You can have engineering team allover the country and tlle 
world," said Richard Papasin, a project member at Ames. 
"Without traveling, team members can use the Internet to ee 
how potential changes could affect the object. A second advan-
tage is that developing a virtual model in computer memory costs 
much less than a real model." 
F()r more infOT11Ullion, visit http:// link.abpi. net/ l.php ?20020305A2 . 
_____ •• ". 100.0 .. _ .... 
Next Month in NTB 
T he June issue of TB will include a pecial feature on the 2001 NASA 
Commercial and Government Inventions of 
the Year, awarded each year by NASA's 
Invention and Contribution Board. We'll 
also cover the subject of Electronic DeSign, 
including the software and hardware used 
to design and fabricate electronic de\;ces. 
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Don't just predict 
your real-time system's 
performance. Prove it. 
Wth xPC Target, you can accurately test the performance of real-time 
-::: I 
New XPC Target products wable real-time rapid 
prototyping of embedded designs Otl standard 
x86 PC hardware in allY form factor. 
embedded control system designs on a cost-
effective PC long before your final target 
hardware is available_ Simulink code generation 
products convert block diagrams to real-time 
C code for rapid prototyping. You can then 
directly deploy our production quality code to your embedded target. 
Learn how xPC Target enables rapid prototyping directly on a convenient PC system. 
To get your Rapid Proto typing Technical Kit, for pricing, MATLAB® 
or to buy online now, visit www.mathworks.com/ntxp. SIMULINK' 
The MathWorks 
Visit www.mathworks.(om/ntxp 
or (all 508-647-7040 
Design Qlld develop 
complex embedded 
systems Jaster and 
more efficiently with 
imulink products. 
We have a worldwide network of offictS and iOlernationaJ representath·es. 
Vasit our Web site at www.mathworks.com for more information. 
For Free Info Circle No. 550 or Enter No. 550 at W1I'iW.na! ... t~ldIioII 
Simulink'" 4. 1 
Stateflow'" 4. 1 
Real-Time Workshop'" 4. 1 
XPC Target l.l 
Real-Time Workshop 
Embedded Coder 2 
Control System Toolbox 5.1 
Reader Forum is dedicated to the thoughts, concerns, questions, and comments of our readers . If you have a comment, a question 
regarding a technical problem, or an answer to a previously published question, post your letter to Reader Forum on-line at 
www.nasatech.com, or send to: Editor, NASA Tech Briefs, 317 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-7864. Please in-
clude your name, company (if applicable), address, and e-mail address or phone number. 
W e are involved in the developmen t of an antenna that must be mounted in public roadways, and must sustain 
motor traffic and weathering. Cars and trucks wi ll be driving 
over the antenna, and it wi ll be immersed in ice, snow, rain, 
and slush. The antenna operates in the 800-900 Mhz region 
and is fed with a foam-filled coaxial cable, probably RG8x. The 
antenna is a closed cavity design with a ceramic window ex-
posed on the roadway. We would like to have a foam material 
to fill the antenna cavity in order to preclude the entrance of 
water and insects. The foam need not have any great physical 
su-ength, but it should have a low dielectric constant and loss 
tangent to minimize de-tuning and loss. The cost of the foam-
ing operation should be minimal and the curing temperatures 
should be low enough to avoid damage to the feed cable. 
Thanks for any assistance. 
J ohn A. Kuecken 
Ke2qj@prodigy.net 
Technologies Wanted 
Periodically in Reader Forum, we feature abstracts of De-
mand-Pull Technology Transfer projects. These projects iden-
tify technology needs within an industry segment - such as 
Driving with confidence 
Instron's no-compromise technology is deep and flexible, 
with a product range designed to meet the needs of every 
budget at every level of manufacturing sophistication . 
Our instruments test all of the earth 's man-made and 
natural materials. Instron offers tensile, tension, torsion 
compression, fatigue and impact testing machines as 
well as structural testing systems. Our software is 
developed for simple or advanced design standards. 
Take the high road and standardize on Instron quality, 
reliability and service. We are the choice for critical 
applications throughout all industries. You can now 
Augmentative Communication - and find solutions to meet 
those needs. The Rehabilitation Engineering Research Center 
on Technology Transfer, in partnership with the Rehabilitation 
Engineering Research Center on Communication Enhance-
ment and the Federal Laboratory Consortium, has developed 
the Project on Communication Enhancement to iden tify tech-
nologies like those listed below to help persons with communi-
cation disabilities who use Augmentative Communication de-
vices_ For more details on the project, or to submit technology 
proposals, visit http: / / cosmos.buffalo.edu/aac_ 
Input Technologies 
Input devices provide control of Augmentative and Alterna-
tive Communication (AAC) systems. Input devices should use 
a wireless link to the AAC system. These include speech recog-
nition technology, gesture recognition, and improved eye gaze 
technology. 
Speech recognition should be accurate and accommodate 
users with diverse speech characteristics. Gesture recognition 
must be non-fatiguing and not dependant on user proximity. 
Improved eye gaze technology should use discrete eye move-
ment to provide accurate conu-ol of the AAC system_ It should 
be self-calibrating, non-fatiguing, and unobtrusive. 
own the Instron difference ... The difference is measurable 
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. IEEE 
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Who.s Who at NASA 
Dr. Christopher Dellacorte, 
Oil-Free Turbo Machinery Technical Leader, 
Glenn Research Center 
D r. Christopher Dellacorte is the 
Oil-Free Turbo Ma-
chinery Technical 
Leader in the Tribol-
ogy & Surface Sci-
ence Branch of 
NASA's Glenn Re-
search Center in 
Cleveland, OH. Cur-
rently, he is developing new aircraft 
engine using oil-free turbo engine 
technology. 
NASA Tech Briefs: How does oil-free 
turbine engine technology work and how 
will it be applied? 
Dr. Christopher Dellacorte: We are 
taking the oil out of aircraft engines and 
gas turbines, and replacing the oil-lubri-
cated ball bearings with air-lubricated 
ball bealings. Oil has temperature limi-
tations because it burns at a few hun-
dred degrees, but air never burns, so we 
can run red-hot bearings and signifi-
cantly reduce the weight. We can also 
improve the ability to run at very high 
speeds. 
NTB: Do you anticipate this becoming 
mainstream technology? 
Dellacorte: That's our intenl. What 
we're doing now is extending the exist-
ing technology to bigger, more power-
ful ystems because the bearing tech-
nology itself is an industry-owned 
technology - there are companie 
that do these kinds of bearings. Bear-
ing are used in small e lectrical gener-
ators and small com pre sors for aircraft 
cabin pressurization and air condition-
ing 0 that passengers don 't have to 
breathe oil tlut leaks pa teal on an 
airplane. We've been u ing bearings 
for 30 years but the technology and in-
dustry have improved to the point 
where we think we can use them on a 
small business jet engine, and that's the 
project that we're currently working 
on. We expect to run the jet engine in 
www.nasatech.com 
about three years and then we're going 
to move to bigger jet engines. 
NTB: Have you already partnered with 
industry to develop this technology? 
Dellacorte: On our current business 
jet engine project we're partnering with 
Mohawk Innovative Technology in Al-
bany, NY, and with Williams Interna-
tional in Walled Lake, Ml. We anticipate 
doing a regional jet cla s engine or su-
personic business jet class engine with 
many of the U.S. engine companies. The 
government owns a patent on a coating 
technology that we develop that makes 
the bearings work at high temperatures. 
We have two licensees that do the coat-
ing technology: Advanced Materials 
Products in Twinsburg, OH, and 
Hohman Plating and Manufacturing in 
Dayton, OH. 
NTB: Do you envision other applica-
tions for this technology? 
Dellacorte: It could be applicable on 
micro turbines, fuel cell air supply com-
pressors, and turbo chargers. Those are 
the main applications, in addition to 
aircraft engines. After 2004, which is 
when we ' re going to demon trate the 
first small business jet engine, we are 
going to get started on bigger engines 
- what we call regional class engines. 
The regional jet i a new phenomenon 
that tries to get people to hop airports 
that are a few hundred or thousand 
mile apart. We are working to develop 
a regional jet engine demonstration 
project and we hope to demonsu-ate the 
first engines in 2007. 
We're trying to demonstrate to indus-
try that this technology can work; we ' re 
not trying to build a commercial prod-
uct. We're trying to show industry the 
path so, u ing tlleir own money, they can 
then develop commercial versions. 
A full transcript of this interview appears 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/whoswho. 
Dr. Dellacorte can be reached at Christopher. 
Dellacorte@grc.nasa.gov 
ASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
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Over the past three decades, NASA has granted more than 1000 patent licenses in virtually every area oj 
technology. The agency has a portJolio oj 3000 patents and pending applications available now 
Jor license by businesses and individuals, including these recently patented inventions: 
Actuator for Flexing 
a Resilient Covering 
(u.s. Patent No. 6,312,398) 
Daniel George Cencer, Johnson Space 
Center 
The power-assisted actuator assembly 
is designed for flexing restraints in 
response to movement of an underlying 
member or controller. The actuator 
assembly includes a flexible member 
such as a cord or a fabric panel that has 
one end coupled to the restraint, and the 
other end coupled to a drive member 
such as a drive roller or winch. The drive 
member, which can be located remotely 
or locally, pulls on the flexible member 
to flex the restraint. Coverings and 
restraints are used to protect underlying 
members. When that underlying mem-
ber has a moveable component like a 
hinged lid or joint, the restraint should 
move along with the component. For 
example, body suits and gloves that pro-
tect a user from the environment should 
have restraint layers made to fit closely to 
the body so that the suit does not prevent 
or hinder performance of a task. There 
is a need for an apparatus that reduces 
the amotmt of torque required to actu-
ate a resu-aint layer, such as a glove, that 
covers a moveable member, such as a 
hand. This power-assisted joint can 
include a motion sensor that is coupled 
to the restraint or is attachable to a 
hwnanjoint and i in electronic commu-
nication with the drive member. The 
as embly is useful in applications includ-
ing space suit gloves and compliant 
robot arms. 
Conducting Compositions 
of Matter 
(u.s. Patent No. 6,299,800) 
lito Viswanat han, Kennedy Space 
Center 
Electrically conducting polymers are 
of great interest because of potential 
applications in which they may replace 
metals and semirnetals that require more 
energy in processing. One of the prob-
lems impeding the development of use-
ful polyconjugated conducting materials 
is their insolubility in the conducting 
state. Efforts have been made to create 
novel, water-soluble, conducting poly-
mers, but the need still exists for electri-
cally conducting polymers that have 
increased processability and solubility. 
This invention provides a conductive 
composition of matter comprising lin-
early conjugated 1t-systems and sulfonat-
ed polyaryl compounds. It also provides 
a method comprising producing of a 
fiber or fabric with improved anti-static 
properties by contacting the fiber with a 
conductive composition of matter and 
one or more formaldehyde-based resins; 
and by curing the fiber or fabric. 
Portable Hyperbaric Chamber 
(u.s. Patent No. 6,321,746) 
Will iam C. Schneider, James P. Locke, 
and Horacio M. De La Fuente, 
Johnson Space Center 
This portable, collapsible hyperbaric 
chamber and airlock system provides the 
aonospheric pressures required for stan-
dard hyperbaric medical treatments, 
including both hypobaric and hyperbar-
ic decompression sickness associated 
with aviation, submarine operations, 
scuba diving, and space activities. The 
device can be sized to contain at least 
one patient and one attendant, and can 
be tored flat with minimal volume. 
Conventional chambers made of olid 
metal are heavy and not portable. The 
new chamber is constructed with a 
toroidal inflatable skeleton that supports 
the structure, allowing the attendant 
and/ or patient to enter. Oval hatches 
mate against bulkhead rings, and the 
chamber is pressurized. The hyperbadc 
chamber has an airlock that allow the 
attendant to cnter and exit the paticnt 
chamber dtuing u-eatment. Visual com-
munication is provided through port-
holes in the patient and/ or airlock 
chamber. Life monitoring and support 
systems are in communication with the 
inside of the chamber via conduits 
and/ or sealed feed-through connectors. 
The chamber can be stowed in the stor-
age area of a room, ship, spacecraft, or 
other area where space is limited. When 
deflated, the chamber collapses into a 
small hape. 
For more information on the inventions described here, contact the appropriate NASA Field 
Cenler's Commercial Technology Office. See page 10 for a list of office contacts. 
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engineers can bring projects 
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single, seamless system. 
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Premium performance 
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VX Overdrive comes 
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maging Technology Upgrade 
Improves Hubble Space Telescope 
Charge-coupled device (CCD) technology 
Scientific Imaging Technologies, Inc. (SITe) 
Tigard, OR 
(503) 431-7199 
www.site-inc.com 
Launched in orbit in April 1990, the Hubble Space 
Telescope has provided astronomers and other researchers 
with reams of data and spectacular images of celestial bodies. In 
March, the Space Shuttle Columbia began an Il-day mission to 
upgrade several systems on the Hubble Space Telescope, 
including in ·tallation of an Advanced Camera for Surveys 
(ACS) , which utilizes imaging technology developed by 
Scientific Imaging Technologies, Inc. (SITe). The SITe sensor 
was chosen to replace one of the company's earlier imagers that 
has operated on the Hubble since its refurbishment in 1997. 
This technology is enabled by the use of charge-coupled 
devices (CCDs), which replace vacuum tube-based imagers and 
fi lm used in conventional cameras. Combined with optics, a 
cooling system, and operating electronics, these microchips 
produce high-resolution images by nUlling light into a stream 
of electronic signals, which can be recorded and displayed on a 
computer or teleVision screen. By using CCD technology, it is 
estimated that the Hubble's imaging system will be 10 times 
more powerful than its current system. 
SITe's ccn technology incorporates a proplietary process 
for thinning and strengthening the substrate to accommodate 
back-illumination of the pixels, a process that yields devices 
with high quantum efficiency (QE) over a range of wave-
lengths from near-infrared to ul tra\~olet. QE - or light-detec-
tion efficiency - measures the percentage of incident pho-
tons a CCD can detect. 'When configured with an anti-reflec-
tive coating. a thinned, back-illuminated ccn can deliver QE 
in excess of 90 percent. 
When the photon falls on the ccn, it is absorbed and gen-
erates an elecu·on. These electrons are collected in tlle "buck-
et" nearest the point where the photon was 
absorbed. The number of electrons collected 
in a pixel depends upon how many photons 
fall on that pixel. After the camera shutter clos-
es, the number of electrons in each pixel are 
measured and a voltage proportionate to that 
number is generated. That voltage can be 
amplified, digitized, stored, and displayed. 
SITe's Wide Field Channel (WFC), one of three imaging channels comprising the 
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS). 
The ACS will replace the Faint Object Camera, the last of the 
original cluster of axial instruments on the Hubble. The three-
meter-long ACS contains three imaging channels, two of which 
utilize SITe technology. The Wide Field Channel contains two 
SITe 2K x 4K chips that fonn a 4K X 4K mosaic; and the High 
Resolution Channel uses a single lK x lK SITe device. 
The new technology will enable the Hubble to see farther, 
more clearly, and in greater detail than ever before. The ACS 
will double Hubble's field of view and enhance its image qual-
ity. The new camera win be used to map the distribution of 
dark matter, detect the most distant objects in the universe, 
and search for planets and galaxies. 
After its initial refurbishment in 1997, the Hubble 
obtained this image of Mars, the sharpest view of 
the Red Planet ever taken from Earth. 
In 1997, SITe's technology deployed on the Hubble was 
applied to an early-detection breast biopsy system currently 
used in hospitals worldwide. SITe ccns also are Llsed in pro-
tein crystallography and in the development of new drugs and 
therapies. Other application areas include manufactUling 
quality control. environmental monitoring, and security 
inspection and surveillance. 
For Free Info Circle No. 710 or 
Enter No. 710 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Technologies of the Month 
Sponsored by yetficom 
For more information on these and other new, licensable inventions, 
visit www.nasatech.com/ techsearch 
Using Conductance/Capacitance 
to Measure Fuel Mixture Ratios 
Thilo Schwoebel, &bert Bosch GmbH, Germany 
A fuel sensor technology uses the fuel itself to form the di-
elecu;c of a capacitor enabling fuel mixture ratio to be main-
tained. The sensor can be assembled using ceramic-molded 
components and materials developed for thick-mm technol-
ogy. The measuring cell is composed of a cavity formed by ce-
ramic carriers. The fuel mixture 
flows through the cavity and be-
comes part of the evaluation cir-
cuit. The measuring cell can in-
clude a second cavity that is 
closed and contains a reference 
medium. The capacitors are 
part of the evaluation circuit that notes any capacitance 
changes as the conductance of the fuel mixture changes. 
The sensor is suitable for internal combustion engine ap-
plications. including electrical generators. automobiles. air-
craft, and liquid-fueled rockets. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/ schwoebel.html 
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Phosgene Catalyst Reduces Toxic By-Product 
DuPont 
The process used to manufacture phosgene. a key ingredi-
ent in the production of polyurethane and polycarbonate 
resins. also creates carbon tetra-
chloride (CClt). an ozone-deplet-
ing substance. Federal and state 
environmental guidelines require 
that CCI4 be removed from the 
product stream to prevent envi-
ronmental contamination. If it 
cannOl be controlled at the 
source during production . expensive "end-of-the-pipe" 
equipment has to be installed and maintained by the manu-
facnu'ers. Re earchers at DuPont have developed a phosgene 
catalyst that reduces emission of CClt by more than 80%. 
It was discovered that chlorine, one of the ingredients u ed 
to make pho gene, reacted with the granulated carbon cata-
lyst to produce high levels of CCI4 . To repair this, a replace-
ment catalyst was utilized that can be applied to commercial 
pressurized tube bundle reactors. Benefits include a reduc-
tion of process downtime because the new catalyst does not 
deplete as rapidly as the former. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/dupontphosgene.ht1ll1 
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Water-Wash Paint Overspray Solution 
Reduces or Eliminates Paint Waste 
Caterpillar 
Overspray of protective coatings may co t manufacturers half 
or more of their purchased pain t. The majority of today's water-
wash paint lines use forced air to direct "live" airborne droplets 
of paint through a cascading 
water curtain just prior to ad-
vancing to the system's ex-
haust stacks. An alternative 
to this method u es hydropho-
bic fumed silica (HFS) parti-
cles in conjunction with the 
water-wash system design 
that do not mix with water. 
HFS particle require no technical labor for chemical titra-
tion • booth water, or additives. When droplets of "live" paint 
are introduced to the HFS-treated water-wash booth. the HFS 
particles rapidly encapsulate the droplets by physical phenom-
ena and result in non-tacky HFS-paint agglomerations that can 
be manually removed. 
It is possible to process HFS detackified paint" ludge" and 
re-use it in paint or other products utilizing similar chemistry. 
The detackification and recovery technology has proven ap-
plicable to all solvent-based paints on which it has been 
tested. including automotive and construction equipment. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/ caterpillarHFS. html 
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
Communication Software Securely 
Bridges Diverse Firewalls 
Science Applicatio1lS International Corporation 
Firewall transit communication has been limited to partici-
pants on opposite sides of single firewalls, and there has been 
no "off-the-shelf' technology offering eamle s and secure 
cross-firewall communication. An application called SD-Link 
feature an Internet-based intermediate server that maintains 
connections and exchanges data between clients behind sep-
arate firewalls. 
SD-Link permits worldwide communication across multi-
ple private and public networks while maintaining security 
through end-to-end encryption and authentication. The ap-
plication can communicate either directly to an SD-Link 
communication component at any seat of a tandalone net-
work, or through an SD-Link-enabled applet for browser-
based operation. 
Get the complete repart on this technology at: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/saic.html 
Email: nasatech@yet2.com 
Phone: 617-557-3837 
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NASA Tech Briefs Presen 
2001 Product of the Year Awards 
T he seventh annual NASA Tech Briefs Readers' Choice Product of the 
Year Awards were presented March 18 at 
a special reception at the John Hancock 
Center in Chicago, in conjunction with 
the kickoff of the National Manufactur-
ing Week show. The awards, chosen by 
the more than 195,000 readers of NASA 
Tech Briefs, recognized the Gold, Silver, 
and Bronze winners, as well as nine 
Product of the Year Finalists. 
Each month, the editors of NASA Tech 
Briefs choose a Product of the Month, a 
product that exhibi ts exceptional tech-
nical merit and practical value to our 
readers. All 12 products are placed on a 
ballot and readers vote for the most in-
novative product introduced to the 
engineering community during the 
year. The product receiving the most 
votes is named the Gold Winner 
and Product of the Year. 
The 2001 Gold Award for Prod-
uct of the Year was presented to 
VX Corporation of Palm Bay, FL, 
for its VX CAD/ CAM Version 5 
software. The top prize was ac-
cepted by Bob Fischer, vice presi-
dent of sales & marketing for VX, 
who commented that "The read-
ers of NASA Tech Briefs are among 
the most technically sophisti-
cated and influential people in 
VX Corporation's vice president of 
sales & marketing, Bob Fischer, ac· 
cepts the 2001 Gold Award for Prod· 
uct of the Year. 
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Product of the Year Finalists from Dolch Computer Sys-
tems join NASA Tech Briefs ' editor and associate pub-
lisher, Linda Bell. From left: Michael Kadri, vice presi-
dent and general manager for Dolch 's Canadian offices; 
jim Ciardella, president of Dolch ; and Tom Brassil , vice 
president of sales and marketing. 
The following companies 
were honored as Product 
of the Year Finalists 
for 2001: 
• Dolch Computer Systems (Fremont, 
CAl for the FlexPAC rugged 
portable computer (www.dolch.com) 
• ifm efector (Exton, PAl for the OJ 
Series photoelectric sensors 
(www.ifmefector.com) 
the engineering world. This 
recognition is incredibly gratify-
ing and really underscores how 
our approach to CAD/ CAM 
solves difficult design and manu-
facturing problems for the most 
exacting users." 
2001 Product of the Year Award Winners: (From left) 
Bronze Award recipient Ray Almgren of National In-
struments; Bob Fischer of VX Corp., Gold Winner; and 
NTB associate editor, Laura Raduta, accepting for Silver 
Winner, MathSoft Engineering & Education. 
• iOtech (Cleveland, OH) for the 
DaqBoard/2000c" data acqUisition 
boards (www.iotech.com) 
• Mountz (San jose, CA) for the Wizard 
torque & force analyzer module for 
PDAs (www.etorque.com) 
Version 5 of VX CAD/ CAM - last 
August's Product of the Month - is a 
design-through-manufacturing pack-
age that integrates product design and 
manufacturing to eliminate the gap be-
tween CAD and CAM packages. Ver-
sion 6 of the software was in troduced at 
National Manufacturing Week and is 
now available (www.vx.com). 
The Silver Award was won by Math-
Soft Engineering & Education of Cam-
bridge, MA, for Mathcad'" Client col-
laborative math software. The award 
was accepted by Laura Raduta, Associ-
ate Editor of NASA Tech Briefs. Last Oc-
tober's Product of the Month , Mathcad 
Client was designed for sharing and 
collaborating on Mathcad-created con-
24 
tent across and throughout an organi-
zation. It provides a tool for sharing 
math on the Internet, as well as via 
corporate extranets and intranets. 
( www.mathsoft.com) 
National Instruments of Austin, TX, 
took home the Bronze Award for Mea-
surement Studio'· 6.0, a set of measure-
ment tool that engineers can use to 
create test, measurement, and control 
applications in various programming 
languages. Ray Almgren, vice president 
of product strategy for National Instru-
ments, accepted the award. Measure-
ment Studio lets users display data on 
real-time 3D or 2D graphs and charts 
that can be annotated to explain sig-
nificant dip or spikes in the data. 
(www.ni.com) 
www.nasatech.com 
• OMEGA Engineering (Stamford, en 
for the OM DL-Series portable 
dataloggers (www.omega.com) 
• think3 (Santa Clara, CAl for 
thinkdesign 6.0 CAD software 
(www.think3.com) 
• Vistagy (Waltham, MA) for EnCapta" 
collaborative engineering software 
(www.vistagy.com) 
• Wavetek Meterman Test Tools 
(Everett, WA) for Meterman test 
& measurement instruments 
(www.metermantesttools .com) 
• Wolfram Research (Champaign, IL) for 
CalculationCenter technical calculation 
software (www.wolfram.com) 
(All photos by Michael J Kardas, Kardas 
Photography, Chicago, fL) 
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FE M LAB - supplies highly sought-after new 
technology for the modeling and simula-
tion of physics in all science and engineer-
ing fields. Its main attribute is the ease 
with which modeling can be performed 
and its unlimited multi physics capabilities, 
in I D, 2D and 3D - the perfect way to 
apply state-of-the-art numerical analysis 
to your expertise in modeling. 
Order your free literature kit! 
Visit www.comsol.com/ient or 
call + 1-78 1-273-3322 
f(HL .... ls. r.,lstered trademark or COHSOl"'l MAn .... Is • r.,ISt.red tr.demark of The M,uhWork,. Inc 
CO M SOL 
.. The most common reactor for environ-
mental protection, which we encounter or 
use everyday, is the catalytic converter in 
automobiles . In these monolithic catalysts, 
carbon monoxide and nitrous oxides are 
converted into relatively harmless species 
like carbon dioxide and nitrogen. To opti-
mize the utilization of the expensive 
catalyst, it is important to be able to model 
the reactor at different operational 
conditions. In this FEMLAB model. mass and 
heat balances are coupled to compute 
temperature distribution and flowlines in 
the reactor. 
.. This square-shaped spiral inductor is used 
for bandpass filters in micro electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS). The FEMLAB 
simulation takes the nonuniform current 
density in the coils into account to compute 
an accurate magnetic flux arround the coils. 
The inductance of this inductor is 2.1 nH. 
which is obtained by integrating the mag-
netic energy. Using the programming 
language of FEMLAB for parametric analysis. 
you can find the correlation between the 
induction and the input parameters of the 
model. 
.. In the design of electrodes for water 
electrolysis. it is important to minimize the 
voltage losses at a given total current. 
FEMLAB modeling helps the engineer in the 
design of the electrode geometry and the 
current collector. The model gives the 
current density distribution and the poten-
tial distribution in the system. These results 
make it possible to avoid excessive degra-
dation of the active electrode surface and 
overheating of the welds at the position of 
the current collector. 
.. When designing an electric motor it is 
important to design the rotor shaft so that 
no eigenfrequencies exist in the working 
range of the rotational speed. It is also 
important to study the shape of the eigen-
mode and not just the eigenfrequencies. 
In the eigenfrequency analysis . one end of 
the shaft is fixed and the other end is free to 
rotate and axially deform. The image shows 
deformation and rotation angle in the 
second eigenmode. using different visual-
ization options like colormaps and scaling. 
FEMlAB KEY FEATURES 
• Flexible and powerful graphical 
user interface 
• Built-in user-friendly CAD tool for 
solid modeling in I D. 2D and 3D 
• Automatic mesh generation. 
adaptive mesh and multigrid 
• Powerful solvers for linear. 
nonlinear and time-dependent 
systems of partial differential 
equations (PDES) 
• Extensive postprocessing 
capabilities 
• Model Libraries with over fifty 
models fully documented from 
various engineering fields 
• Ready-to-use application modes for 
different engineering fields 
• Equation-based modeling for 
arbitrary systems of PDES 
FEMlAB PUTS YOU 
IN THE FRONTliNE 
FEMLAB employs sophisticated numerical 
techniques developed by our staff of leading 
scientists in collaboration with industry 
experts from around the world. These 
professionals had a goal of making modeling 
available to every engineer and scientist. 
FEMLAB is the result of our commitment to 
putting engineering mathematics in a box. 
Order your free 
literature kit! 
.,11 
FEM 1 
/ 
Visit www.comsol.com/ient or 
call + 1-781-273-3322 
COMSOl 
www.coms ol .com 
E-Engineering: 
liT he notion of actually doing engi-
neering on-line or via the Internet is 
just starting to take hold," according to 
J im Schultz, director of e-business and 
additional sales channels for MSC Soft-
ware. So as this idea of collaborative en-
gineering, or e-engineering, continues 
to become a more clearly defined mar-
ket, vendors are struggli ng to differenti-
ate themselves, and users are struggling 
through the maze of available products. 
With all of the product lifecycle man-
agement (PLM), viewing, meeting, and 
other Internet-based engineering tools 
out there, what's really working? What 
products are manufacturer using in a 
practical way today? 
"We recognize that there's a new way 
of de igning, developing, and manufac-
turing products," said Mike Grandinetti, 
enior vice president and chief market-
ing officer for PTC's Windchill Business 
Unit. "The old way was that everybody 
worked in the same building and could 
walk down the hall to talk to their col-
league . The world doe n't work that 
way anymore. Engineering has always 
culation software. "Some vendors feel 
that the correct way to approach Inter-
net-based collaboration is to come up 
with Web-based extractions of specific 
design e lements within a tool. Their 
technology becomes the way that the ex-
traction is communicated from tool to 
tool," Tung added. "That a1mo t never 
succeeds." 
Providing engineers wi th such tools at 
their fingertips is where the evolu tion 
begins, said Schultz. "This will be facili-
tated by improvements to the Web itself, 
including the employment of smart 
agents. We want to create more Web-en-
abled acce s to tools, provide consultant 
services, and take these complicated 
tools and make them more user-
friend ly." 
U er-friendly is not a term generally 
equated with Internet-based engineer-
ing tool . That's part of the reason why 
only the most basic of collaborative 
products are being used today, accord-
ing to Greg Milliken, vice president of 
marketing for A1ibre, maker of A1ibre 
Design, a data sharing, CAD, and real-
time collaboration y tem. 
"Generally, only very imple 
virtual meeting and some very 
limited client- erver data ac-
ce s or visualization is being 
used to any ignificant extent 
today," Milliken aid. "The 
biggest thing used i probably 
just e-mail- sending drawing 
or documents back and forth 
to be reviewed and then sent 
back. In the next five year ," he 
continued, "individual will be 
empowered to connect and 
3D TeamWorks from SolidWorks is an on-line environment 
where users can conduct real-time design reviews and coor-
dinate team activities. 
hare data with anyone they 
want, since the tool will be 0 
inexpensive , everyon will 
have them ." 
been a team sport, but companies real ly 
haven 't given their engineering and 
manufacturing people the tool to col-
laborate," Grandinetti added. 
"Where I don 't ee a lot of ucce 
among the e-engineering based prod-
ucts is where the try to tie together di -
parate di cipline ," said Jim Tung, chief 
market development officer for The 
MathWork , a supplier of technical cal-
ASA Tech Briefs, Ma 2002 
E-mail as a manufacturer's 
on ly collaboration tool ju t won't cut it, 
aid hri Will, marketing director of 
collaboration products for ED PLM 0-
lutions. "Engineer pend over 75% of 
their day trying to find the right infor-
mation," he aid. "When you think about 
the complexity of the e distribut d col-
laborative teams, and trying to ynchro-
nize to make sllre everybod 's working 
the right ets of information, it' a major 
www.nasalech.com 
challenge to do without a collaboration 
tool. If I'm e-mai ling files, how do I 
know everybody's designing to the right 
information? Do they have to translate 
to some other format or CAD system?" 
SolidWorks' product manager for col-
laboration products, Robert McDonald, 
said that his re earch with the Solid-
Works customer base as far as what col-
laborative products th ey're cu rrently 
using was very slll-prising. "We assumed 
Algor, Inc:s Webcasting audio/video technology 
for distance learning and free, live software 
demonstrations enable education and cus-
tomer support over the Internet. 
our cu tomer base knew as much a we 
do. But they have not even heard of im-
pie thing like WebEx to do collabora-
tion . Thi pace i 0 new that they're 
looking to their CAD vendor to be able 
to provide a olution they can under-
stand." olidWorks ' late t offering in the 
collaboration pace is 3D TeamWork , a 
Web-based service through which design 
tean1 can review de igns, share informa-
tion, and troubleshoot problems. 
Despite the fact that e-mail today 
seems like a "stone-age" tool, tl1e tradi-
tional method of communication, uch 
as faxes, phone calls, web conferencing, 
and yes, e-mail , ar still the most-u ed 
form of collaboration. fore generic 
collaboration tools like document- har-
ing products are al a 50% adoption rat , 
according to Grandinetti. "We're on the 
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cu P of true collaborative engineering 
being commonplace," he said. "We're 
making the technology much more ac-
cessible to everyone." 
But does acce ibility equal wide-
spread use? "The grass-roots tools that 
are useful to one engineer, and then 
to groups of engineer, have a better 
chance of taking hold," predicted 
Allen Razdow, senior vice president of 
Internet, and as that happen, you ' ll 
tart to see additional types of engineer-
ing activities or other software usage be-
coming more prevalent. There are per-
think it's just the same old thing \vith a 
different name." 
Alibre believes that the broad cate-
gorie of PLM or collaborative product 
commerce (epe) are too 
vague, Milliken explained. The 
epe space, however, is exactly 
where companies like 
Web4/ netGuru have made 
their home. Their e-Review 
product is a Web-based, real-
time collaboration tool for doc-
III ument review and markup that 
supports more than 150 file for-
mats natively. 
"We've got people that will 
de ign on a particular platform, 
and they'll u e a collaborative 
engine to hare that informa-
tion," said Ben Parikh, director 
of corporate ale and market-
ing for Web4. "In the future, 
strategic planning fOi Math-
Soft Engineering & Educa-
tion, which has added PDM 
functionality on top of its 
Mathcad oftware. "Acce s to 
the Internet tends to be more 
tightly controlled in engineer-
ing environments," he added. 
"The dot-com model of get-
ting on the Web and down-
loading your favorite tool 
doe n't work well in more 
controlled industrie where 
the network has to be care-
fully managed and acce ed." 
In this image from Spicer's ViewCafe viewing tool, a cross-sectioned 3D 
model is shown in the ViewCafe applet. The window behind shows the 
same model in 2D-projection mode with markups. 
we'll probably have real-time in-
teractive design on-line without 
having to go back to your de k-
There i a categoll' of 
products that work, according to Robert 
Kro ,vice president of Autode k' Man-
ufacturing Divi ion. Tho e are asynchro-
nou tool. "There are a lot of synchro-
nous tool out there, but they require 
both partie to be on the Internet at the 
ame time, working together. That' not 
the wa people work today, e pecially in 
different time zone ," Kro aid. 
"Th Internet i till u ed primarily 
for information exchange," explained 
Bob William, product manager for 
ALGOR, Inc., upplier of finite element 
anal i and m chanical event imula-
tion oftware. "Among other thing, we 
uLiliz the Internet to offer di tance 
learning through Webcasting technol-
og; live, lnt rnet-based product 
demon tration ; and automali genera-
tion and publi hing ofHTML r ports to 
the Internet that include Web-ba ed 
graphic and animations." 
Man organization don't want to 
hare their data during th d ign 
phase, aid orge hildge, vice pre i-
dent of corporat communication for 
reat ,whi h uppli th One pac 
uite f ollaborativ product develop-
ment tools. .. ollaboration is about 
teamwork and haring ideas, but many 
organization are working in th old-
ho I mod I f 'I'll create it and when 
)'m done, I'll throw it ov r th fen to 
manufacturing and let the engineers 
deal \vith it. '" 
Pan of the volution ofIntern t-b cd 
ngineering tool \vill occur as th Inter-
n t it elf continu to evohe. aid 
William, "There are ongoing efforts to 
ontinually improve th ba kbon of the 
Teeh Bri fs , Ma\ 2002 
formance issue now, and mo t of them 
are tied to the fact that the Internet i elf 
need to be expanded," he added. 
"We're planning to provide oftware in 
real time over the Internet through a 
brow r, 0 in tead of purchasing the 
oft'ware, ou're leasing it to get a pe-
cifi application done." 
kThe cu lomers who are driving 01-
laboration are driving it from a 
product tandpoint," aid 
Michael Wheeler, vi e pre ident 
and general manager of the me-
chanical bu ine unit for 
,which uppli imula-
tion oftware. "OUl" pr ducts are 
b oming more Web-enabled 
due to cu tomer demand. Peo-
ple ar overcoming th ir ~ ars of 
tran mittin com pan ' data over 
the Intern t," Wheeler added. 
The Jnt rn t b gan - and 
ontinue t be - a communi-
cation devi e that lend itself 
w 11 to collaborative engineer-
top and make change ." 
relative I new entry into the viewer 
category i pi r orp., which intro-
duced lewCafe" 2.1. The Java-based 
tool lets engineers conduct documen t 
view, markup, and collaborative review 
e ions for over 150 file formats, includ-
ing , Micro oft Word and Excel, 
raster, vector, and PDF, through a Web 
brm\ er. 
~=-
~--- .. 
.ing. BUl before that can be com-
monplace, many change need 
to take pia e, including di tin-
gui hing what products are out 
there and how the 're different. 
I~~~!::~--==-~==--'-1=_...........,. t;:;:;:;z;;; 
Solid Edge Insight Technology from EDS enables viewing 
and rotating of the most current 3D model without engi-
neering experience. Part properties, a 8i11 of Materials, and 
instant messaging also are available. 
Products, Products 
Everywhere 
re collaborative engineering prod-
ucts till too vague and onfu ing for 
man manlua turer t understand? Yo , 
said AJibre' Milliken. "Mo t of th larg-
al e p n ive and complicated em r-
pri e tern are not bing us d in a big 
wa ' - th have 'ct to be prO\'en. Man 
w\lw.nasal eh .com 
Profici nc ofc r i ollaboration 
Gat \vay that enable manufactur r to 
hare product de ign information, even 
if it was rea ted u ing diITer nt mechan-
icaJ d ign products. It lets 11 el of four 
me hani al tern - Dault 
t m' TlA, PT 'Prol E lEER, 
ontinued on pg. 32) 
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and EDS' Unigraphics and I-DEAS -
exchange digital assembly or part mod-
els without having to learn another tool 
or 10 e data. 
Another product category tossed into 
the mix is the ASP (Application Service 
Provider) model. ANSYS's collaborative 
product offering, eCAE, is similar to an 
making a large number of design 
change ," aid ALGOR's William. " 0, 
we have made our FEA model and re-
sults directly associated with their CAD 
data so the user can more easily manage 
updates to the geometry and analy is 
data related to their de igns." 
CAD companies like EDS are provid-
ing their own collaboration tool 
that tie into their core CAD prod-
uct - or another CAD product. 
Chris Will explained that Team-
Center Engineering lets u er 
manage other related informa-
tion besides CAD data, and pro-
vides a configured de ign, inte-
grating it to the nigraphics 
CAD product. 
ture i worth a thou and words," ex-
plained PTC's Grandinetti. "It provide 
comfort and ecurity to the manufactur-
ing buyer." 
Wi lliams believe tllat ALGOR's users 
already understand the values and prin-
ciples behind the e tools, but they need 
to incorporate the ones mat work best. 
"It sounds simple," he aid, "But it comes 
down to the individual company. In the 
end, it' the u er who will tell you what 
they need to be effective. 
"A smal l machine hop with four engi-
neers probably would find it not to be 
cost-effective to have a PDM application 
that forces them to use a specific CAD 
package or a specific analysis too l," 
Williams continued. "They may ju t 
need nothing more than the abi lity to 
get information fast or talk to more ex-
perienced engineers through an interac-
tive users ' forum. More sophisticated 
technology may be cost-prohibitive." 
Autodesk's Streamline is a hosted service for sharing digi-
tal design data so project members can view graphics. 
parts. and assemblies embedded in CAD files. 
Keeping track of the myriad 
of available products isn 't easy 
- even for the vendors. Said 
Williams, "It' hard to keep up 
with tlle buzz words even when 
you work \vith them all the time. 
Vendors have to simply focus on 
the principle that when u ers 
have a streamlined proce and 
the tool to upport that 
process, tlley are going to get 
Ease of use and the practical benefits 
achieved through collaborative engi-
neering products remain tlle trong sell-
ing points, according to SolidWorks' Mc-
Donald. "If we don't make it easier for 
users to do the things they're doing now, 
they won't be interested in these tool . If 
I can improve tlle way they communi-
cate now, then we ' ll ucceed." 
ASP, according to Wheeler. "It's pay-as-
you-go imulation that has been created 
in re pon e to our cu tomers' need for 
oftware on the basi of service," Wheeler 
explained. "As CAE i implemented into 
the de ign proces , engineers are olving 
larger imulation. In tho e case, they 
can't be handled on PCS like the initial 
imulation they were running. So, the 
eCAE ervice has an extremely large com-
pute farm of CPU re ource ." 
MS Software aI 0 provide on-de-
maud u e of their software. According to 
chultz, customers can access M C soft-
ware anywhere in the world within 15 
minute of their purchase order being 
validated. The company sells millions of 
tho e licen e per year. MSC' erver-
based ervice i the Simulation Center, 
which al lows engineering and imula-
tion from remote location onlO M ' 
server." er take their CAD model, 
download it to us via the Internet, and 
we run me model imulation on our 
erver ," chultz explained. "Customer 
can also access M directly and engage 
in profe sional ervices for CAD de ign 
or repair u ing our employees and engi-
neers at various levels." 
ompanie like ALGOR are working 
hand-in-hand with CAD companies to 
make tlleir imulation and analy is prod-
ucts more Web-friendly. "Collaborative 
tool such as PDM applications are being 
integrated into the CAD solid modeler 
ince u ers of those products are often 
32 
products to market fa ter." 
Why the Web? 
Amid the confusion of so many type 
of products the relative infancy of the 
market, and the unwillingne s of cus-
tomer to try the e unproven tool, how 
does a vendor convince a manufacturer 
to take the plunge and employ Web-
based engineering tools? aid M C 
Schultz, it' relatively easy. 
And vendors have recognized that the 
Internet i the way to go to help their 
customers ucceed. "One of the things 
that's different i that a year ago, every 
company would have talked about meir 
Internet trategy," said Autode k's Kro . 
" ow, we view the Internet as a vehicle. 
Who doesn't have something that will 
work on the Internet? It's another 
medium with unique advantages, and 
it' fundamentally game-changing. It 
doe change the world," 
"Vendors need to articulate the bene-
fits. The tory has to be, 'do you have 
tools and proce se mat show engineers 
they can have a robu t ystem they can in-
terface over the Web that is 
tailored for them, as oppo ed 
to just generic thing ?'" Engi-
neers, chultz aid, are crea-
ture of habit. "There are cul-
tural challenge we're aware 
of that have to be answered to 
help them feel comfortable 
in a virtual world." 
The common mantra is re-
duced time to market and 
helping manufacturers un-
der tand the value of collab-
orative engineering in shav-
ing product development 
costs and time. 
"If customer can look at 
competitor that are using 
the e ystems effectively or 
see companie in imilar in-
dustries using them with 
quantifiable benefits, a pic-
www.nasalech.com 
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II Software Spect:runr Insight 
I am an engineer and I want to make a difference in 
my job and in this world . I work with formulas and 
models, vectors and forces, details and standards. 
I think in terms of mathematical expressions-not 
programming languages-so I rely on tools that ore 
intuitive, reliable and deliver exceptional performance. 
I need to shore my work with colleagues and clients 
anywhere and anytime. I need a tool that maximizes 
my productivity so I have the freedom to be more 
creative . 
I am a Mathcad believer. Mathcad® 
PART OF EVERY SOLUTION. 
No mathematical software is more flexible or easier to use. 
With over 1.5 million copies sold, Mathead can be found at 
90% of the Fortune 1000 and in 500 government agencies. 
Volume licensing and government pricing are available. 
Become a Mathead believer. To request a FREE evaluation 
copy for your organization, call 1-800-628-4223 
or visit www.mathcod.coml eval. 
Math Soft 
For Free Info Circle No. 516 or Enter No. 516 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Technology Focus: Engineering Materials 
Composite-Material Structures for Absorbing Crash Energy 
These structures can be fabricated relatively easily and inexpensively. 
Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia 
Improved lightweight composite-mate-
rial structures have been invented to pro-
tect persons and equipment during air-
craft and ground-vehicle crashes. These 
structures are designed to hold their ini-
tial shapes and sustain rated loads under 
normal operating conditions and, dur-
ing crashes, to undergo sustained defor-
mation with hjgh troke efficiency at tai-
lored crush loads to absorb kjnetic 
energy. The advantages offered by the e 
structures over prior crash-energy-ab-
sorbing structures, including composite-
material ones, are that these structures 
can be fabricated by u e of relatively sim-
pie, cost-effective techniques and the de-
sign of the structures can readily be 
adapted to a variety of application . 
One example of de ign and fabrica-
tion of a structure of this type is that of a 
simple rectangular parallelepiped beam 
comprising a stack of cells (see figure). 
The cell cores are designed to be 
crn hed along their longe t axes. First, 
the cells are fabricated, starting from 
blocklike cores, which could be hollow 
and/ or made from a dosed-cell, low-
density, rigid polymeric structural foam. 
Each core is wrapped with a woven fab-
ric or other continuous fiber reinforce-
Crushing Axis 
I 
I 
I 
Direction of Crushing Load 
Direction of Crushing Load 
Cell 
Foam Blocks Designed To Be Crushable along their vertical axes are wrapped with resin-impregnated 
fabric. then stacked horizontally. The stack is overwrapped with another resin-impregnated fabric. 
and the resins are cured to form a unitary beam. 
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ment. The wrap is impregnated with a 
uitable matrix resin by use of any of a 
number of established technjques. 
The cells are stacked in the de ired ori-
entation along the intended longitudinal 
axis of the beam. In a typical application, 
the beam might be intended to erve as a 
subfloor structure in an aircraft, where it 
could protect occupants against excessive 
vertical crash loads b yielding vertically: 
in this case, the preferred orientation of 
the long axis of each cell in the stack is 
vertical. kin of resin-impregnated con-
tinuous fiber reinforcement, possibly sim-
ilar to those of the inruvidual cells, are 
wrapped around the stack, holrung the 
cells together firmly. Then the resins are 
cured, yieliling a unitary, rigid structure, 
wherein the bonded kin at the inter-
face of adjoining cells constitute adru-
tional transverse reinforcements. If there 
is a requirement that the beam retain its 
post-crash integrity, then the skjn should 
be composed of tough fibers (e.g., an aro-
matic polyamide or polyethylene fabric). 
tructures of thi type are not limited 
to a simple beam design and fabrication 
sequence like those de cribed above. 
Structure can have more complex regu-
lar or irregular shapes, can be fabricated 
in different sequence, and can be made 
from different foams, fibers, and resin. 
The materials, dimen ions, fiber orien-
tations, and other design parameter 
can be selected to obtain specified di-
rection-dependent crushing characteris-
tics while atisfying shape and load-bear-
ing structural requirements during 
normal operation. 
This work was done by Sotiris Kellas for 
and Huey Carden of Langley Research 
Center . For fUTther information, access the 
Technical SUpPO)"t Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.rom/ tsp under the Materials 
category. 
This invention has been patented by NASA 
(U.S. Patent No.5, 746,537). Inquiries con-
cerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for 
its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to Rheal Turcotte, Technology Com-
1neTcialization Program Office, NASA Lang-
ley Research Center at (757) 864-8881 or 
e-mail at r.p.tuTcotle@iarc.nasa.gov. Refer to 
LAR-15397. 
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Carpenter Custom 465 stainless. Strength, toughness and corrosion resistance 
without a harmful coating. Choosing the best material for your design doe n't have to mean 
hurting the environment. Carpenter Custom 465 stainle is a new steel alloy that delivers a unique 
combination of strength, fracture toughness and corrosion resistance. All without using 
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Improved Conversion Coating for Protection of Metals 
This method is an environmentally friendly alternative to older processes. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A simple, cost effective, environmen-
tally friendly conversion-coating process 
has been developed for protecting a va-
riety of metal again t wear and corro-
sion and to increase adhesion of paints. 
This process results in the deposition of 
a thin, adherent coats of iron phosphate 
on treated metal substrates. This proces 
is expected to supplant the environmen-
tally hazardous chromate-based conver-
sion-coating proce s heretofore used in 
the automotive and aerospace indus-
tries. It is also expected to supplant a 
process in which bearing races made of 
440C stainless steel are pretreated with 
tricresyl phosphate. 
In the improved process, a pre-
cleaned metal substrate of 440C stain-
less steel or other metal is dipped into a 
solution comprising 1 weight percent of 
Durad (or equivalent phosphate ester) 
and 1 weigh t percen t of ferric acetylace-
tonate in ethanol. The dip is done at 
room temperature for 1 minute. After 
the dip, th.e ethanol i allowed to evapo-
rate, leaving a thin film of the phos-
phate ester and the ferric acetyl ace to-
nate . The substrate is then inserted for 
1 minute in an oven that has been pre-
heated to ",300 · C. This heating causes 
the formation of a thin fi lm of iron 
phosphate, as confirmed by x-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy. 
This work was done by Wilfredo Morales of 
Glenn Research Center. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be ad-
dressed to NASA Glenn Research Center, 
Commercial Technology Office, Attn: Steve 
Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to 
LEW-16680. 
__ Chevrel Phases as Potential Thermoelectric Materials 
Scattering of phonons by loosely bound atoms reduces thermal conductivity. 
NASA '5 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Crystalline phase of compounds of 
general composition (Cu"" Cu.Fe), or 
Ti,)M06Ses [where w<4, »(2, y<1, and 
z<l] have been inve tigated for po-
tential utility as thermoelectric mate-
rials for generation of electric power 
from waste-heat and other them1al 
source . These phases are a sub et of 
a set of ternary chalcogenide com-
pounds named Chevrel compound 
or phase after one of the re earchers 
who fir t ynthesized them in 1971. 
As explained below, relatively low 
thermal conductivity is an outstand-
ing aspect of these compounds that 
makes them potentially attractive for 
thermoelectric applications. 
The figure of thermoelectric merit 
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Thermal Conductivities (as functions of temperature) of several candidate Chevrel phases were measured. 
Also shown for comparison are the corresponding quantities for Mo.Se. and Mo,Re4Se •. 
of a given material at a given temper-
ature T is commonly denoted as ZT 
and is given by the equation ZT = 
a2 T/ p'J.., where a is the Seebeck coef-
ficien t, p i the electrical resistivity, 
and 'J.. is the thermal conductivity of 
the material at that temperature . 
Hence, as part of an effort to develop a 
material of large ZT, one should seek to 
minimize A.. 
The present investigation is an ex-
ten ion of recent research on other 
thermoelectric materials that belong 
to a class of compounds called "rat-
tling" semiconductors. The crystalline 
lattices of these materials contain cavi-
ties large enough to accommodate a 
variety of additional atoms, which are 
bound relatively loosely and are tl1US 
36 
somewhat free to move around ("rat-
tle"). It had been suggested that in 
such compounds, the rattling of tl1e 
additional atom would contribute 
more to scattering of phonon than to 
scattering of electrons and holes. Con-
sequently, the rattling could be ex-
pected to contribute more to tl1ermal 
than to e lectrical resistivity - an effect 
that would be favorable for obtaining a 
large value of ZT. 
The (Cu .. Cu.Fe], or Ti,) M06Ses Chev-
reI phases belong to the class of rattling 
www.nasatech.com 
materials. The electronic and thermal 
properties of these compounds could , 
potentially, be tailored mrough careful 
selection of the amounts and the man-
ner of incorporation of the filling ele-
ments (Cu, Cu with Fe, or Ti) . The 
compounds investigated mus far are 
CUg. IM06Ses, CUl.gsFeo.66M06Ses, and 
Tio.9M06Ses, which exhibit p-type elec-
trical conductivity and relatively low val-
ues of thermal conductivity (see fig-
ure) . Of these compound, tl1e best wa 
found to be CUI.3sFeo.66M06Ses, for 
NASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
which ZT = 0.6 at a temperature of 
1,150 K. This value of ZTis comparable 
to the ZT values of Si-Ge alloys in the 
same temperature range. One draw-
back of these three compounds has 
been low charge-carrier mobility. It will 
be necessary to increase charge-carrier 
mobil ities in order to obtain ZTvalues 
greater than those of state-of-the-art 
thermoelectric material . Re earch to-
ward that end was underway at the time 
of reporting the information for this 
article. 
This work was done by Thierry Cailiat, 
Jean-Pierre Fleurial, C. Jeffrey Snyder, and 
Alexander Borshchevsky of Caitec1! for 
NASA's J et Propulsion Laboratory. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.comltsp under the Materials 
category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning 1ights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-21 012, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number: 
• Alkyl Pyrocarbonate Electrolyte Additives 
for Li-Ion Cells 
Beneficial properties of films that form on carbon anodes are 
enhanced. 
'ASA's Jet P.ropulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Alkyl pyrocarbonate have been found 
to be u eful as electrolyte additive for 
improving the low-temperature perfor-
mance of rechargeable lithium-ion 
electrochemical cell . The beneficial ef-
fects of the e and other additive have 
been inve tigated along with various 
electrolyte formulation, in continuing 
l-e earch djrected toward extending the 
range of practical operating tempera-
ture from the pre entlower limit of -20 
• down to -40 · C, and even lower if 
po ible. Thi re arch at earlier tage 
wa reported in a number of I1SA Tech 
Briefs article; namel ," pdate on Elec-
trol te for Low-Temperature Lithium 
Cell " ( PO-20407), Vol. 24, o. 1, Qan-
uary 2000), page 56; "Lithium Alkoxide 
Electrol t Additive for Lithium-Ion 
ells" ( PO-20607) , 01. 25, 0. 6 Qune 
2001), page 52; "Aliphatic E ter Elec-
trol te dditive for Lithium-Ion ell " 
( PO-20601), Vol. 25 o. 6 Qune 
2001), page 53; and "Ethyl M thyl ar-
bonate as a 0 olvent for Lithium-Ion 
Dimethyl pyrocarbonate 
Cell n (NPO-20605) , Vol. 25, 0.6 Qune 
2001), page 53. 
To recapitulate from the cited prior 
article : the 10 of performance with 
decrea ing temp rature is attributable 
largely LO a decrea e of ionic conduc-
tivity and the increase in vi cogjty of 
the electrol teo What i needed LO ex-
tend the minimum operating tempera-
ture from -20 · down to -40 · C i a 
table electrolyte solution with rela-
tively mall low-temperature vi co ity, a 
large electric permittivity, adequate co-
ordination b havior, and appropriate 
range of olubilities of liqujd and alt 
con tiLUent. Whether the anode i 
made of graphitic or non-graphitic car-
bon, the urface film act a a 
solidi electrol te interface ( EI), the 
nature of which is critical to low-tem-
perature performance. Desirably, the 
urfa e film hould xert a hemically 
protective effect on both the anode 
and the lectrol te, et hould r main 
conductive to lithium ion to facilitate 
Di-(t-Butyl) pyrocarbonate 
These Alkyl Pyrocarbonates, when used as additives to an optimized electrolyte formulation, have 
been found to improve the low-temperature performances of rechargeable lithium-ion cells by con-
tributing to the formation of protective SEls with increased ionic conductivities. 
Tech BricE , Mar 2002 \\'ww.nasalech.com 
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Materials 
intercalation and deintercalation of 
the ions into and out of the carbon 
during discharging and charging, re-
spectively. 
The present alkyl pyrocarbonate ad-
ditives (see figure) to the baseline opti-
mized electrolyte formulation promote 
the formation of protective and con-
ductive SEls on carbon anodes. The for-
mation of such SEls is believed to be fa-
cilitated by products (e.g., CO2) of the 
decomposition of these additives. 
These decomposition products are be-
lieved to react to form Li2COg-ba ed 
fi lms on the carbon electrodes. The im-
provement (relative to the baseline for-
mulation) in interfacial properties re-
sulting from the u e of these additives is 
more evident at low temperature, 
One previously reported optimized 
electrolyte formu lation is a l.0 M so-
lution of LiPF6 in a ternary solvent 
that consi ts of equal volume parts of 
ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl 
carbonate (DMC) , and diethyl car-
bonate (DEC) . Also previously re-
ported is the use of quaternary addi-
tives to this baseline optimized 
formulation to enhance low-tempera-
ture performance. 
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where enhanced kinetics of intercala-
tion and deintercalation of Li, higher 
ionic transport acros SEls, and in-
creased discharge capacities with low 
overpotentials are observed. Also, the 
SEls that form in the presence of these 
additives are more stable toward any 
further reduction of the electrolyte and 
thus more stable against growth to 
greater thicknesses; hence, they con-
tribute to the cycle lives of the anodes. 
This work was done I7y Marshall Smart, 
Ratnakumar Bugga, and Subbarao Suram-
pudi of Callech for NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For further information, ac-
cess the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Materials category. 
Tn accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be add1'essed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20775, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
. Fluorinated Alkyl 
Carbonates as 
Cosolvents in Li-Ion 
Cells 
These solvents offer 
advantages with respect to 
performance and safety. 
NASA:S Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California 
Partially fluorinated alkyl carbonate 
liquid compounds have been found to 
be excellent electrolyte cosolvents for 
rechargeable lithium-ion electrochemi-
cal cells. The benefits afforded by these 
and other ingredients of electrolyte so-
lution in rechargeable Li-ion cells have 
been investigated in continuing re-
search directed toward extending the 
range of practical operating tempera-
tures of the cells (from +40 °C down to 
-40 °C, and possibly even as low as -60 
0C). Fluorinated olvents were perceived 
to be especially attractive in that they will 
re ult in inherently safer cell , due to 
their low flammability. Thi research at 
earlier stage was reported in a number 
NASA Tech Brieu , May 2002 
of previous NASA Tech Briefs articles; 
namely, "Update on Electrolytes for 
Low-Temperature Lithium Cells" (NPO-
20407), Vol. 24, No.1, aanuary 2000), 
page 56; "Lithium Alkoxide Electrolyte 
Additives for Lithium-Ion Cells" (NPO-
20607), Vol. 25, No.6 aune, 2001), page 
52; "Aliphatic Ester Electrolyte Additives 
for Lithium-Ion Cells" (NPO-2060l), 
Vol. 25, No. 6 aune, 2001), page 53; 
"Ethyl Methyl Carbonate as a Cosolvent 
for Lithium-Ion Cells" (NPO-20605), 
Vol. 25 No.6 aune, 2001), page 53; and 
"Alk']'l Pyrocarbonate Electrolyte Addi-
tives for Li-Ion Cells" ( PO-20775), 
which precede this article. 
The partially fluorinated carbonate co-
olvents and the electrolytes formulated 
by u e of the e solvents were evaluated in 
comparison with baseline (nonfluori-
nated) alkyl carbonate cosolvents and 
the corresponding baseline electrolyte 
formulation . The baseline mixture of co-
solvents con i ts of equal volume parts of 
ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl car-
bonate (DMC), and diethyl carbonate 
(DEC). The baseline electrolyte formula-
tion i a 1.0 molar solution of lithium 
hexafluropho phate (LiPF6) in the base-
line mixture of cosolvents. 
The partially fluOJinated carbonate 
solvents studied ( ee figure) include: 
• methyl 2,2,2-trifluoroeth I carbonate 
(MTFEC), 
• ethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl carbonate 
(ETFEC) , 
• prop I 2,2.2-trifluoroethyl carbonate 
(PTFEC), 
• methyl 2,2,2,2',2',2' -hexafluoro-iso-
propyl carbonate (MHFP ), 
• ethyl 22,2,2',2',2'-hexafluoro-iso-
propyl carbonate (EHFPC), and 
• di-2,2,2-oi£Iuoro th I carbonate (DTFEC). 
Ternary and quaternary mixture con-
taining various combinations of the e 
co olvents w re used to fonnulate elec-
trolytes containing LiPFij at concentra-
tion of 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 molar. 
The fluorinated carbonate cosolvents 
exhibit the requisite chemical stability of 
the bas line co olvents while offering 
methyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl carbonate (MTFEC) o 
II 
CH2 C C':H2 
H3C/ ...... if ....... 0........- 'CF3 
ethyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl carbonate (ETFEC) 
o 
H3C....... /CH2 )...... /CH2 CH2 ...... 0 0 ...... CF3 
propyl 2,2,2-trifluoroethyl carbonate (PTFEC) 
o II lF3 
H3C ....... /C, /HC, 
o 0 CF3 
methyl 2,2,2,2',2',2',-hexafluoro-isopropyl carbonate (MHFPC) 
o II /CF3 
CH2 C HC H3C/ ...... 0/ '0/ ....... CF3 
ethyI2,2,2,2',2',2',-hexafluoro-isopropyl carbonate (EHFPC) 
o 
II 
/CH2 /C ....... /CH2 
F3C '0 0 'CF3 
di-2,2,2trifluoroethyl carbonate (DTFEC) 
These Partially Fluorinated Alkyl Carbonates were tested as electrolyte cosolvents for rechargeable 
Li-ion cells. 
more de irable phy ical propertie im-
parted by the presence of the fluorine 
substituents. The e more de iI-able prop-
erties include: (1) lower melting tem-
perature; (2) greater chemical and 
lectrochemical tability; (3) lower inter-
molecular forces and lower polarizabil-
ity, which result in lower urface ener-
gie; and (4) lower flammability and 
thu greater safety. 
Laboratory te t cell con true ted 
with these electrolyte exhibited high 
capacitie at temperatur from -20°C 
to -40 ·e, capability for high rate of 
charge and di charge at low tempera-
ture , and low electrode polarization. 
Hence, the e electrolyte appear to be 
useful for con tructing rechargeable 
lithium-ion cell with high specific en-
ergies, long lifetimes, and ability to 
function well at low temperature. 
This work was done by Marshall Smart, 
Ratnakumar Bugga, Subbarao urampudi, 
urya Prahash, and Jinbo Hu of Callecl! for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. FOT 
further information, access the Technical 
upport Package (7'. P) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Materials 
category. 
NP0-21 076 
Diaminobenzoquinones as Corrosion-Inhibiting Additives 
Protection can extend beyond edges of paints to adjacent unpainted areas. 
John F Kennedy pace Center. Florida 
on-polynl ri " -di-N-hydrocarbyl-
2,5-diamino-1,4-benzoquinones (where 
the hydr carby! ub tituents ar alk I or 
al I) have b en found to be useful as 
corrosion-inhibiting additive for paint 
and other conventional coating materi-
Tech Briell;, May 2002 
al that are applied to t e! and other 
metal . Prior coating additive made 
from reaction of benzoquinone with 
diamines are p lymeric. u h polymer 
ar e p n ive and difficult to mak . 
Moreover, being pol mers, they cannot 
www.nasalech.com 
diffu e much and hence are believed 
not to protect uncoated areas of metal 
again t corrosion. In contrast, when 
used in prop r on entratiol1 ,th pr -
s nt non-polym ric diaminobenzo-
quinon provid enhanced prot ction 
39 
Materials 
that extends somewhat from the edges 
of coats into uncoated areas - an im-
portant advantage in situations in which 
there are imperfections (e.g., gaps, 
scratche , and blisters) in coats of paint. 
The figure depicts the g neric molec-
ular structure and Ii ts examples of the 
pre ent corrosion-inhibiting com-
pound . Each of these compounds is 
synthesized from 1,4-benzoquinone and 
the corresponding amine. In tho e listed 
compound that contain H groups, the 
reactivity of the NH groups is attenuated 
by the attached electron-poor quinone 
structure; consequently, those com-
pounds are practically unreactive under 
normal condition for curing coating 
materials, so that the compounds be-
have as additives, not reactives. 
nlike prior functionally substituted 
or polymeric diaminobenzoquinones, 
the present corrosion inhibitor are not 
limited to use in coating materials 
based on a particular family of poly-
mers. Examples of types of coating ma-
terials to which the present compound 
can be added for effective protection 
against corrosion include acrylic, poly-
esters, alkyds, polyamides, epoxies, phe-
nolics, aminoplastics, polyimides, ure-
40 For Free Info Circle No. 515 or Enter No. 515 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
thane, silicones, and coating materials 
based on unsaturated drying oils. 
The preferred amounts of these com-
pounds lie in the range from 2 to 15 
weight percent of coating solids. In each 
case, the chosen additive of this type is 
dis olved in the coating material (inso-
far as it is soluble) before the coating 
material i applied to steel. Alternatively 
or in addition, insofar as the additive is 
insoluble, it i di persed into the coating 
material in finely powdered form. The 
tandard paint-making techniques and 
materials can all be used in conjunction 
with the present corrosion-inhibiting 
compound. In addition, the present 
corrosion-inhibiting compound can be 
included in paints and other coating ma-
terials together with other corrosion-in-
hibiting compound, uch as chromates, 
molybdate, borates, and carbonates. 
This work was done by Edward D. Weil of 
Polytechnic University for Kennedy Space 
Center. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Materials 
category. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Technology Programs and Com-
mercialization Office, Kennedy SPace Center, 
(321) 867-6373. Refer to KSC-11979. 
EXAMPLES OF COMPOUNDS 
2,5-di(methylamino)·I,4-benzoquinone 
2,5-di(bulylamino)·I ,4-benzoquinone 
2,5-di(dodecylamino )-I ,4·benzoquinone 
2,5·di(aliylamino)-I,4-benzoquinone 
2,5·dl(cyciohexylamino )-1 ,4·benzoqulnone 
2,5·di(methoxyelhylammo)·I,4-benzoquinone 
2,5-diphenylamino-l,4-benzoquinone 
2,5-di-p·tolylamino-l,4-benzoquinone 
2,5-di( 4-dodecyiphenylamino)-1 ,4·benzoquinone 
2,5-di(methoxyphenylamino)·I,4·benzoquinone 
2 ,5·di( dodecylamino )-1 ,4·benzoquinone 
2,5·di(dimethylamino)-I,4-benzoquinone 
2,5·di(N-methyl·N ·cocoyiamlno )-1 ,'I-benzoquinone 
2,5-dimorphoiinyl-l,4·benzoquinone 
In a Generic Corrosion-Inhibiting Compound of 
the present type, each of Rand R' is an alkyl, cy-
cloalkyl, alkenyl, cycloalkenyl, or aryl group that 
is either unsubstituted or substituted with 
alkoxy or other non-polymer-reactive groups. 
NASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
Electronic Components and Systems 
• Loss-Tolerant Speech Codec 
The design is based on the dynamics of speech, which can be learned off-line. 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas 
A coder/ decoder system (codec) is 
being developed for u e in a digital 
voice communication sy tern in which 
speech i encoded as a eries of frame 
of data and transmitted over a noi y or 
los y channel. Called a "10 -tolerant 
speech codec" (LTSC), the ystem i de-
signed to maintain the quality of recon-
structed speech at the receiver (de-
coder) when frame are occa ionally 
10 t or corrupted b noise during prop-
agation through the channel. Digital 
atellit and digital cellular telephone 
link are typical examples of channel 
in which frame can be 10 t or cor-
rupted by noi e. In addition, variable 
frame dela in packet-switching digital 
communication channel can occasion-
all become long enough to exert the 
am eITe t upon speech decoder as 
that of 10 of peech during the af-
fected frame . 
The principal innovative aspect of 
thi LT i a ub ' tern call d an "in-
p ech filt r" (1 F), whi h 
combine the late t neural-network 
technology with tate-of-the-art p ech-
pro ing te hnique . The I F func-
tion as a peech predictor or xtrapola-
tor; it recon truct an appro imate 
ver ion of th mi ing peech [ram on 
the basi of previou peech frame and 
of its knowl dge of the d narnic of th 
vo al tra t ,nd pit h. The quality of 
p ech recon truct dafter tran mi i n 
through a noi channel i impr ved 
over that f other code becau e in a 
dynanli al n e, th e umat d p e h 
in erted in th mt II1g or erron Ol 
[ram sounds like the immediatel pr 
ceding peech. In contrast, other codecs 
put out uch distracting, di continuous 
sounds as clicks, abrupt silence, or gar-
bled peech in re ponse to mi ing or 
erroneous frames. 
The design of this LT will eventually 
call for high-speed microproce ors, par-
al lel processing architecture, and effi-
cient algorithm coding to implement its 
functions, which are hown in implified 
form in the figure. The analog-to-digital 
converter in the tran nutter linearly 
quantize the input peech ignal into a 
binary repre entation of 12 to 16 bits at a 
sampling rate of j.. The digital input 
p ech ignal e timate the p ctra1 enve-
lope that repre ents the vocal tracl, along 
with an appropriate driving function. 
Within the encoder, the digital input 
peech ignal i first classified as either 
v iced or unvoiced, b cau e the mathe-
matical model for pro e ing voiced and 
unvoiced ignals are quit diffi rent; the 
model for voiced ignal involve pit h-
yn hronous p ctra1 anal i, while that 
for unvoi d ignal involve lin ar pr 
di tion pectra1 anal i. 
The decoder in the receiv r include 
the I F plus ignal-pro e ing circuitry 
that d termine whether r not ea h re-
eived fram of data i rron us. If a 
frame i receiv d without ITor, the data 
are decod d into a p tral envelop , 
fram energy and pit h P riod for 
oiced peech. The de oded data are 
u d t generate a pee h time rie, 
whi h i fed to a digital-to-anal g con-
verter for conversion to an analog out-
put p ecll signa\. 
The decod d data ar al 0 ent to an 
input buffer in the I F. When a frame of 
data is found to be lost or erroneou , the 
ISF use the decoded data tored in the 
buffer during preceding frames to ex-
trapolate the spectral envelope, energy, 
and pitch period into the missing or er-
roneou frame. The energy and pitch 
are both predicted by an all-pole infi-
nite-impulse-respon e digital filter. The 
neural network i used to solve the mo t 
difficult part of the extrapolation prob-
lem which is prediction of the pectral 
envelope. 
The neural network i of a back-prop-
agation-learning type. The neural net-
work can b trained in the dynamic of 
peech b u e of the time-varying p c-
tra1 envelope of repre entative amples 
of speech recorded from a vari ty of 
speakers. The neural network in the pro-
totype I F was trained on a ingle en-
tence from a ingle peaker, but the 
training et will ventually be expand d 
to includ many ntence from many 
peakers, containing all phoneme and 
phoneme tran ition . 
This work was done by Jaime L. Prieto of 
Lin Com Corp. faT Johnson Space Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
inventio1l. Inquilies concemi ng rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Jaime L. Prieto 
LinCom orp. 
1020 Bay Area Blvd. 
uile 200 
Houston, T 7705 
Refer to M 22426, volume and number 
of this A To ch Bri f: isme, and the 
page number. 
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The Decoder in the Loss-Tolerant Speech Codec estimates speech represented by miSSing or erroneous frames of received speech data. The estimate is an 
extrapolation based on the data from preceding frames and on the dynamiCS of speech as learned by a back-propagation neural network. 
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Electronics 
. Circuits Control Test Power-Turn-On 
and -Turn-Off Transients 
Transients are repeatable and can be timed or phased precisely. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
Two electronic circuits that generate 
controlled power-turn-on and power-tum-
offtran ients have been developed. These 
circuits are parts of a suite of test equip-
ment used to measure the response, to 
power-bus transients, of power supplies 
and power-consuming electronic circuitry 
aboard the space shutt1e. The e circuits 
can also be used in testing re ponse to 
power-bu tran ients in other closed elec-
tronic systems that include power source 
and power-consuming equipment. 
The figure is a simplified block dia-
gram of the relationships among these 
circuits, a power source, and a piece of 
equipment under test (EDT). The power-
distribution wiring between the power 
source and the EDT is modeled by a Line 
impedance stabilization network (LIS ), 
which is a circuit that contains lumped re-
sistance(s), capacitance(s), and/or in-
ductance(s). One of the circuits, called a 
"preci ion phase-controlled power 
witch" ("emission switch" for short), is 
designed specifically for turning on 
and/ or turning off the power supplied to 
the EDT. The other circuit, called a 
" witching transient imulator" ("STS' for 
short), injects transients from a switched 
resistor-and-capacitor load into the con-
nection between the LIS and the EDT 
to imulate the witching of power to cir-
cuits other than the EDT. 
Prior to the development of the emis-
sion switch and the STS, tum-on and turn-
off transients for te ring were generated by 
u e of mechanical switche . One disadvan-
tage of mechanical switches is that they are 
susceptible to contact bounce and arcing, 
which give rise to nonreapeatability of 
switching wavefOlIDs. Another disadvan-
tage of mechanical switche is that their 
From ae or de 
Power Source 
From ae or de -----1 
Power Source 
opening and closing times cannot be con-
trolled precisely; this is especially impor-
tant in the case of an ac power supply, inas-
much as the open-switch voltage an 
infinitesimal time before turn-on or the 
closed-switch current an infinitesimal time 
before lum-off depends on the phase 
(that is, the time from the beginning of 
the power-supply cycle) . 
In the emission switch and the STS, the 
primary switching elements are field-ef-
fect tran istors (FETs), which, unlike me-
chanical switche , are not susceptible to 
bounce or arcing_ Moreover, FETs can be 
turned on or off starting at precise in-
stants of time and with repeatable rise or 
fall times, by use of control signals with 
uitably timed and haped waveforms. 
Both the emission switch and the STS can 
be synchronized with an ac power wave-
form so that they generate the required 
"on" or "off" transients at pecified phase 
of the power cycle. 
An additional notable feature of the 
emission witch i the inclusion of a timed 
mechanical relay switch. Thi switch is 
tumed on 10 m after the FET has been 
turned on and is turned off 10 ms before 
the FET i turned off. Thus, except for 10-
ms intervals at the beginning and end of 
the "on" time, the mechanical switch by-
passes the FET. This feature reduces the 
time-averaged power dissipated in the 
FET, thereby reducing the FET heat-sink-
ing requirement. 
This work was done by Ken Javor oj EMC 
Compliance Jar Marshall Space Flight Center. 
For further inJormation, access the Technical 
uppo,-t Package (,T. P) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
MFS-31457 
The Emission Switch and the STS are electronic circuits that generate precisely timed, repeatable 
switching transients for testing the EUT. 
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Electronics 
= Multiple-Cavity Masers as 32-GHz LNAs 
Advanced designs feature compactness and high performance. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Improved multiple-cavity ruby masers 
are under development for use as low-
noise amplifiers (LNAs) for receiving very 
weak radio signals in frequency bands up 
to and including one centered approxi-
mately at 32 GHz. The e masers were de-
signed specifically to be incorporated into 
receivel in ground tations of ASA' 
Deep pace etwork. The design may be 
useful in terrestrial cellular telephone ter-
minals where high selectivity and immu-
nity to the generation of intennodulation 
products may be needed. 
Th de igns simplify field operations, 
afford high reliability, minimize required 
pump power levels, and provide noise 
temperatures near quantum limits. The 
low pump-power requirements enable op-
eration in commerciaUy available clo ed-
cycle helium refrigerators at temperatures 
Join us for a free IDL Web Seminar 
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of S4 K Another important aspect of the 
de igns is maU size, enabling the place-
ment of many amplifiers in a ingle re-
frigerator in support of arrayed feeds, op-
eration at multiple frequencies, and/ or 
simultaneous dual-polarization operation, 
orne or aU of which are needed in many 
receiving system. 
A maser of thi type includes a ruby-
filled cavity, one or more ignal-<:oupling 
cavities, one or more pump-coupling cav-
ities, and a pump-reject filter, all com-
bined in a single amplifier assembly. Sig-
nals are routed to and from the amplifier 
assembly via a tran mission line (which is 
a waveguide in the case of 32 GHz) con-
nected to a circulator. At 32 GHz, the am-
plifiers are small enough that twelve of 
them can fit within a single solenoid that 
has an inner diameter of 10 cm. 
Each amplifying cavity i a half-wave-
length waveguide resonator filled with 
ruby (having dimen ion of 2.601 by 
1.3005 by 1.016 mm in the 32-GHz case). 
The pump-reject filter i located in a 
waveguide, called the «ignal wave-
guide," between the ruby and the circu-
lator. This filter reflects the pump en-
ergy that has passed through the ruby 
back to the ruby, thereby confining the 
pump energy to the amplifier in order 
to maximize the pumping efficiency. 
The tuning range of the 32-GHz ver-
sion covers the deep- pace-to-Earth fre-
quency allocation of 31.8 GHz to 32.3 
GHz with an in tantaneous bandwidth 
of at least 100 MHz and an amplifier 
noi e temperature of 3.1 K Slightly 
lower noi e temperature may be pos ible 
when this maser is operated in a refrig-
erator at a phy icaltemperature <2.2 K 
This work was done by James Shell and 
Robert Clauss of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical upport Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/isp 
under the Electronic Components and Systems 
category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-30143, volum.e and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
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30 MEMS for Optical Cross-Connect Switches: 
A New Means of Managing 
Network Traffic 
I
n the past several years the growth of 
optical networks and the amount of 
data being transmitted through 
them has generated great interest in 
new means of managing network 
traffic. One of the most promising is the 
optical cros -connect (OXC), which is 
de igned to enable the switching of light 
ignal from a group of input fibers to a 
group of output fiber with no tran ition 
to electrical signals in between, as is the 
current standard. 
It is believed that avoiding the tran i-
tions to and from electrical signal will 
offer a number of advantage. Thi all-
optical method i bit-rate and protocol 
transparent, which means the OXC is 
able to function even as the bit-rate 
grows and as the data tran mission pro-
tocol changes. In addition, direct opti-
cal switching i highly scalable and pro-
vides telecommunication carriers with a 
value proposition that avoids the expen-
ive high-speed electronic used in cur-
rent optical-electrical-optical (OEO) 
topologies. 
There are a number of technologies 
that provide for direct optical switching 
including liquid cry tals, bubbles, holo-
granls, and microelectromechanical ys-
terns (MEMS). Of the e approache, 
MEMS is widely believed to be the most 
promising for large-scale optical cro -
connects. 
MEMS for Optical Cross-Connect 
Switches 
The two major approaches for 
MEMS OXCs are the so-called 2-D and 
3-D approaches. The 2-D approach in-
volves arranging a set ofMEMS mirrors 
in a plane. Each mirror i placed at a 
fixed angle with respect to the incom-
ing light and is moved in and out of the 
path of the light like a shutter. By cas-
cading sets of these mirrors one is able 
to steer the input from M input fibers 
to N output fibers. For the case in 
which M= ,the total number of mir-
ror required i equal to '. The so-
called non-blocking Clos architecture 
can reduce the number of mirrors but 
IIa 
" = mirror down in reflecting position 
" = mirror up in passing position 
II ' , 
12 =======:::J--....:,~~' , ' 
13c========r-~r.-~-~'· 
Unswitched 
11-01 
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, , 
01 02 03 
, 
11 ," .. 
12C=========J-~~ c:======-~.. , 13 
Switched 
11-03 
12-02 
13-01 
, , 
01 02 03 
Figure I: 20 cross-connect in two different states. 
adds a large amount of complexity to 
the y tern . A diagram of a simple 3x3 
switch i shown in Figure 1 with a total 
of 3'=9 mirror. Two different states are 
shown. In the first tate, each input 
fiber is connected to its companion 
output fiber. In the second state, the 
outputs of fibers 1 and 3 are switched. 
Thi approach works quite well for 
mall port counts (N<32) but as the 
port number grows, the sy tern re-
quires many more mirrors and the total 
path length increa es, which increase 
the in ertion los . 
At these higher port counts, 3D 
MEM technology is the preferred 
choice. 3D MEMS arrays operate by 
steering beams oflight in an analog fash-
ion in 3-dimensional space. For N fiber 
in and fibers out the total number of 
mirrors needed is 2 and the length 
that the light travels does not increase as 
quickly with port count as it does for 2D 
configurations. 
The general configuration for such an 
array i represented in the chematic of 
Figure 2, which how an arrangement 
with 3 mirrors on each array. The dia-
gram shows a standard arrangement of 
the arrays with respect to the fibers and 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
how the mirrors rotate to switch the out-
put fiber to which each input fiber is 
connected. Each mirror can rotate 
about 2 axes and can direct incident 
light to any mirror in the companion 
array. The mirror in this array then redi-
rects the light 0 that it enters the cor-
rect output fiber at normal incidence. 
The fundamental functionality required 
of each mirror thus i the ability to ro-
tate to many different po ition in both 
the x and y-axe and hold that position 
for extended periods of time (up to 
years) with high accuracy. The fact that 
the mirror i functioning in an analog 
fashion greatly increases the complexity 
of the system. 
The mirrors for these arrays typically 
consist of silicon plate coated with a 
film that has a high reflectivity at the 
wavelengths used in the network. Each 
mirror i suspended in space by prings 
that are compliant enough to allow the 
mirror to rotate in response to forces ap-
plied to it. Because the mirror must be 
able to rotate about t\vo axes, it is often 
suspended within a gimbal, which is it-
self suspended from a fixed structure as 
shown in Figure 3. This structure allow 
the mirror to rotate about one axis 
Photoni Tech BriefS, May 2002 
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within the gimbal, which in tum can ro-
tate about the perpendicular axi . In this 
way the mirror can achieve compound 
angles of rotation. 
The means by which the actuation 
of the mirror is achieved can be of 
many forms but often fa Us into one of 
two categories: electrostatic and elec-
tromagnetic. 
Un switched 
11-01 
12·02 
13·03 
II 12 13 
010203 
~ 
Critical Figures of Merit for 3D MEMS: 
There are many requirements im-
posed on the 3D MEMS that form the 
core of an OXC. Some of the most im-
portant of these are: 
Maximum angle- the most basic re-
quirement for each mirror in an array is 
that it can rotate enough to direct light 
to any mirror in the opposing array. 
Switched 
11-03 
12-02 
13-01 
II 12 13 
010203 
Figure 2: 3D cross-connect in two d ifferent states. 
Electrostatic Actuation 
Electrostatic actuation consists of ap-
plying a bias between two conductors, 
which induce an attractive force be-
tween them. Whether achieved through 
a parallel plate or comb-drive architec-
ture, thi actuation scheme is very com-
monly used and has a number of advan-
tages i'lcluding low power consumption 
and relative ease of design. The parallel 
plate architecture i more straigh tfor-
ward and easy to fabricate but suffers 
from high-voltage requirements and 
strong non-linearity of force versus di -
placement. The comb-drive architecture 
is more linear and requires smaller volt-
ages, but it is significantly more difficult 
to fabricate. 
Electromagnetic Actuation 
The other main actuation type is elec-
tromagnetic, which uses the interaction 
between an electromagnet and a perma-
nent magnet to rotate the mirror. These 
devices have the advantage of relatively 
large torques when used with larger mir-
rors, and a smaller number of leads per 
mirror. They do, however, consume 
more power, which can lead to chal-
lenges of heat dissipation. They can aI 0 
be more complicated to package, as they 
typically will involve the assembly of ex-
ternal magnets or coils. 
2a 
Mirror size/ fill factor- the size of the 
mirror in an array mu t be large 
enough to capture a large percentage of 
the incoming light and is thus heavily 
dependent on the optical de ign of the 
ystem. For a given mirror size, it is often 
desired to have a high "fill factor" which 
i the area of each mirror divided by the 
area of each pixel. 
ROC (Radius of Curvature)- in order 
for the mirrors to be sufficiently reflec-
Figure 3: SEM micrograph of micromirror 
array. 
tive, they are coated witll a film , which is 
typically gold. This film will induce orne 
curvature on the mirror, which can be 
quantified by its radius of curvature. The 
curvature can induce an unwanted 
preading of the reflected light. There-
fore, it is necessary to keep this curva-
ture low, i.e. keep the ROC high. 
Switching speed- to fit into the proto-
col of many optical fabrics, the switching 
speed often mu t be less than 10 ms to 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
ensure uninterrupted service. To 
achieve such switching speed, MEMS de-
signers reduce the mass of the rotating 
structures while increasing the maxi-
mum torque applied to them. 
Pointing stability- as the mirror drifts 
from its ideal angle, the light it deflects 
is steered away from tile center of the 
fiber to which it is directed causing a de-
crease in signal strengtll. The extent to 
which angular error manifests itself in 
an increase in insertion loss is critically 
dependent on the optical design of the 
system. Thi requirement can be quite 
challenging under shock, vibration, and 
temperature cycling and i one of the 
main drivers for closed loop control. 
Scalability- one of the advantages of 
3D MEMS i its abi lity to scale to higher 
port counts without any radical change 
in its implementation. However, a num-
ber of challenge do arise at higher port 
counts ranging from increased angular 
deflection and pointing stability require-
ments to the difficulty of routing an in-
creasing number of leads. 
Reliability- thi area is very broad and 
is influenced by almost every aspect of 
system design. Reliability tests are gov-
erned by the conventional Telcordia 
specifications. The e are used to qualify 
a system to ensure that it meets standard 
telecommunication reliability require-
ments. MEMS designers have the chal-
lenging task of meeting these explicit re-
quirements and any additional one 
proposed by a pecific cu tomer. This 
often involves a careful choice of materi-
als who e propertie change little over 
time, the use of mall actuation signals 
(whether voltage or current), and her-
metic packaging of tile device to mini-
mize environmental effects. 
Summary 
MEMS offer many advantages as a 
technology platform for optical switch-
ing and specifically as the core of a large 
port count OXC. As with any emerging 
technology, the 3D MEMS OXC \vill ulti-
mately ucceed or fail based on its ability 
to meet customer demands for function-
ality and price. The succes in meeting 
these requirements will have a great im-
pact on the field of optical networking as 
well as on the future of MEMS itself. 
Dr. Thomas Kudrle is the Lead Engineer of 
MEMS axc at Corning IntelliSense Corpo-
ration. For more information contact Dr. Ku-
drle at KudrleTD@corning.com or by tele-
phone at (978) 988-8000, ext. 2311. Visit 
IntelliSense at www.intellisense.com or con-
tact the main office at IntelliSense Corpora-
tion, 36 Jonspin Road, Wilmington, MA, 
01887, USA. 
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This is about the only kind of coating we 
don't make. 
Standard and Custom Coatings. R&D. OEM. Sheet Stock. 
With so many capabilities, we never have to sugar coat the truth about 
our coatings. From custom R&D development to OEM production, ZC&R 
has exactly what you're looking for. Providing, of course, you're looking 
for quality. To say nothing of our flexibility in helping design an optimal 
coating for your project, from micro optics to 29" diameter. To get a 
real taste of what we can do for you, call 800-426-2864 or visit 
zcrcoatings.com today. 
-------
zcrcoatings.com 
ISO 9002 • AS 9000 
Registered 
1401 Abalone Ave. / Torrance, CA 90501 / 310-381 -3060 / 800-426-2864 / FAX: 310-782-9951 
e-mail : info@zcrcoatings.com / www.zcrcoatings.com 
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Product Guide: Continuous-Wave Diode Lasers 
Diod e la e rs, also known as lase r diodes or semiconductor lasers, are small rugged device that require low levels of 
power. These characteristics enable them to operate in envi-
ronmen ts and spaces where other lasers cannot fun ctio n . 
Other characte ristics include long life expectancy and sensi-
tivity to electrostatic shock. Low cost, high volume manufac-
turing using standard semiconductor fabrication techniques 
has also helped to fuel the prevalent use of di ode lasers in 
communications, illuminatio n , materials processing and 
medical applications, for example. 
cri tical for a variety of applicatio ns including communica-
tion . CW la e rs generally produce lower output power th an 
pulsed lase rs, which a t fixed inte rvals ge nerate a momentary 
amplifi cation of coherent light followed by a re turn to the 
p reviou state. 
Due to the large number and diver e type of diode laser of-
ferings, those fea tured in the table are only representative of 
available p roducts. A maj ori ty of companies offer custom diode 
lasers along with standard offerings. Product entries are 
arranged by wavelength. All figures in the table are typical un-
less o therwise noted. Man ufacturer web addresses are provided 
in a separate table. The manufacnlrer hould be con tacted di-
rectly for additional information . 
Thi month the product guide focuses o n continuous-
wave (CW) diode lasers. Continuous-wave lasers ge nera te an 
uninterrupted, coherent beam of light. Beam coherency is 
Spectral Beam 
Wavelength Output Operating Width Divergence 
(nm) Power Current (nm) (degrees) Features Company Model No. 
635 lmW 70mA 4 6.3 Fiber pigtailed Newport LO-635-31A 
635 to 680 10mW 60mA 8x35 C-mount, 5.6mm, SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Cl -XXX-O.Q1 S-R 
&9mm 
650 to 695 100mW 600mA 8x37 Window packages Appl ied Optronics AOCl-l 00-B 
650 to 665 150mW 700mA Fiber packages Applied Optronics AOCl-150-HHL100 
666 to 695 60mW 600mA Fiber packages Appl ied Optronics AOCl-60-H H L1 00 
666 to 695 125mW 650mA Fiber packages Applied Optronics AOCI -125-HHL1 00 
666 to 695 400mW 900mA 8x37 Window packages Applied Optronics AOCl-400-T3 & HHL 
670 0.3mW 45mA Fiber pigtailed Newport LD-670-11A 
670 1.2mW 60mA 12.7 Fiber pigtailed Newport LD-670-21 B 
670 500mW 900mA 40xl0 C, T03, 9mm, High Power Devices HPD-1305 
& HHL packages 
675 3W 8A <6 <0.16 NA Fiber array Coherent, Inc. FAP-67-3000C -800-B 
690 4W 9A <6 <0.16 NA Fiber array Coherent, Inc. FAP-69-4000C -800-B 
730 to 750 250mW 900mA 8x38 Window packages Applied Optronics AOCl-250-T3 & HHL 
780 to 1060 500mW 500mA 8x40 C-mount, 9mm, SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Cl-XXX-O.5M-R 
& fiber coupled 
780 to 980 500mW 750mA 2 40xl0 C, T03, High Power Devices HPD-l 005 
& 9mm packages 
780 to 995 500mW 950mA 9x43 Window packages Applied Optronics AOCI-500-B & HHL 
780 to 1060 lW lA 8x40 C-mount, 9mm, SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Cl -XXX-l M-R 
& fiber coupled 
780 to 980 lW 1.3A 2 40xl0 C, T03, 9mm, High Power Devices HPD-l 010 
& H H L packages 
780 to 995 lW l.4A 9x43 Window packages Applied Optronics AOCI -l 000-B & HHL 
780 to 1060 2W 2A 8x40 C-mount, HPC, & T03 SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Cl -XXX-2M-R 
780 to 940 2W 2.5A 2 40xl0 C, T03, & HHL Packages High Power Devices HPD-1 620 
780 to 1060 5W 5.8A 8x40 HPC & LD packages SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Cl -XXX-5M-R 
780 to 980 5W 6.5A 2 40xl0 HHL package High Power Devices HPD-l050 
780 to 1060 15W 16A 8x40 SLD, LD, SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-Bl -XXX-15M-R 
& LT packages; bars 
780 to 840 16W 32A <4 <0.16 NA Fiber array Coherent, Inc. FAP-t..-16C -800-B 
780 to 1060 30W 16A .22NA Fiber coupled SLI Corp. SLI-CW-FCLD-B4-XXX-30M-F 
780 to 840 30W 45A <5 <0.16 NA Fiber array Coherent, Inc. FAP-t..-30C-800-BL 
780 to 840 60W 45A <5 <0.16 NA Fiber array Coherent, Inc. FAP-t..-60C-1200-BL 
780 to 1060 60W 60A 8x40 Water-cooled LT & bars SLI Corp. SLI-CW-XXX-81 -XXX-60M-R 
785 3mW 100mA Fiber pigtailed Newport LD-785-51 B 
785 6mW 55mA 12.7 Fiber pigtailed Newport LO-785-61 C 
798 to 800 2W max. 2.5A 2 12x32 A & Pl packages JDS Uniphase SDL-2460 Series 
798 to 800 4W max. 6.3A 2 12x32 C & Pl packages JDS Uniphase SDL-2380 Series 
808 500mW 150mA 2.5 12x40 Fiber pigtailed, Laser Diode, Inc. CW 0500 Series 
C&9mm 
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www.alfalight.com 
For more information 
visit our web site. For a 
detailed specification 
packet e-mail us at 
product@alfalight.com 
or call 608-240-4881 . 
ALFAL IGH'~ 
The Power of Better 
A Starting Line-Up 
That'll Knock Your 
Socks Off! 
When you play to win, 
you'd better have a team 
that delivers leading-edge 
devices and world-class 
packaging. See why 
customers are cheering our 
high powered single and 
multi mode diode lasers. 
And why our competitors are 
groaning, "What will these 
guys come up with next?" 
Multimode Diode Laser 
• 980 nm wavelength 
• > 1.8 W output power 
Singlemode Diode Laser 
• 980 nm wavelength 
• >300 mW output power 
For Free Info Circle No. 428'~0:l..r .Ii.IEn.u.:teii.l.r...lll¥."-Lm..D.l!:m..l~~~~~ __________ _ 
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Spectral Beam 
Wavelength Output Operating Width Divergence 
(nm) Power Current (nm) (degrees) Features Company Model No. 
808 
808 to 810 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 
808 to 980 
500mW 800 mA 
to 1.2A 
500mW max. 800mA 
lW 300mA 
lW 1.1 to l.5A 
lW 1.25A 
2W 600mA 
2W 2.4 to 3.2A 
2 
2.5 
<5 
2.5 
5W l.3A 2.5 
15W 
15W 
15W 
16W 
20W 
20W 
25W 
30W 
21 to 28A 
S;30A <4 
32A <6 
6.5A (series) 3 
27 to 30A 
28A 3 
52A <6 
42A 
808 30W S;60A <4 
3 810, 830, 852 50mW max. 
810, 830, 852 150mW max. 
810 
810 
815 to 845 
830 
830 
830 
910 to 930 
915 
915 
930 to 950 
940 
940 
940 
960 to 980 
975 
975 
975 
980 
980 
980 
980 
980 
lW 
2W 
lWmax. 
200mW max. 
lW 
15W 
4W max. 
lW 
30W 
16W 
lW 
1.4W 
30W 
2W max. 
lW 
15W 
15W 
>lmW 
1W 
2W 
2W 
22W 
95 mA 
210 mA 
1.8 to 2A 
2.1A 
1.7A 
270 mA 
1.25A 
s;30A 
4.8A 
1.25A 
S;60A 
27A 
1.25A 
1.55A 
45A 
2.6A 
1.25A 
S;30A 
28A 
<30mA 
1.3 to 1.6A 
2.1A 
2.4 to 3A 
40A 
3 
3 
3 
<5 
<4 
5 max. 
<5 
<4 
<4 
<5 
<5 
6 max. 
<5 
<4 
<4 
2-3 
<4 
10x40 
12x32 
12x40 
10x40 
<36x<10 
12x40 
10x40 
12x40 
10x40 
0.11NA 
0.22 NA 
10 
10x40 
40xl0 
0.22 NA 
.22NA 
0.11NA 
9x30 
9x30 
9x43 
14 
9x30 
<36x<10 
O.llNA 
12x28 
<36x<10 
O.llNA 
<0.16 NA 
<36x<10 
9x43 
<0.16 NA 
14x35 
<36x<10 
O.llNA 
<0.18 NA 
10x35 
9x43 
10x35 
<0.18 NA 
Company ................................................................ URL 
Apollo Instruments .................. .......... www.apolloinstruments.com 
Applied Optronics Corp ................. www.appliedoptronicscorp.com 
B&W Tek, Inc. ..................................... ....................... www.bvvtek.com 
Coherent, Inc. ............ ............... .. ..................... www.coherentinc.com 
High Power Devices. Inc. .................... ... ................. www.hpdinc.com 
C, HHL, Newport 
& T03 packages 
C, H 1, & Pl packages JDS Uniphase 
Rber pigtailed, C & 9mm Laser Diode, Inc. 
C, H H L, & T03 packages Newport 
Open heatsink, 
single emitter 
Fiber pigtailed, 
C &9mm 
C, HHL, 
& TO 5 packages 
Rber pigtailed, 
C &9mm 
1 cm bar 
Fiber coupled 
0.6mm fiber coupled 
Fiber coupled array 
1 cm bar 
Laser bar 
0.6mm fiber coupled 
Water-cooled 
fiber coupled 
Fiber coupled 
C, Gl , & Hl packages 
C, Gl , & Hl packages 
HHL package 
HHL package 
Fiber coupled 
C, Gl , & Hl packages 
Open heatsink, 
single emitter 
Fiber coupled 
A-block package 
Open heatsink, 
single emitter 
Rber coupled 
Fiber array 
Open heatsink, 
single emitter 
Window packages 
Rber array 
A-block package 
Open heatsink, 
single emitter 
Fiber coupled 
Fiber array 
Fiber pigtailed 
C, HHL, & T03 packages 
HHL package 
C & HHL packages 
Fiber array 
Spectra-Physics 
Laser Diode, Inc. 
Newport 
Laser Diode, Inc. 
Newport 
Spectra-Physics 
Apollo Instruments 
High Power Devices 
Newport 
High Power Devices 
Apollo Instruments 
SLI Corp. 
Spectra-Physics 
JDS Uniphase 
JDS Uniphase 
Newport 
Applied Optronics 
JDS Uniphase 
JDS Uniphase 
Spectra·Physics 
Spectra-Physics 
JDS Uniphase 
Spectra-Physics 
Spectra' Physics 
Coherent, Inc. 
Spectra·Physics 
Applied Optronics 
Coherent, Inc. 
JDS Uniphase 
Spectra· Physics 
Spectra· Physics 
Coherent, Inc. 
B&W Tek, Inc. 
Newport 
Applied Optronics 
Newport 
Coherent, Inc. 
LD-808-500C 
SDL-2350 Series 
CW 1000 Series 
LD-808-1000C 
SCTl 00·808·Z1 -01 
CW 2000 Series 
LD-808-2000C 
CW 5000 Series 
LD-808·15C -30-A 
BFx0825·808-15-01 
F15·808-6 
H PD·1916-FCA 
LD-808-20C -30·A 
HPD-1220 
F25-808-6 
SU·CW-WFCLD-Bl -XXX-30M·F 
BFx0825·808-30·01 
SDL-5400 Series 
SDL-5420 Series 
LD-810·HHL200 
AOCI-1600-HHL 
JDSUniphase-2364-L2 
SDL-5430 Series 
SCT060-830-Z1-01 
BFx0825·830-15-01 
SDL-6380-A 
SCT100·915-Z1·01 
BFxl160·915-30·01 
FAP-940-16C ·800-B 
SCTl 00-940-Z1 -01 
AOCI-1400-HHL 
FAP-J..-30C-800·BL 
SDL·6370-A 
SCTl 00-975-Z1-01 
BFx0825·975-15·01 
FAP·J..-15C·800-B 
BWKM-980 
LD-980·1000C 
AOCI-1600-HHL 
LD-980·2000C 
FAP-J..-22C-800-B 
Company ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••.••••••••••••••• URL 
JDS Uniphase ................................................................ www.jdsu.com 
Laser Diode, Inc. ...... ............................ ........ ...... www.laserdiode.com 
Newport ............... ......... ........................................ www.newport.com 
Semiconductor Laser International (SLI) Corp. ..www.slicorp.com 
Spectra-Physics, Semiconductor Lasers www.spectra-physics.com 
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Technologies 
of the Month 
Sponsored by ye~com 
For more information on these and other new, 
licensable inventions, visit www.nasatech.com/ techsearch 
Efficient Heat Exchanger 
With Compact Size 
This high efficiency heat exchanger has 
a mall overall size that makes economical 
production po ible. The device has many 
applications but is particularly litable for 
heating and cooling machines operating 
by a regenerative gas cycle process. 
Thi heat exchanger i characterized 
by the eparation of the media taking 
part in the heat transfer. Running a 
groove (or multiple grooves) from the 
inlet to the outlet on one surface of the 
heat exchanger' base body enable 
high-efficiency despite the compact size. 
A cover eal the groove to form a flow 
channel for the heat-ab orbing heat 
tran fer medium. The other urface of 
the base body has a multitude of chan-
nel and/ or pores for the heat-emitting 
medium. There are a variety of wa to 
configure the e channels and/ or pore. 
FOT m01? information go to: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/ 
tow/ exchanger.html 
email: nasatech@yet2.com; 
phone:617-557-3837 
Sealing Method for 
Reducing Semiconductor 
Package Defects 
emkonductor packag are h Imeti-
cally ealed to protect emiconductor de-
vice chip from mechanical damage and 
contamination uch as dust, chemkal, 
gas ,and humidity. Typically a emicon-
du tor device chip i ealed in a rectangu-
lar package b applying adhe ive (usually 
a ealing older) to the plating lay r of the 
package bod and then pre ing the lid 
again t the pa kage body while the ntir 
structur i heat d. Inert gas is also ealed 
in the packag to help protect the hip. 
This method of adhering a lid with an ad-
hive, hil being heated under pre ure 
can I ave voids in the hermetic aI por-
tion - tlle overlapping portion betw en 
tlle lid and th plating la er of the pa k-
ag bod . Th inert gas ealed in ide can 
th n I ak through cau ing sealing deb cts. 
Thi pr po ed method of sealing a 
semi ondu tor packag intend to re-
duc defects in the s al portion ofa semi-
onductor devi ,improve the adhe ion 
Photoni Tech Briefs, May 2002 
trength of the seal, and increase the uni-
formity of the eutectic reaction. The pro-
posed method uses emiconductor device 
packages consisting of a emiconductor 
device chip mounted on the package 
body and a lid that i adhered to the an 
annular plating layer formed by applying 
an adhesive to the package body. The 
package body and/ or lid are then piv-
oted about an axis coaxial with the adhe-
sion layer before the adhe ive hardens. A 
ealing device i used to pivot the package 
and or lid as de cribed above. The appa-
ratus consi ts of a table for upporting the 
package body; a lid holdingjig; mean for 
vertically moving the table and/ or the lid 
holding jig; and mean for rotating the 
table and/ or lid holding jig. The scrub-
bing enabled by thi apparatus breaks the 
surface oxide film formed on the pre-
form. 
For more information go to: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/ 
tow/scrubbing.html 
email: nasatech@yet2.com; 
phone:617-557-3837 
Wire Cutters for High-
Precision Cutting Applications 
This technology addr e me disad-
vantage of onventional fixed-abrasive 
wire tools resulting in a longer ervice life, 
improved utting preci ion and effi i ncy, 
and lower co ts. With their flexibility and 
mall diameter, the diamond wire cutters 
can be used in a variety of high-precision 
cutting application. 
The manufacturing pro e for thi 
wire tool utilize light-curing resin as the 
bonding material. When irradiated b ul-
traviol t or vi ible lights, the r in pol -
m rize and hard n wimin a £ w cond 
mrough photorea lion . Thi allow me 
wire tool to be produ ed at a rate of hun-
dreds to mousands of meters per minute. 
Metal particle or inorganic powd rs with 
a mean grain diameter of 0.1 to 15 mi-
rom t rs are also added to the re in in 
ord r to improve me mechanical 
trength and heat r i tanc of m t 01 . 
FOT more information go to: 
www.nasatech.com/techsearch/tow/cutter.hblll 
email: nasatech@yeI2.com; 
phone:617-557-3837 
www.ptbmagazine.com 
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Arrays of QWIPs With Spatial Separation of Multiple Colors 
Spectral imagers could be made simpler, smaller, lighter, and less costly. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Focal-plane arrays of quantum-well 
infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) fea-
turing adjacent pixels sensitive to dif-
ferent colors have been proposed. An 
array of this type would make it possi-
ble to image the same cene in multi-
ple wavelength bands simultaneously 
on the same focal plane, without need 
for moving parts or for complex optics 
to split light into wavelength bands and 
make the light in each band impinge 
on a separate detector array optimized 
for that band. Hence, these arrays 
would make it possible to develop a 
new generation of spectral imagers that 
would be smaller, lighter, and Ie s 
costly, relative to spectral imagers now 
or previously in use. 
The figure is a schematic cross section 
of one pixel of a four-color array accord-
ing to the proposal. The pixel would be 
divided into four adjacent sub-pixels, 
each sub-pixel optimized for one of the 
four desired wavelength bands. All the 
sub-pixel would contain identical stacks 
of four multiple-quantum-well (MQW) 
photodetectors (for all four bands) , but 
as de cribed below, functional electrical 
connections would be made to only the 
one MQW photodetector tllat was opti-
mized for tlle wavelength band assigned 
to a given sub-pixel. 
Each MQW photodetector in a stack 
would comprise 30 spatial periods of 
layers of GaAs quantum wells separated 
by AlxGa/_.As barriers; the parameters 
of the layers would be chosen to maxi-
mize sensitivity in the designated wave-
length bands. The photodetectors for 
the different wavelength bands would 
be separated by intermediate contact 
layers. 
Fabrication of the array wou ld begin 
with the growth of a wafer comprising 
all of the MQW, contact, and ancillary 
GaAs and AlxGa/_,As semiconductor 
layers. Next, the pixels and sub-pixels 
would be defined by photolitho-
graphic processing, including mask-
ing, etching, chemical vapor deposi-
tion , and deposition of metal. The 
wavelength band for each sub-pixel 
stack would be delineated by use of a 
deep groove etch to make contact with 
the intermediate contact layers of the 
MQW photodetector for that band 
while short-circuiting the contact lay-
ers of the MQW pholodetectors for the 
other bands. Short-circuiting would be 
effected by forming grids of gold-
coated, reflective etched lines. In addi-
tion to serving as shorting conductors, 
these grids would constitute two-di-
mensional diffraction gratings that 
would be optimized for coupling light 
into the MQWs. For multicolor QWIPs, 
the grating grooves also serve to deac-
tivate redundant quantum-well stacks 
(see figure). To ensure sufficient 
groove depth to penetrate inactive 
quantum-well stacks , as well as to pro-
vide light coupling, three-quarter or 
five-quarter wavelength groove depths 
have been used. [The need for such 
light couplers and the use of two-di-
mensional diffraction gratings to sat-
isfy this need was described in "Cross-
Grating Coupling for Focal-Plane 
Arrays of QWIPs" ( PO-19657) NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 22 , No. 1 (January 
1998) , page 6a.J 
This work was done by Sumith Bandara, 
Sarath Gunapala, fohn K. Liu, David Ting, 
Sir B. &fol, and Jason Mumolo of Callech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further inJormation, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Electronic 
Components and Systems category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to 
this invention. Inquiries concerning rights 
for its commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-21084, volume and number 
of this A A Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
/ 
Metal Light-Coupling Gratings and Electrical Conductors 
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Sub-Pixel Stacks would contain identical semiconductor layers. They would differ in their light-coupling two-dimensional diffraction gratings and electri-
ca I contacts. 
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With up to 500,000 hours MTBF, our laser diodes 
offer periormance you can count on. 
To achieve the most reliable system possible, you need components 
that won't let you down. With billions of field-~se hours of steadfast 
performance confurning unprecedented factory life test data, our family 
of single-mode and broad-area semiconductor diodes will anchor your 
laser-based ystem. 
And deliver unparalleled performance. Indu try-leading brightness, power 
ratings of up to 4 Wand a broad range of wavelengths mean you'll have 
the best product for your OEM applications. 
The JDS Uniphase laser diode family -let us do the groundwork for you. 
Visit www.jdsu.com/ laserdivision or call 1-800-254-2607 to find 
out more about our full range of laser products. 
I ... ' JDS Uniphase 
Commercial Lasers 
For Free Info Circle No. 432 or Enter No. 432 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
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Two-Fiber-Optic Method of Laser Doppler Velocimetry 
Only one laser, instead of two, is needed. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
The figure depicts the basic optical 
layouts for (1) conventional laser 
Doppler velocimetry (LDV) and (2) a 
newer method of LDV based partly on 
the use of two optical fiber. Whereas 
conventional LDV involves the use of at 
least two lasers aimed in specified di-
rection and detection of light scattered 
to one detector in almost any direc-
tion, the newer method involves only 
one laser and fiber-optic receptors that 
collected light scattered in two speci-
fied directions. 
In conventional LDV, two coherent 
laser beams are made to intersect in a 
small measurement volume, where 
they interfere. As a seed particle en-
trained in a flow passes through the 
lOa 
~asers to ~~e or 
The SCAN mate· OG dye laser is unrivaled 
in offering narrow linewidth tunability and 
autocalibration of laser drive and measured 
spectra. The SCAN mate OG advanced spectroscopy 
system is easy to use, reliable and accurate. 
~~~~mate ~~ ~~e ~aser ~ffers fas~ ~utocali~ration 
• High spectral resolution with narrow linewidth tunability 
from 189 nm -1036 nm 
• Flexible eight-channel data acquisition 
• Easy access to the UV with second harmonic generation, 
third harmonic generation and sum frequency mixing 
• Integrated Nd:YAG pump source ava ilable 
Visit Us AT CLEO ~ 
Booth #314 ~ 
LAmBDA PHYSIK 
USA: 1-800 Excimer (954) 486-1 500 
FAX: (954) 486-1501 
Driving the Pulse of UV Technology 
Germany: 49 (0) 55 1 69380 
FAX: 49 (0)551 68691 
SCAN mate OG is the 
optimal system for 
spectroscopy, photo-
chemistry, photobiology 
and remote sensing 
applications. 
Call your local Lambda 
Physik sales office for 
more information. 
Japan: 81 (0)459397848 
FAX: 81 (0)459397849 
e-mail: marketingusa@lambdaphysik.com • www.lambdaphysik.com 
AD<O-IP An,ffiateof C· cotEREnT' 
For Free Info Circle No. 434 or Enter No. 434 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
measurement volume. the laser light 
reflected by the particle is modulated 
at a frequency proportional to the spa-
tial frequency of the interference 
fringes and the component of velocity 
perpendicular to th e in terference 
fringe . More specifically, the modu la-
tion frequency is given by 6./ = 
(1/21t)v·6.k, where v is the velocity and 
6.k = kl-~ is the difference between tbe 
wave vectors of the two laser beams. 
Because 6./ is independent of the di-
rection in which the light is scattered. 
a photodetector can be placed in any 
convenient position to receive the scat-
tered light. The output of the pho-
todetector is processed to extract 6./ 
and thus the component of v in the 
kJ-~ direction . 
In the newer method, the measure-
ment volume lies in a mall region 
somewhere along a single illuminating 
laser beam, but in this case, the mea-
surement volume lies at (and is defined 
by) the intersection of the laser beam 
and the lines of sight of two fiber-optic 
receptors . To obtain a high ignal-to-
noi e ratio, these receptors are con-
tructed in the form of polarization-
preserving, ingle-mode optical fibers. 
Scattered light collected by these re-
ceptors i combined in a fiber-optic 
coupler and delivered to a photodetec-
tor, where interference between the 
beams scattered in the two directions 
gives rise to a Doppler beat frequency. 
This beat frequency i given by the 
same equation as that for the modula-
tion frequency in conventional LDV, 
except that in this case, 6.k = kJ-~ is the 
difference between the wave vectors (at 
the la er wavelength) defined by the 
lines of sight from the measurement 
volume to the input ends of the two 
fiber-optic receptors. In this case Do/is 
independent of the direction of the 
laser beam; hence. it is possible to illu-
minate the measurement volume from 
any convenient direction. The beat fre-
quency can be measured by use of a 
standard LDV signal processor, a com-
mercial digital photon correlator, or a 
fast digital correia tor. 
Unlike in conventional LDV, it is not 
necessary to add more lasers operating 
at different wavelengths and aimed in 
different directions in order to be able 
to measure additional velocity compo-
nents. Instead, it suffices to add pairs of 
fiber-optic receptors aimed to define 
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The Conventional Method and the Newer Method of LOV differ in, among other th ings, the manner 
of producing interference. In conventional LOV, the interference occurs between two laser beams in 
the small measurement volume. In the newer method, the interference takes place in the fiber-optic 
coupler and photodetector. 
the corresponding orthogonal wave-
vector difference , plu the ignal-pro-
ce ing quipment n eded to e tract 
the beat-frequency outputs of the addi-
tional re eptor . 
This work was done by Penger Tong, 
Bruce J. Ackerson, and Walter J. Goldburg 
of Oklahoma tate niversity for Glenn 
Research Center. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be ad-
dre ed to 11 11 Glenn Research Center, 
Commercial TechnololfY Office, Attn: Steve 
Fedor, Mail top 4- , 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. Refer to 
LEW-17136. 
Stabilization and Registration 
of Sequential Video Images 
Images are corrected for translation, rotation, and dilation. 
Mar. hall 'Pace Flight Center, Alabama 
omputational proce conv rts a 
qu n e of digitized video image of 
the ame ene into tabilized , oregi-
ter d image of an area of inlere l 
within th en. Th proce corre ts 
PhoLOni 11 ch Briefs. Ma 2002 
for motion of the area of intere lor of 
the amera (a manife t d b rotation , 
tran lation, and/ or dilation of the raw 
imag ). Thu , there i minimal tran -
lation rotation . or dilation in the e-
www.ptbmagazine.cm 
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quence of output images of the area of 
interest. The stabilization and coregis-
tration of images can facilitate scien-
tific, engineering, or forensic analysis 
of the area of interest. Alternatively or 
in addition, the output images can be 
used to synthesize a single video image 
with reduced noise. 
Older processes that were developed 
to serve the same purpose correct for 
translation but not for rotation or dila-
tion. They are sensitive to effects of 
parallax (as manifested in differences 
between velocities of foreground and 
background objects). Most of them are 
not capable of resolving image dis-
placements to resolutions finer than 
one pixel. The present process not only 
corrects for both rotation and dilation 
but is also less sensitive to parallax and 
can resolve motion and achieve regis-
tration to within a fraction of a pixel. 
The process begins with the selec-
tion of an initial or reference video 
field - the key field - that includes 
the area of interest. The other fields in 
the sequence are known as test fields. 
The area of interest in the key field is 
identified and extracted for compari-
son with a corresponding area of the 
ELECTRO OPTICAL INDUSTRIES INTRODUCES 
TIlE SPECTRORADIOMETER lISA - 2000CVF 
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same size in each test field. Cross-cor-
relations between the area-of-interest 
subimages of the key and test field are 
computed, and the translational off et 
(comprising horizontal and vertical 
displacements) between these subim-
ages is estimated by selecting that 
offset that maximizes the correlation 
coefficient. 
The areas of interest in the key and 
test fields are subdivided into blocks of 
pixels, for which cross-correlations are 
computed and offsets are estimated, 
using the previously estimated offset as 
initial estimates. The blocks are then 
further subdivided for computation of 
cross-correlations and offsets. The pro-
cedure of subdivision, cross-correla-
tion, and offset estimation is repeated 
several times, yielding a hierarchy of 
block sizes (typically, down to smallest 
block size of 10 by 10 pixels) with cor-
responding correlation coefficients 
and offsets. 
A data mask is constructed for the 
offsets at each level of the hierarchy to 
exclude those offsets that are deemed 
to be questionable because their corre-
lation coefficients are below an arbi-
trary threshold value. The final offsets 
for the test field are calculated as 
weighted averages of the unmasked off-
sets for all block sizes; the weights are 
proportional to the sizes of the blocks. 
The data mask and the multiplicity of 
data from different parts of the area of 
interest help to reduce errors caused 
by parallax. 
The rotation and dilation of the test 
field relative to the key field are esti-
mated from the curls and divergences, 
respectively. of unmasked offset vec-
tors. Statistical outliers (beyond one 
standard deviation) of curl and diver-
gence value are masked out. The final 
offsets, rotation , and dilation are used 
to transform the test field into an out-
put field that matches the key field in 
position, orientation, and magnifica-
tion. The entire process is then re-
peated for each subsequent test field , 
using the offsets from the preceding 
field as initial guesses to reduce the 
ranges of offsets that must be searched 
for maximum correlation coefficients. 
This work was done by David H. Hath-
away and Paul]. Meyer oJMarshall Space 
Flight Center. 
This invention is owned by NASA, and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
Jor its commercial development should be 
addressed to Sammy Nabors, MSFC 
Commercialization Assistance Lead, at 
(256) 544-5226 or sammy.nabors@msJc. 
nasa.gov. ReJer to MFS-31243. 
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NelN Products 
Specular Reflective Sensor 
LMI Selcom, a group company of Laser Measurement In-
ternational, Inc. (Detroit, MI) , presents a new series of 
non-contact, laser-based industrial gauging sensors. The 
highly specialized Class II LMI Selcom SLS 7000 Specular 
Reflective Sensor has a precise 10 nm over a 1 mm mea-
surement range, 16 kHz sample rate, and features a small 
10 to 20 micron visible laser spot that enables profiling of 
intricate target structures such as miniscule cracks and 
grooves. The sensor has a built-in digital processor for data 
averaging and filtering which is contained in a separate 
controller that easily interfaces with the ensor head. The SLS 700's imaging optics, integrated electron-
ics, mechanical layout and conditioned electronic signal provide suppression of speckJe noise and target 
strUcture influences. 
For Free Info Circle No. 760 or Enter No. 760 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Digital 
Oscilloscope 
LeCroy Corpora-
tion 's (Chestnut 
Ridge, NY) Wave-
Master oscillo-
scope is de igned 
for next-genera-
tion \v'lIveform measurement and analysis, not just 
viewing of signals. The oscillo cope can capture very 
high-speed signals (up to 5 GHz bandwidth) and 
provide ophisticated measurements by using a 
patent-pending streaming architecture called X-
Stream. X-Stream allows users to add customized pa-
rameter measurements or waveform function into 
the processing chain of the oscillo cope. 
For Free Info Cird e No. 762 or Enter No. 762 at 
www.nasatech.comlrs 
3D Scanners 
Riegl USA (Orlando, FL) 
introduces the LPM series 
of 3D scanners that com-
bine Riegl laser measur-
ing technology and a 
lightweight, easy to use 
design for efficiency in ap-
plications uch as 3D mea-
surement, inspection, and 
modeling. Options in-
clude hemispheric scan-
ning, automated or manual operation, reflectorles 
ranges to 2500 m, accuracy in the millimeters, and a 
comprehen ive 3D data acquisition software package 
operable from a laptop P . 
For Free Info Ci rcle No. 763 or Enter No. 763 at 
www.nasatech.com/rs 
Introducing FRED ... 
The OL 77O-LED by 
Optronic Laborato-
ri es, Inc. (Orlando , 
FL) is a CCD-based, 
high-speed multicban-
nel spectroradiometer 
capable of 25+ spectral scans per second. The instru-
ment is capable of all critical measurements of LED 
components including optical power, color and gonier 
metric measurements. The instrument's lightweight, 
small foot print design makes it suitable for use in prer 
duction environments. The OL 77O-LED was designed 
in accordance with CIE Publication 127 and is fully 
compliant 
For Free Info Circle No. 761 or Enter No. 761 at 
www.nasatKh.comJrs 
Spectroradiometer 
Contact Probe 
Analytical pectral Devices 
(Boulder, CO) now offers a 
new accessory for its 
FieldSpec Pro· family of 
spectroradiometers. As seen 
on PTB's cove r, the High 
lnten ity Contact Probe fea-
ture an internal light source that minimize errors 
associated with stray light and allows users to mea-
sure reflectance with a higher signal-ternoise ratio. 
FieldSpec spectroradiometers are de igned to collect 
solar reflectance. radiance, and irradiance measure-
ments. Applications include mining, optical remote 
ensing, plant ph iology, and geology. 
For Froe Info Clrcl. No. 764 or Ente r No. 764 at 
www.nasatech.comlrs 
Argon Ion Laser 
for Digital 
Photofinishing 
The LGK 7890 Dual-
Line-Argon Ion 
Laser (Blue/ Green ) 
by LASO Laser-
technik GmbH 
(Germany) was de-
the New Virtual Prototyping Optical Engineering Software that lets you easily 
"eloped according to digital photoftnishing requiJ'e-
ments. This laser tube features \\'lIvelengths of 454.5 
nm/ 457.9 nm with nominal Output power of 4 mW; 
wavelength of 514.5 nm with nominal output power 
of 10 mW; and a beam diameter of 0.65 mm or 0.69 
mm. LGK 7890 meets the relevant safety require-
ments of UL and 
For Fre. Info Circle No. 765 or Ent.r No. 765 at 
www.nasatech.comlrs 
Narrowly 
Tunable DFB 
Laser Module 
The Lambda Ught 
narrowly tunable 
distributed feed-
back (oFB) laser by 
Quantum Devices, 
Inc. (Yorba Unda, CA) can erve as a primary or 
pare source laser module for point-to-point WDM, 
low speed wavelength routed networks, optical 
add / drop, and precision test/measurement applica-
tions. The module i available in both a CW (up to 15 
mW power) and OM version (up to 2.5 Gb/ s with 
over 5 mW of peak optical output power) . vailable 
wavelength span the fuJI Cband. 
For F .... Info Circle No. 768 or Enter No. 768 at 
www.nasatKh.comlrs 
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FRED visually tells you, in minutes, which optical lenses work 
with your mechanical designs, whether imported or from scratch! 
Engineers and Lab Techs ... 
FRED is a virtual workbench where you can study how your system will really work! 
r/ Short learning curve -
no training necessary. 
r/ Instantly edit and 
visualize changes. 
r/ Coherent/ incoherent 
irradlance and intensity, 
polarization calculations. 
Database of over 10,000 
vendor lenses and prisms. 
r/ Extremely econorllical even 
for infrequent use. 
"FREE Demo CD" 
Contact us: (520) 733·9557 
www.photonengr.com 
. hoton Engineering 
E-mail: Info@photonengr.com 
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.software 
@ Program for Tracking 
Air-Purification Cartridges 
The Cartridge Automated Reliance 
Tracking (CART) computer program 
enables authorized requester associated 
with ASA to gain access to the mo t re-
cent tracking data on LiOH-based air-
purification cartridges u ed during 
space-shuttle flights. CART could al 0 be 
adapted to suit the needs of other orga-
nizations in di eminating tracking data 
to geographically dispersed user . The 
information provided by CART include 
the location and flight status of each car-
tridge, every tep in the proce sing of 
the cartridge, and the statuse of all 
chemical consumed in the proce ing. 
Prior to the development of CART, re-
ports on the statuse of cartridge were 
prepared manually in Kennedy pace 
Center' LiOH laboratory on reque t 
and transmitted by fac imile - a low, 
labor-inten ive procedure. CART utilize 
Oracle Form and Tarantella Web oft-
ware. Cartridge-tracking data are now 
stored on a central server computer and 
made available in a series of reports that 
are accessible to authorized requesters 
in real time via the World Wide Web. 
This program was written by Christopher 
L. Ehrenfeld and Stephen M. Schneider of 
United Space Alliance for Kennedy Space 
Center . For more information, contact the 
Kennedy Commercial Technology Office at 
321-867-8130. 
KSC-12179 
@ Software for Implementing 
Fuzzy Logic on 
Microcontrollers 
Fuzzy Inference y tern Tran lator 
(FIST) i a computer program that facil-
itate the implementation of fuzzy-logic 
oftware on commercial or other viable 
microcontrollers. In the original appli-
cation for which Fl T was develop d, 
there was a need to implement p lant-
growth-chamber (P ) l mp rature-
and-humidity controller that had been 
developed within the MATLAB Fuzzy 
Logic Toolbox software system. In th is 
application, fuzzy membership func-
tions were pecified for the temperature 
and relative-humidity signals, and a set 
of weighted inference rules was devel-
oped from experience and working 
knowledge of an environmental cham-
ber, containing the PGC, in which the 
temperature and humidity were to be 
controlled. First-order model of PGC 
dynamics, based on tlle temperature de-
pendences of heat-transfer rate and 
water-vapor pre ure, were used with 
SIM LI K (mathematical-modeling 
oftware compatible with the MATLAB 
oftware) for rapid prototyping of a 
fuzzy inference tem. All the informa-
tion relevant to the controller thu de-
veloped are contained in a MATLAB 
fuzzy-inference- ystem file. The role of 
FI T in the development of the present 
controller or a imilar controller i to ex-
tract the reI vant information from thi 
Tech Brief! , Ma 2002 For Free Info Circle No. 561 or Enter No. 561 at www.nasatech.com/rs 45 
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Don.t Panic ... 
Toro is your amigo! 
Grab difficult data acquisition applications by the horns 
with Toro, our powerful new 64-bit PCI, TMS320C6711 
DSP board with 16 AIDs & 16 D/As. 
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Software 
fi le and process it into machine code 
that is executable on a specified micro-
controller. 
This program was written by Bill Taylor of 
New Mexico Highlands University for 
Kennedy Space Center. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Software category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7, 
the contmctor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
New Mexico Highlands University 
Department of Engineering 
National Avenue 
Las Vegas, NM 87701 
Refer to KSC-12145, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number: 
tJ Software for Constructing 
a Facility-Management 
Database 
Facili ty Management Tracking Sys-
tem (FMTS) is a computer program fo r 
constructing an in tegrated database 
that defines any event in a managed fa-
cili ty. FMT provide a imple user in-
terface for entering all relevant data 
connected to the event. The entered 
data, a displayed and proce sed by 
FMTS, are u ed by the faci lity manager 
to determine the tatu of the even t, 
con trol p rocessing steps and to verify 
other information about the even t, ap-
prove the control points of the even t, 
and u ltimately close out the event. Thi 
process assures the requirements fo r 
the facility manager's authority over, 
and accountability for, meeting health 
and safety in the facility wi th a certifi-
able audit trail. The data can then be 
exported by electronic mail to other 
databa e sy tems maintained by organi-
zations that are respon ible for various 
systems within the facility. FMTS can be 
executed on stan dard personal comput-
er and i compatible wi th commercial 
off-the- helfserver/ client computer y -
tems. The FMTS i designed to inte-
grate modified versions of FMTS into 
database programs u ed by a variety of 
government and commercial organiza-
tions that have complex facili ty-man-
agement responsibili tie . 
This program was written by Thomas E. 
Diegelman oJJobnson Space Center,Jeannie 
Pullen of Science Applications International 
Corp., and Charles Shultz and Price Lewis of 
United Space AUiance. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP)free 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Software category. 
MSC-23284 
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• Software Implements 
Telemetry Protocols 
The CCSDS Telemetry and Telecom 
Software Library provides a reference 
implementation of the Consultative 
Committee for Space Data Systems 
(CCSDS) international protocol stan-
dard for the transmission and recep-
tion of telemetry and telecommand 
data in radio communication with 
spacecraft. The library supports the 
full set of uplink and downlink virtual 
channels. It includes a frame-accep-
tance and -reporting mechanism 
(FARM) that supports a sliding win-
dow specified in the CCSDS standard, 
with routines for specifying the win-
dow width. The FARM generates 
CCSDS-standard command link con-
trol words (CLCWs) that indicate the 
state of the FARM. Routines for incor-
porating the CLCWs into downlink 
telemetry treams are included. Test 
drivers for showing bow the library 
function within the context of an ap-
plication program are al 0 included. 
The library ha been written in the C 
programming language for execution 
on variou computer running the 
unOS4, unOS5, AIX, and VxWorks 
operating systems. Makefiles that can 
be tailored for other computers and 
operating systems are included. Both 
source code and documentation are 
provided on the distribution medium, 
which is a tar file. 
This work was done by Steven Allen of 
Caltech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory. For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under 
the Software category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the 
California Institute of Technology at (818) 
393-3425. Refer to NPO-20419. 
fj Software for Parallel 
Processing of Telemetry 
Parallel Telemetry Processor (PTEP) 
is a high- peed, robust, extensible,Java-
language computer program that (1) 
enables the parallel processing of a se-
rial tream of telemetric data and (2) 
generate a graphical display for moni-
toring the proce ing. Originally in-
tended for application to pacecraft 
telemetry, PTEP could al 0 be applied 
to the proces ing of data from other 
complex, heterogeneou ystems that 
generate serial data streams. PTEP pro-
vides for multithreaded dispatching of 
tasks and accommodates the integra-
tion of other data-processing applica-
tion programs into the processing 
pipeline. The PTEP graphical display is 
a color-coded flow chart with arrows 
that indicate the progress of each 
packet through processing steps. Also 
represented on the flow chart are in-
termediate data products and process-
ing steps in which errors occur. Packets 
that cause processing errors are stored 
in an error queue for later review while 
the system continues to process new 
packets. At any time, a user can obtain 
detailed information about a process-
ing error, correct the error, and re-
sume processing of the affected packet. 
This work was done by Jeffrey Norris, 
Eric Baumgartner, and Paul Backes of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Software category. 
This software is available for commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart oj the 
California Institute of Technology at (818) 
393-3425. Refer to NP0-21223. 
(continued on page 50) 
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Software 
@ Software for Global Forecasting of Winds 
and Waves 
The WorldWinds™ software y tern generate high-re olu-
tion global weather forecasts, with emphasi on wind and 
ocean-wave vector, in nearly real time. WorldWinds™ was de-
veloped primarily to serve organizations and individual need-
ing accurate forecasts for scientific, safety, or economic reasons. 
WorldWinds™ accepts input data from multiple satellite 
ources: the TOPEX altimeter, the ERS-2 catterometer, the 
QuikScat scatterometer, and the SSM/ ! microwave radiometer. 
The software takes those parts of the data that pertain to wind, 
wave, and other weather observations, combines them with ob-
servational data from National Weather Service, and feeds them 
into two numerical models of weather: the Penn tate MM5 
model and the Harris Quasi-Lagrangian model. The e models 
generate superior forecasts of wind and wave vectors and other 
weather variables for period from 12 to 72 hours. World-
Wind ™ is unique in that it can forecast winds over the entire 
surface of the Earth, producing a eamless global weather map 
every hour of every day. Data can be given at patial grid inter-
val that range from 120 to as little a 3 km. Both patial and 
temporal scales can be adju ted to atisfy the need of clients. 
This program was written by Elizabeth L. Valenti and Patrick Fitz-
patrick of WorldWinds, Inc., and amuel W. McCandle ·s, Jr., and 
Barton Huxtable of User Systems, Inc., for Stennis Space Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the contractor has elected to 
retain title to this invention. Inquiries concerning rights faT its com-
mercial use should be addressed to 
WorldWinds, Inc. 
John C Stennis Space Center 
Bldg 11 00, Rm 1125 
tennis Space Center, MS 39529 
Refer to SSG-00109, volume and number of this Tech Brief: 
issue, and the page numbCl: 
• Software for Modeling Spacecraft Electric 
Power 
Multi-Mi sion Power Analy is Tool (MMPAT) i a computer 
program for con tructing computational model of the gener-
ation, storage, consumption, and flow of ele tric power in a 
pacecraft. Heretofore, such modeling ha been accompli hed 
by means of unique software for each application. In contra t, 
MMPAT offers a generic capability for con tructing model for 
diver e applications, thereb potentially reducing develop-
ment time and cost. MMP T include, principally, modeling 
algorithm and oftware for a graphical user interface (G I). 
The modeling algorithms are encoded in the programming 
language because C i commonly u ed and handles large ets 
of data fairly well, and because programs written in C can be 
readily attached to other programs. The G I oftware i writ-
ten Tcl/Tk, which is a scripting language. Tcl/Tk was cho en 
becau e it is portable among operating ystem, include a 
ocket interface for connecting to external programs, has the 
look and feel of a traditional Window application program, 
and can be u ed gratis. Together, the set of algorithms and t11e 
G I software have proven to be a powerful combination that 
can be compiled into a single executable program. 
This program wa written by fWy Gladden and Mark Kor·don of 
Callech for NASA's J et Prop ulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.com/tsp under the oftware category. 
This software is available for commercial licensing. Please contact 
Don Hart of the California Institute of Technology at (818) 393-3425. 
Refer to NPO-30J91. 
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Survive the rigors 
of deep space. 
00 More. 
In order for Alliance Spacesystems Inc. to 
design the robotic arm for the front of the 
Mars Exploration Rover, they needed an 
optimal combination of strength and light 
weight. With COSMOS!, they were able 
to reduce the weight 15-20% while still 
meeting NASAlJPL 's exacting standards. 
Mechanics 
o Pressure-Balanced, Low-Hysteresis Finger Seal 
Pressure balance would be altered to reduce a hysteretic variation of leakage. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A second-generation design for a fin-
ger seal has been proposed to reduce a 
hysteretic effect that gives rise to in-
creased leakage in a first-generation fin-
ger eal. As explained below, the second-
generation design provides for balancing 
of pressure drops along the flow path 
within the seal in such a way as to reduce 
a friction force believed to cause the hys-
teresis. 
Like a labyrinth or brush seal, a finger 
seal is used (typically in a gas turbine) to 
minimize a leakage flow along a rotating 
shaft. A finger eal partly resembles a 
brush seal in appearance and function, 
but costs only about one-fifth as much. 
Instead of the random array of fine 
wire found in a brush eal, a finger seal 
contains a tack of preci ely photoetched 
sheet elements. The photoetched details 
Cover Plate 
Sheet 
Elements 
Fingers 
of the sheet elements are series of intri-
cate geometrical features repeated at 
small intervals along the circumference 
at the inner diameter (see Figure 1.) The 
key features are slender, curved beams 
(the fingers) with contact pads at their 
tips. The fingers spring-load the contact 
pad into gentle contact with the shaft. 
Another key feature i a sedes of pairs 
of holes, into which rivets are inserted 
VhM;~\......L~'P~irof Assembly Holes 
ENLARGED AXIAL VIEW OF PART OF SHEET ELEMENT 
AXIAL VIEW OF SHEET ELEMENT 
Spacer 
Aft Cover Plate ..-Forward Cover Plate 
~ Fingers 
PARTIAL VIEW OF ASSEMBLED 
SEAL ALONG LINE A 
Figure 1. A First-Generation Finger Seal works well at low or monotonically increasing speed, but not during deceleration from high speed. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
- -
t echnologies & Technology Need~-
Sponsored by ye tiic 0 m 
Connecting Technology Needs with Technology Solutions 
Looking for technology solutions created by the 
world's leading technology providers? 
Aftel'buming Ericsson Cycle Engine 
Low-Cost Fuel Cell Altemative 
The new Afterburning Ericsson Cycle (AEC) engine 
features a unique, patented, integrated combustion! 
engine process. Key to its success is its newly devel-
oped, patent-pending recuperator - a heat exchanger 
that recovers over 90% of the exhaust heat for higher 
Fuel cell VI A_bumllna ErIcsson Engine 
Fuel 
- - --..... 
thermodynamic effi-
ciency and unmatched 
engine performance 
exceeding any conven-
tional combustion engine 
or available fuel cell 
alternatives. This 
remarkable engine has 
virtually no burner 
efficiency loss because 
there's no external 
burner; it provides 
complete, continuous 
combustion , obtaining nearly the full heating value of the 
fuel. And, unlike fuel cells, it can run on any available 
fuel , including gasoline, methane, and propane. 
The AEC engine does not require costly pollution 
controls and is easy and inexpensive to build , requiring 
nothing more than a modestly equipped machine shop 
capable of rebuilding an automobile engine. Its simple 
construction enables even a small manufacturer to 
produce engines for tomorrow's power market. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
hUp:llwww.yet2.com/nasatechJ205 or call (617) 557-3837 
New LOw-Cost, Single-Substrate 
Flat-Panel Display 
To improve plasma flat-panel technology and create a 
more efficient, lower-cost display for a wide range of 
applications, this innovative concept uses a single 
substrate instead of the conventional two, precisely-
spaced substrates. This single-substrate solution utilizes 
one set of conductors 
mounted or silk-
screened to a 
transparent substrate 
with a second, beam-
like conductor grid 
mounted orthogonally 
over the first, uni-
formly separated by 
spacing posts _ .. _-_. 
incorporated into the 
grid. This unique spacing method, called a microbridge 
or air bridge, eliminates the need for a two-sided 
enclosure and partial vacuum, substantially reducing 
manufacturing costs. No need for thick, expensive 
glass substrates, reinforced display designs, and 
costly alignment processes. As a result , conventional , 
large displays typically costing around ten thousand 
dollars might be produced in volume for around a 
thousand dollars. 
Get the complete report on this technology at: 
hUp:llwww.yet2.com/nasatechl206 or call (617) 557-3837 
These are iust two of our complete showcase of technologies. For more information 
on these and other new licensable inventions, visit www.yet2.com 
Can you solve these technology needs? 
Loo/ring for an Airflow Measurement Tool 
to Overr:ome the Observer Effect 
This company needs a way to measure airflow through 
the ducts and plenums of both commercial and 
residential ovens without disrupting that airflow. The 
actual measurement apparatus must be small , and 
should interface with a PC for data logging and 
recording . The solution also should provide a way 
to visualize the airflows . 
Get the complete report on this technology need at: 
2.c at 7 or call (617) 557-3837 
Need Audible Strain or Stress Indicator 
Between fWo Contact Surfaces 
A sound- a click, squeak, pop, or something else-
indicates when this sought-for material or coating is 
under a predetermined shear or compressive stress. 
The material itself may be configurable or it may be 
applied to another material to produce the effect. The 
sound should be audible by humans in a standard 
industrial environment. 
Get the complete report on this technology need at: 
U : et2. t or call (617) 557-3837 
If you would like to anonymously list your own urgent technology need and 
let yet2.com help you identify an existing solution, visit www.yet2.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 585 or Visit www.nasatech.comJ585 
Mechanics 
during assembly of the seal. The holes are 
spaced such that when successive ele-
ments are alternately indexed to the 
holes, the empty spaces between the fin-
ger/ pad subelements of each sheet ele-
ment are covered by finger/ pad subele-
ments of the adjacent sheet element. 
Usually, a first-generation finger seal com-
prises four sheet elements, a spacer on the 
forward (high-pressure) side, and forward 
and aft cover plates. 
The seal is fitted over a sealing land on 
the shaft with a small amount of interfer-
ence and thus gentle spring loading. Flow 
til rough the seal is impeded by me stag-
gered finger/ pad features as well as by me 
radial contact between me land and me 
pads. The flexible fingers can give radially 
to accommodate shaft excursions and rel-
ative growth of me seal and rotor result-
ing from rotational forces and mermal ex-
pansion. 
In tests at constant temperature and 
pressure, first-generation finger seals ex-
hibited me following hysteretic phenome-
non: Leakage remained close to an initial 
low level as the rotation of me shaft was 
ramped up from zero to a maximum 
AFT SPACER 
Intermediate Pressure Region 
FORWARD SPACER 
speed of about 40,000 rpm, but men me 
leakage increased significantly as the 
speed was ramped from maximum down 
to zero. It has been conjectured mat (1) 
as me speed increase , me fingers move 
out in response to a combination of cen-
trifugal growth of tile rotor, mermal mis-
match, rotor runout, and omer causes; 
and (2) as me speed decreases, me eal 
fingers do not spring back and instead be-
come stuck in their radially outermo t po-
sitions, so mat the seal/ shaft gaps become 
wider, allowing more leakage. It has been 
furmer conjectured that me reason me 
fingers become stuck in their outermost 
po itions is mat me force of friction be-
tween me aft cover plate and me fingers is 
greater man restoring spring force of me 
fingers. 
The proposed second-generation de-
sign would reduce me pre sure-drop 
force between the aft cover plate and me 
adjacent finger/ pad subelements, 
mereby reducing me friction force be-
lieved to cause me hysteresis. A second-
generation finger seal (see Figure 2) 
would comprise forward and aft cover 
plates, forward and aft spacers, and four 
SHEET ELEMENT 
sheet elements. By means of a series of ra-
dial and axial passages, me gap between 
me forward plate and me foremost sheet 
element would be connected to me gap 
between me aft cover plate and the aft-
most sheet element. This connection 
would cause me intermediate pressure be-
tween me aft cover plate and the aftmost 
sheet element to track very closely the 
high pressure at me forward end. The aft 
cover plate would include a narrow dam 
in contact with the finger subelements of 
the aftmost sheet element. This dam 
would provide the seal between me inter-
mediate pressure and me low pressure. 
This work was done by Gulshan K. Arora 
and Donald L. Glick of Allied-Signal Aero-
space Co. for Glenn Research Center. For 
further information, access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.nasatech.rom/tsp under the Mechanics 
category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16840. 
Forward Cover Plate 
Figure 2. A Second-Generation Finger Seal would differ from the first-generation seal in several details. such that the friction force believed to cause hys-
teresis would be greatly reduced. 
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Introducing POPmatic 
Point & Set~M the first 
reliable auto-feed rivet 
system. 
POPmatic Point & Set, our new 
auto-feed rivet system, delivers 
what no riveting tool has before. 
Consistent riveting at a rate 
faster than any current hand 
tool. Designed with a safe, self 
loading hopper that holds up 
to 2500 rivets, Point & Set 
accelerates the riveting process 
to previously impossible speeds, 
meeting the requirements of 
any production line. It's reliability 
in an otherwise unreliable world. 
For more information, call us at 
203-925-4424 or visit us on the 
web at www.emhart.com 
A elUCK&1IECKBI COMPANY 
CERTIFIE D 
ISO 9001 • as 9000 
For Free Info Circle No. 411 or 
Enter No. 4 11 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
Mechanics 
~Instrument for Measuring Extreme 
Winds 
This rugged instrument has no moving parts. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center; Florida 
An in trument is undergoing devel-
opment for u e in measuring both the 
horizontal direction and the horizontal 
peed of wind in the peed range from 
60 to 300 mph (about 27 to 134 m /s) at 
a rate of at least 50 samples per econd. 
The peed range of thi in trument 
greatly exceeds that of conventional 
anemometer, encompa ing peed 
ob erved in hurricane and tornadoes. 
Rod -.-
Carrier Plate 
\ 
VIEW FROM SIDE 
Orthogonal Arms of Carrier Plate 
Instrumented With Strain Gauge 
VIEW FROM BOTTOM 
This Strain-Gauge Anemometer is based on 
strain-gauge measurement of bending in the or-
thogonal arms of the carrier plate. The bending 
is related in a known way to the wind load on 
the rod. 
www.nasatech .com 
Unlike conventional anemometers, 
this instrument has a mall exposure 
profile and contains no rotating mech-
anisms and, hence, is more rugged. 
Thi in trument i based on measure-
ment of the force exerted by wind on a 
tationary vertical rod. For the purpose 
of obtaining readings proportional to 
the wind force in two orthogonal hori-
zontal directions, one end of the rod is 
attached to a cruciform carrier plate, 
the orthogonal arms of which are in-
strumented with strain gauge (see fig-
ure). The aerodynamic load on the rod 
cause the cro sed arms to bend some-
what, and the bending is measured by 
the strain gauges. 
The aerodynamic force on a rod in a 
eros flow is well understood and is a 
function of the Reynold number. The 
force includes a steady component 
proportional to drag, which, in turn, is 
proportional to the square of the wind 
speed. In addition, over a certain 
range of the Reynold number, vor-
tice are periodically hed from the 
rod, giving ri e to a ide-to- ide 0 cil-
lating force, the frequency of which i 
linearly proportional to the wind 
peed. Hence, the strain-gauge outputs 
include teady drag components and 
o cilia tory vortex-shedding compo-
nents that ar related to the wind ve-
locity in known ways. 
A signal-processing technique has 
been devised to extract, from the 
teady and 0 cillatory components of 
the train-gauge outputs, two indepen-
dent indications of the wind peed. 
The e two indications can then be u ed 
to obtain an optimal estimate of the 
wind peed. When fully developed, the 
in trument will al 0 include signal-pro-
cessing electronic circuitry and data-
torage circuitry. An internal battery 
power supply i an important element 
of the design ina much as commercial 
power would be unreliable in a major 
storm and hould pos ibly make the in-
strument more vulnerable to damage 
by lightning. 
Thi work was done by Jan Zysko of 
Kennedy Space Center and Stan Starr of 
I-NET, Inc. For further infonnation, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free 
on-line at www.nasatech.comltsp under the 
Mechanics category. 
KSG11886 
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Mach i nery I Automation 
0- Mechanized Harvesting of Plants in a Controlled Environment 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
The proposed Plant Harve ring Mech-
anization System (PHARMS) would com-
pri e machinery and controls for semiau-
tomated harvesting of plants grown in a 
controlled environment. The PHARMS 
was conceived as a prototype of har-
ve ter to be incorporated into life-sup-
port systems of spacecraft and remote 
planetary bases, wherein plants would 
provide food and contribute to recycling 
of air and water. On Earth, PHARM like 
ystems could reduce the labor of har-
vesting plants from protected agricul-
tural system in which pecial fruits and 
vegetable, herbs, ornamental plants, 
and mu hrooms are grown. At harve t 
time, the PHARMS would be moved 
from storage to a location near the plant-
growth chamber. There, it would be un-
folded from a compact configuration, 
then prepared for operation by setting of 
conu'ol parameter and mechanical 
alignment with the chamber and plants. 
In operation, the PHARMS would pull 
plant trays out of the chamber and re-
move plants from the trays. Then it 
would ubject the plants to a variety of 
other processes, depending on the crop: 
Examples of such proce se include dry-
ing, cutting, chopping, stripping of seeds 
from stalks, thre hing, eparation of 
roots from stalks or vine , breaking pods 
to extract seeds, and pneumatic epara-
tion of eeds from chaff. 
This work was done !Jy Jeffrey T. Iverson, 
Chad Ehk, Andrea Hill, and Rnbert Birn-
schein oj Orbital Technologies Corp. Jor 
Kennedy Space Center. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7, the 
contractor has ekcted to l'etain titk to this in-
vention. Inquiries concerning rights Jor its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Thomas M. Crabb 
Orbital Technologies Corp. 
1212 Fourier Drive 
Madison, WI 53717 
Tel 0.: (608) 827-5000 
E-mail: crabbt@O.I.bitec.com 
ReJer to KSC-12143, volume and number 
oj this NASA Tech BrieE issue, and the page 
number. 
0- Emergency Landing Using Thrust Control and Shift of Weight 
Landing with control surfaces and engines on one side inoperative may be possible. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
ormally, the damage that re ults in 
a total los of the primary flight control 
of a transport airplane, including all 
the engines on one side, would be cat-
a trophic. Dryden Flight Research Cen-
ter ha conceived of a method of re-
sponding to a total 10 of hydraulic 
pre ure and failure of engines on one 
side: An emergency controller would 
utilize the engine that are still working 
on the other ide, along with tran fer 
of fuel among t.anks t.o effect. lateral 
hift of the center of gravity (CG), in 
order t.o t.eer the airplane to an emer-
gency landing. 
Many occurrences have 
made it necessary to use en-
gine thru t to supplement or 
even replace the normal flight 
control of aircraft. Most of 
the e occurrence have re-
sulted in crashe , in which a 
total of more than 1,200 lives 
have been 10 t ( ee "Throtde 
Land Disabled Jet" by Michael 
Domheim, Aviation Week & 
Space Technology, September 
4, 1995, page 26 and 27). 
propulsion-controlled aircraft (PCA) sys-
tem, in which computer-controlled 
thrust provide an emergency control 
capability without u ing any of the nor-
mal control surface. U ing a PCA sys-
tem, an F-15 and an MD-ll airplane 
have landed without u ing any moving 
control urface . In all the case studied, 
the thrust of the engine on both ide 
of the airplane was available. Figure 1 
how the first MO-ll PCA landing ac-
complished by use of thrust modulation 
with all the engine working and no 
moving control surface. 
Consider an airplane on which a 
bomb blast has disabled the hydraulic 
(making the control urface inopera-
tive) as well as the engine or engines on 
one ide. Could an emergency con-
troller be designed to land the airplane? 
A preliminary investigation has hown 
that one wing engine can be operated to 
obtain limited flight control if the lateral 
center of gravity (CG-y) i shift.ed toward 
the wing with the working engine. imu-
lation of the MO-ll with all conven-
tional flight controls inoperative and a 
wing engine inoperative have hown 
po itive control capability 
within the available range of 
CG-Y off et.. Simulations of 
uch four-engine airplanes as 
the 8-720 and 8-747, have al 0 
hown positive control capabil-
ity within the available ranges 
of CG-Y off: ets. 
.S. Patent. 6,126,111 docu-
ments this emergency con-
troller. On large commercial 
airplanes, engines are usually 
Dryden Flight. Research 
Center ha developed a 
Figure 1: An MO-11 Airplane is shown here landing with thrust control 
only (that is, with control surfaces not moving). 
located under both wings, ei-
ther ingly or in pairs, and 
large amounts of fuel are car-
ried for long journey. The 
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Bring the power of Delta Tau's Turbo PMAC· and MACRO· ring 
technology to a compact, rugged, CE approved and flexible package 
with the new UMACTM controllers. Delta Tau has ported these 
cutting-edge electronic technologies into a modular industrial form factor. 
Choose from a variety of processor configurations, digital PWM, +/-10V. 
analog and stepper axis interfaces, and digital and analog I/O cards. 
Slide these cards right into the 3U "Euro-rack" in any order, bring your 
field wiring right to the rack, and you're ready to go! 
You can configure the UMAC as a standalone Turbo PMAC, 
controlling up to 32 axes and thousands of I/O pOints, communicating 
by serial port. USB, Ethernet, or most of the popular Field Buses. 
Optionally, add an enclosed PC/104 embedded computer if you like. 
Alternately, you can configure the UMAC as a remote station on a 
MACRO ring, providing all of the local field interfacing and communicat-
ing back to the central controller at 125 Mbits/sec over a fiber-optic ring. 
Whatever your control needs, easy or difficult, small or large, the UMAC 
can be quickly configured for your application! 
Up to 32 Axes of Control 
Full Turbo PMAC Software Capabilities 
Integrated Computation, Axis Interface, 
I/O and Breakout Functions 
Master or Slave on MACRO Ring 
Auto Addressing and Configuration 
DELTA TAU 
Data Systems , Inc. 
NEW IDEAS IN MOTION . 
21314 Lassen Street 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 
Tel: (818) 998-2095 
Fax: (818) 998-7807 
www.deltatau.com 
e-mail: sales@deltatau.com 
For international sales, 
contact our U.S. Headquarters 
For Free Info Circle No. 533 or Enter No. 533 at www.nasatech.comfrs 
Fully 
Loaded 
LabVIEW' Real-Time 
Distributed 1/0 
FieldPoint 2000 family -
reliable, embedded control. 
• Run advanced control and 
signal processing 
• Autodetect modules for 
easy configuration 
• Direct connect to 144 analog 
and discrete signals 
• Log historical data to built-in, 
nonvolatile memory 
• Log 16 channels of 
temperature for a week 
(800) 664-9266 
Fax: (512) 683-9300 • info@ni.com 
Cl1GII2N'liIOnlll~COrport1lOl\ AllfI1IIItlrQtMd.I'nIdon:t-.l4~ ... 
IIMIft ~ ..... rt.tr.d.mllb or In. II."'" alv- I1IlIJIKtrtt COOIIf)ania 
For Free Info Circle No. 537 or 
Enter No. 537 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Machineryl Automation 
Lateral 
Axis 
Longitudinal Axis 
Inoperative 
Engine 
' ............ 
Forces and Moments on an Airplane With a Wing Engine Inoperative and a CG-Y Offset 
Track or 
Bank-Angle 
Command 
Flight-Path 
Angle 
Command 
Thrust Command 
for Outboard 
Engine 
Bank Angle, Track, 
Yaw Rate 
CG-Y, FPA 
Thrust Command 
for Inboard 
Engine 
Emergency Longitudinal and Lateral Control With Two Engines Inoperative on One Side 
and a CG-Y Offset 
Figure 2. The Asymmetric Forces that arise when the engines on one side and the control surfaces are 
inoperative are countered by use of an emergency controller, which varies the thrust of the working 
engines and transfers fuel among tanks to shift the center of gravity toward the working-engine side. 
fuel tanks are di tributed throughout 
the wings and cargo sections of the air-
plane. The transfer of fuel among the 
tanks of an airplane to shift its CG-Y i a 
well known and frequent practice. 
Fuel can be transferred selectably and 
independently among all fuel tanks. On 
the "MD-ll airplane, each wing tank hold 
42,000 Ib (=19,000 kg) of fuel and the 
maximum CG-Y hift ob erved in te ts was 
45 in. (1.14 m) in 15 minute , corre-
poneLing to an average rate of change of 
CG-Yofabout 3 in. (=7.6 em) per minute. 
On the B-747 airplane the wing fuel ca-
pacity is 84,000 Ib (=38,000 kg) in each 
inboard tank and 30,000 lb (=13,600 kg) 
in each outboard tank, and the maximum 
CG-Y shift observed was 70 in. (1.78 m). 
The upper part of Figure 2 illustrate 
the case of an airplane with inoperative 
control surface and only one operating 
engine. The CG-Y is hifted toward the 
ide with the working engine. The thru t 
of the operating engine creates yawing 
and rolling moments to counter the 
rolling moment resulting from the drag 
www.nasalech.com 
of the nonoperating engine. The lower 
part of Figure 2 depicts the emergency-
control scheme. The results of simula-
tions of the use of this control cherne 
on the "MD-ll and B-747 have shown 
that level flight can be maintained. In-
creasing thrust rolls the airplane away 
from ide of tlle working engine. Roll 
rate of 5° / s are typical. Thi control 
cherne makes it po ible to align the air-
plane with the center line of a runway 
and, most likely, to have a survivable 
landing. Of course, practice landings in 
a simulator or during a high-altitude 
flight above a real runway are needed to 
increase the likelihood of a urvivable 
landing. 
This work was done by John J Burken, Bill 
Burcham, and Jeanette Le of Dryden Flight 
Research Center. 
This invention has been patented by :ASA 
(US. Palent o. 6,126,111). Inquiries con-
cerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its 
commercial development should be addressed 
the Patent Counsel, Dryden Flight Research 
Center; (661) 27fr3720. Refer to DRC-9fr55. 
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USB means total ease 01 use in making measurements. 
Forget about opening your PC, and experience modern data acquisition the way it should be. There are no 
disadvantages. We have it all- high-performance data acquisition that can totally replace plug-in cards. 
USB is hot-swappable, easy to use, and produces reliable data at high speeds. Fully powered by USB. 
Just connect a Data Translation USB data acquisition module to your PC. You can quickly create a measurement 
application with DT Measure Foundry, our application builder software. If's so easy to use, you'll be amazed. 
In minutes, you're capturing data. 
World's Most 
Accurate! 
The OT9821 and OT9822 are ultra-
high resolution USB data acquisi-
tion modules, featuring four 
independent 24-bit AID chan-
nels that can measure extremely 
tiny signals to 60ppB while pro-
tected against unwanted voltage 
The OT9801 Series is a family 
of data acquisition modules 
that combine state-of -the-
art features and perform-
ance with USB ease of use. 
The Series offers highly accurate 12- or 
16-bit analog inputs, 100 kSls throughput, digital I/O, 
counter timers, and is completely powered via USB. 
Unlimited 
DigitalllO! 
The OT9835 features 96 digital 
lines, software programmable 
in banks of eight, for non-
clocked monitoring or control of 
high channel count applica-
tions. Expand modules to add 
hundreds of channels. 
Auto Ranging and 
Jhennocouple 
Support! 
The OT9805 and OT9806 are 
multifunction USB modules 
with wide dynamic range, 
auto ranging that automatically 
adjusts to match the input signal to the 
most accurate range, and thermocouple support. 
All our USB modules are described in Update2002. 
Visit us at www.datatranslation.com to request or 
download Update2002. 
Measure Easily! 
With DT Measure Foundry, Data Translation's test and measurement application builder, all you 
need to do is drag and drop to create applications. No need to become an expert software developer! 
DT Measure Foundry supports all PCI and USB data acqu isition products. 
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or Measure Foundry is a test and measurement application builder designed to give 
you top performance with ease-of-use development. 
DT Measure Foundry was designed to let you create complex measurement applications easily and qu ickly. 
No need for programming or compl icated wiring· all you do is drag and drop! DT Measure Foundry includes 
extensive online help, tutorials and example programs - no need to attend programming classes. 
Won't that simpl ify your life? 
See how easy DT Measure Foundry is to use! 
Check out the online demo at www.datx.comlDTMFdemo 
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E! High-Velocity, Pulsed Wire Arc Spray 
Higher spray velocity should result in superior deposits. 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 
A high-velocity, pulsed wire arc 
spraying apparatus has been proposed 
and partly developed in an effort to 
improve the quality of coatings de-
posited by thermal pray techniques. 
In this apparatus, material from a wire 
arc is atomized and propelled toward 
a deposition ubstrate by a repetitively 
pulsed plasma jet. As explained below, 
this development is prompted by (1) 
the observation that the particle veloc-
ities attainable in traditional wire arc 
spraying are too low to enable the de-
position of den e, high-quality coating 
materials that are often de ired and 
(2) the expectation that higher spray 
velocities should result in superior 
coatings. 
In traditional wire arc spraying, an 
arc is drawn between the proximate 
tips of two insulated metallic wire and 
the wires are continuously fed toward 
the arc as the arc consumes them. 
(Sometimes one of the wires is re-
placed by a nonconsumable elec-
trode.) A steady stream of gas (usually 
compressed air) is directed through 
the arc to atomize the molten wire ma-
terial in the arc and propel the result-
ing droplets toward a deposition sub-
strate. One principal disadvantage of 
the conventional wire arc spray tech-
nique has been the low particle veloc-
ity obtained, generally limited to'" 250 
ml s as a consequence of the funda-
mental physical nature of the teady 
gas stream. It is desirable to increase 
the velocity in order to minimize 
droplet cooling in the cold gas stream, 
to eliminate in-flight oxidation of the 
droplets, and to produce zero poro ity 
coatings. 
The UTRON Pulsed Wire Arc Spray 
device integrates the excellent accel-
erating characteri tics of pulsed plas-
mas with the implicity of wire arc y-
tems. The basic approach is to replace 
the compressed gas stream used in 
conventional wire arc spray with a 
repetitive, high-pressure, high-mo-
mentum flux pul ed pIa rna jet. The 
pia ma jet is generated by a o-called 
capillary arc discharge in a gas or liq-
uid located between electrodes at 
~spiraloCK 
Thread technology that's light years 
ahead of the competition 
Just ask: - NASA/Goddard SFC • Honeywell - Northrop Grumman 
• BAE Systems · Ham ilton Sundstrand • Raytheon 
- All iant Techsystems - Boeing· Space Systems/Loral 
Spiralock is the leader in custom engineered solutions for 
challenging fastening applications. Spiralock thread technology 
has been proven in thousands of aerospace applications 
including missiles. satellites, helicopters and the 
NASA space shuttle. 
Call Jim Gillis at 800-521-2688 for more information 
on Spiralock aerospace applications and to discover 
how we can help you. 
Tighten It Once .... With SpiraJockThreadTechnology 
It Won't Come Loose. 
Check out our website for an animated demonstration. www.spiralocl<.com 
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each end of a long narrow ceramic 
tube. It i called a capillary di charge 
due to the high length / diameter 
ratio, typically about 10 or o. The 
high-speed pia rna jet exiting from a 
nozzle at the one open end of the cap-
illary i oriented to aim the jet 
through the arc between the wire tip . 
The plasma jet can be formed from 
a wide range of working fluids, but the 
work to date ha utilized either cryo-
genic liquid argon or gaseous argon. 
Liquid argon can be injected a a thin 
tream into the capillary region either 
continuously or through fast-acting 
valve or check valves. The injection 
orifice, located at the rear end of the 
capillary, is sized to admit a quantity of 
liquid equivalent to room-temperature 
gas at up to 30 atm (-3 MPa). A high-
voltage spark discharge triggers elec-
tri al breakdown through the gas or 
vaporizing liquid, which then trigger 
the main arc di charge along the 
length of the capillary. Highe t perfor-
mance i achieved with liquid injection 
ince that introduce sufficient rna s of 
gas to attain high pre sure without ex-
ceeding temperature limit of the ce-
ramic wall. The pul ed di charge 
quickly rai es the pre ure and tem-
peratur of the working fluid in the 
capillary to about 1 kbar (100 MPa) 
and 1 e (11600 K), re ulting in a 
high-velocity jet exiting through the 
nozzle at the nd of the tube. 
The coating-material wire are po i-
tioned through hole in the ex pan ion 
nozzle attached to the front end of the 
capillary tube. The arc di charge b -
tween the wire can occur either a fel 
mi ro e ond b fore or after initiation 
of the plasma jet discharge. In the lalt r 
case, the plasmajet itself provides a on-
veniel1l breakdown path for the wire arc. 
Th pul ed pIa rna jet trip the 
molten metal from the wire tip atom-
ize th droplets, and rapidl accelerate 
the r ulting tomiz d metal droplets to 
p ed om parable to the plasma. Th e 
droplets are then depo ited on a ub-
trat or other pie e of equipm nt. Th 
entire pro e I ts about 100 to 250 p 
and can b r peated hundred of time 
p r nd. 
The effectivene of the pulsed wire 
arc pra d vi e in atomizing and a 1-
erating dropl ts derive from the x-
tremel high-mom ntum flux (pv2) of 
th pul ed pI m j l. Th high-momen-
tum flux i a hi ved mainl b an ord r 
of magnitud in r as in v 10 ity v, but 
al 0 b a similar incr a e in d nsity p 
when liquid inj tion i utilized. 
To date. the Pul ed Wir Arc pra 
devi has be n operated at ingl 
Te h Bri E. Ma 2002 
pul e energie up to 4.2 k1 with liquid 
argon , and at repetition rate a high 
as 20 Hz at lower energy. Deposition 
rates as high as 2 kg/ h were demon-
strated, limited only by the available 
power supply. Experimental measure-
ments established droplet velocities of 
up to nearly 1,500 m/ s in acceleration 
di tances as short as 3.2 cm, thus mak-
ing this an ideal process for spraying 
the inner wall of confined r gion 
(such as cylinder bores and pipe) 
where space is limited. 
nis Massey of UTRON Inc. for Marshall 
Space Flight Center . UTRO has been 
awarded US. Patent 6,001,425 for this 
pulsed high-velocity wire arc spraying device. 
For further information about the current sta-
tus of this invention, please contact Dr. Rus-
sell Kincaid or Dr. Douglas Witherspoon at 
UTRON at (703) 369-5552 or by e-mail at 
rwkincaid@erols.com. See also web page at 
www.utroninc.com. 
This work was performed by F. Douglas 
Witherspoon, Russell W Kincaid, and Den-
Inquiries concerning rights for the com-
mercial use of this invention should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Marshall 
Space Flight Center; (256) 544-0021 . Refer 
to MFS-31491 . 
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@ Software for Electromagnetic Detection of Buried Explosives 
Data from a variety of sensors on different survey grids can be used. 
NASA's jet P.ropulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
U-HUNTER (also called "UXO-
HUNTER") is a computer program that 
affords knowledge-based real-time sen-
sor-fusion and display capabilities for de-
tecting buried objects and materials of 
interest. U-HUNTER is intended espe-
cially for inferring the presence of 
buried unexploded ordnance and explo-
sive waste from the readings of magnetic 
and electromagnetic sensor like those 
commonly used in geophysical surveys. 
U-HUNTER is also potentially adaptable 
to such other uses as detection of mines, 
medical imaging and diagnosis, detect-
ing and monitoring buried pipes and ca-
bles, environmental monitoring, and ge-
ological surveys. 
U-HU TER can utilize data in a wide 
variety of formats. At pre ent, it can ac-
cept and process the data from such 
sen or as magnetometers, synthetic-
aperture radar systems, and time-do-
main pul ed eddy-current ensor. U-
H TER has the potential for 
reducing (in comparison with prior 
sen or-data-analysis software) the rate 
of errors in the detection of anomalies 
(that i , unexploded ordnance or other 
phenomena of interest). U-HU TER 
aloha the potential for enabling bet-
ter characterization and classification 
of detected anomalies. Envisioned ap-
plications of U-HUNTER include not 
only analy is of fresh data from contin-
uing urvey but also re-evaluation of 
historical survey data to increase the 
level of certainty of detection of unex-
ploded ordnance at site where such 
surveys have already been perfonned. 
Fusion of multiple-sensor and/ or multi-
ple- urvey data from the same site is 
also envisioned. 
U-H TER contains unique subsys-
tems that perform different functibns , as 
follow : 
• A data-enhancement subsystem pre-
processes input data to condition 
them for analysi . One of the most 
powerful feature of U-H NTER is a 
fully integrated programming inter-
face within the data-enhancement 
subsystem. Thi interface makes it 
possible to develop custom algo-
rithms to preprocess and di play the 
data to be fed as input to the analysi -
engine subsystem mentioned below. 
U-HU TER i flexible enough to 
Photron proudly offers the 
smartest, fastest, largest line 
of high-speed video systems 
in the industry. 
High-speed, high-resolution, and 
high-G video systems. Known for years 
as the designer and manufacturer of 
Kodak 4540 and Motion Corder systems, 
as well as our own FASTCAM and ULTIMA 
systems, Photron has an impressive 
history of imaging technology leader-
ship. Now we want everyone to know 
about the most extensive product li ne of 
digital video systems available. 
Leadership through innovation. We 
are constantly expanding our product 
offering, and have several more exciting 
developments coming soon. Get to know 
the leader. Get to know Photron. 
Photron USA, Inc. www.fastcam.info 800-585-2129 
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Physical Sciences 
allow the import of any image or raw 
matrix data for analysis. This capabil-
ity alone has proven to be most im-
pressive in enabling users familiar 
with data from sensors of one type 
(e.g., magnetometers) to apply the 
analytical capabilities of U-HUNTER 
to data from sensors of another type 
(e.g., synthetic-aperture radar). 
• An analysis-engine subsystem includes 
a version of ARTMAP, which is part of 
a previously developed neural-net-
work software ystem. The analysis-en-
gine subsystem is also expected to in-
clude ANFIS - a yet-to-be-developed 
Less is more. 
Less parts , less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) is critical. 
PEM~ products are made for DFA. Just 
punch or drill a hole and press a PEM 
fastener into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates into cost savings. We 
also offer threadless and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your DFA needs. 
program for implementing an adap-
tive neuro-fuzzy information software 
system for a secondary method of clas-
sification of anomalies. 
• A ub ystem called "3DKB" is dedi-
cated to facilitation of the assimila-
tion of the items of a three-dimen-
sional knowledge base. The 3DKB 
items comprise the knowledge built 
up by a user from ground-truth data 
for the purpo es of training neural 
and neuro-fuzzy software components 
within U-HU TER. Dialog-type dis-
play enable users to load 3DKB item 
for training of the ARTMAP-type 
HERE'~ TIlE CLINCHER 
These include SNAP-TOPS 
(shown in photo above) 
standoffs which eliminate 
the need for screws, 
locating pins for Quick 
alignment of mating 
parts, P.C board fasteners ·1 
and many others. I 
For automated installation, our line of 
PEMSERTERIt presses Quickly install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time. 
Clinch it with PEM-
FASTENERS & PRESSES ~ 
PEM Fastening Systems 
a PennEngineering" company 
C2001 210 
800-237-4736 • wvwv.pemnet.com ~ 
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neural networks for cla ification of 
anomalies. 
- A visualization subsystem generates 
displays of geophysical data on three-
dimensional-appearing surface mod-
els and two-dimensional color maps. 
The maps provide a capability for 
rapid vi ual inspection of a surveyed 
area. Deep-blue dots are placed at lo-
cation of local maxima of and ma-
genta dots are placed at locations of 
local minima of quanti tie of interest. 
The user can customize maximum-
and minimum-finding algorithms to 
obtain desired level of discrimina-
tion. A subprogram called "3D Anom-
aly Viewer" enables users to see the 
shapes of found anomalies. 
U-HUNTER has been found to per-
form robustly, both (1) when applied 
in real time at the survey-grid-interval 
level (<100 m by <100 m) and (2) when 
applied at the entire-site level after 
completion of surveys of ites ranging 
in size from 500 to 25,000 acres (2 to 
100 km2). U-HUNTER enable detec-
tion of anomalies at the 100-percent 
level, while keeping the incidence of 
fal e alarms down to the 2-percent 
level. It also provides for robu t gener-
alization to new sites without addi-
tional training or setup, and it mini-
mize the effect of reacquisi tion of data 
on postprocessing. It can perform ro-
bustly de pite poor ground control; 
that is, it can tolerate errors of the 
order of grid intervals. Furthermore, 
U-H TER enable rapid synthetic re-
sampling and interpolation of data to a 
spatial re olution relevant to the patial 
di tribution of unexploded ordnance, 
and enable resampling of data from 
multiple ensors to a common patial 
scale. 
Planned future development of U-
HUNTER include an extension of data-
display capabilities to provide for over-
lays of planimetl;c data, ael;al 
photography, and geophysical data. 
Other plartned enhancements include 
exten ion of analysis subsystems to ac-
commodate additional alterative cla sifi-
cation methods and development of an 
improved user interface to make the U-
HUNTER more acce sible to the general 
geophysical community. 
This wO'rk was done by Sandeep Gulati and 
Vijay Daggumati of Caltech fur NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. Fur further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com/tsp 
under the Physical Sciences category. 
This software is available fur commercial 
licensing. Please contact Don Hart of the Cal-
ifornia Institu.te of Technology at (818) 393-
3425. Refer to NPO-20BOB. 
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~ Aircraft Anti-Icing Systems Utilizing Induced Hydrophobicity 
It should be possible to build lightweight, low-power, low-pro HIe anti-icing systems based on 
this concept. 
John H. Glenn Research Center; Cleveland, Ohio 
Aircraft anti-icing systems of a pro-
posed type would utilize static electric 
field to I'educe or e liminate the elec-
trostatic force thal bond ice and water 
to metal surface. These would be light-
weight, low-power-consumption , inex-
pen ive systems that would be installed 
on the surface of wings and other criti-
cal airfoils. The e y tern would not in-
tnlde ignificantly imo the interiors of 
airfoil; they would also not protrude 
from airfoi l surfaces and thu would not 
di turb aerodynamic. 
Many anti-icing sy tern now in com-
mon u e are of the "weeping-wing" 
type: the mete out deicing fluid over 
airfoils. The re ervoir needed to tore 
deicing fluids , the plumbing needed to 
di tribute the fluid over the airfoil sur-
face, and tl1e fluid themselves impo e 
e\' re interior-space and weight penal-
tie on air raft de ign and operation, 
and the fluid can ex rl adver e effe LS 
on the envir nmenLS into whi h th 
are released , Some other anti-icing sys-
tems now in use are of the e lectrother-
mal type; the di advantage of th se sy -
tems is that they consume ignificant 
amounts of aircraft power. Yet another 
anti-icing concept that has been tried 
previously involve the use of such ice-
phobic materials a polytetrafluoroeth-
ylene; this concept ha met only lim-
ited success, and performance can be 
degraded through erosion of ice-pho-
bic materials. 
Three phenom na that contribute to 
the adhesion of ice are electro tatic at-
traction, covalent bonding, and the 
Van del' Waals force. The electro tatic 
force i po sibly the mo t ignificanl. 
Becau e ,vater and ice are polar materi-
als, the alignment of their molecule i 
influenced by an electri field . Water 
adheres to a metallic urface because 
the moleculal' orientation is uch that a 
positiv charge exi ts on the water ur-
face facing the metal and i attracted to 
a negative charge on the metal surface. 
On freezing, water molecule reorga-
nize from a liquid to a cry talline struc-
ture that remains polar. Thu , ice ad-
here to the metal urface for the same 
rea on that water does. In principle, 
the electro tatic part of the bonding 
force could be eliminated by applying 
an oppo ing dc e lectric field acro the 
interface between the metal surface 
and the ice. In the proposed system, 
the necessary e lectric fields would be 
generated by use of electrodes pat-
terned on the airfoil urfaces to be pro-
tected. The fundamental re earch on 
the redu tion of ice adhe ion trength 
u ing an applied dc electric charge wa 
conducted by Profe sor Victor Pe-
trenko of Dartmouth' Thayer School 
of Engine ring. Dartmouth College 
ha patented the technology ( .. 
Patent 0.6,027,075). 
Y tems of the propo ed type would 
b attractiv for u e on general aviation 
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and commuter aircraft. These systems could provide safety 
margins for aircraft that inadvertently encounter icing condi-
tions. An electrostatic anti-icing system could be activated 
prior to entering actual or potential icing conditions, witllOUt 
power or performance penalty. An electrostatic anti-icing y-
tern cou ld also enhance the performance of an electro-ex-
pulsive o r pneumatic-boot deicer by reducing or eliminating 
residual ice after each activation of the deicer. 
This work was done by Jack Edmonds and Richard B. Ingram oj In-
novative Dynamics, Inc., Jor Glenn Research Center. 
Inquiries concerning rights Jor the commercial use oj this invention 
should be addressed to NASA Glenn Research Center; Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark 
Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44135. ReJer to LEW-J6939. 
@Characterization of Heat-Flux-
Gauge Calibration System 
Phenomena that affect measurements are 
being investigated in detail. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
A project is underway in the Flight Loads Laboratory 
(FLL) at Dryden Flight Research Center to reduce the un-
certainties in heat-flux measurements. The impetus for this 
project is provided, in part, by the observation that uncer-
tainties in heat-flux mea urements are large - often 10 to 20 
percent or more. Further impetu is provided by the fact that 
heat-flux calibration facilitie being developed at the a-
tional Insti tute of Standards and Technology (NIST) operate 
at heat fluxes well below the levels which can be achieved 
during high- peed flight. Thus, a heat-flux-gauge u er inter-
ested in uch high fluxe has only two options: (1) take the 
gauge manufacturer's calibration on faith or (2) develop and 
understand his or her own calibration process. 
The broad objectives of the project are: 
• Charactelize a radiant-heat-flux gauge-calibration system in 
the FLL (e Figure 1) in order to quantify and, if po sible, 
reduce calibration uncertainty and 
• Be able to demon lrate to cu tomers that the FLL per on-
nel understand the heat-flux-gauge calibrations that they 
perfonn. 
Figure 1. This Heat-Flux-Gauge Calibration System is to be characterized 
thoroughly, by a combination of experimental and theoretical means, as 
part of an effort to quantify and reduce calibration errors. 
ASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
The first phase of the project involves heat ource, in order to reach the first 
a thorough characterization of the cali- tated objective. Future phase of the 
bration system, which use an elecl1;cal project will involve developmem of 
resistance heated graphite plate as a method for using gauge calibrated in 
r---------=--.:~---=--------__, this system in radiant-heating 
Graphite Plate 
1.6.--=-,....",...., te ts performed in the FLL 
1.4 
1.2 
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0.6 
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Face of 
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1.0 rr1"OCrT' 
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0.6 
0.4 
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0·S.OOLllL..-J1.0""'.12 
Inches 
Measured Heat Aux: 45 BtuI(n2s) 
Calculated Heat Flux to Gauge: 40 Btul(n2s) 
Measured T emperalure: 3.265 F 
__ = Temperatures in of 
Figure 2. The Isotherms in the Rectangles that represent a 
graphite plate and a nearby heat-flux gauge were computed 
for a test case, by use of a two-dimensional mathematical 
model. 
and in flight. 
The following is a partial list 
of technical challenges that 
must be met in the project: 
• Determine the dIe ts of ero-
sion of graphite plates, 
• Determine the effect of con-
vection on the heat flux 
gauge, and 
• Determi.ne the effect, upon 
the diSl1;bution of absorbed 
heat flux, of the distance be-
tween a graphite plate and 
heat-flux gauge. 
Thus far, an initialt:wo-dimen-
sional mathematical model of 
heat flux and temp raLUre 
di tribution ha been devel-
oped for a vertical cro sec-
tion of the graphite plate and 
heat flux gauge (ee FigUl-e 
2). The rectangle in Figure 2 
repre enting the graphite 
plate and heat flux gaug are 
in their proper relative posi-
tions and orientation but are not shown 
to cale. The results of initial experi-
ments include heat fluxes within 10 per-
cent of those predicted by the model. An 
initial graphite plate erosion model has 
predicted plate erosion withjn 5 percent 
of the measured values. 
Planned future efforts include the fol-
lowing: 
• Refinements of the two-dimensional 
model, including an improved ero ion 
model and incorporating internal de-
tail of a circular foil heat flux gauge; 
• Refinement of experiments to collect 
such additional detailed information 
as rate of flow and temperatures of 
gauge--cooling water and djsu;bution 
of temperature in graphite plates; 
• Expansion of the model to three di-
mensions; and 
• Determination of experimental heat 
£luxe by u e of alternative phy ical 
principles. 
This work was done by Tom Hom oJDry-
den Flight Re eareh Center and Shan-
juan Jiang and Vzjay Dhir oj the University 
oj California. For JUlther inJorma tion, contact 
the Dryden Commercial Tech1lology Office at 
661-276-3689. 
DRG-98-77 
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@ Massively Parallel Computation of Electromagnetic Fields 
Maxwell's equations are solved by fully implicit rmite-difference techniques. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A method of massively parallel com-
putation on supercomputers has been 
developed to facilitate numerical simu-
lation of electromagnetic fields in the 
vicinities of electrically large and com-
plex radiating and scattering objects. 
In this method as in method devel-
oped previously for the same purpo e, 
Maxwell's equations are solved by u e 
of finite-difference approximations in 
both space and time. However, unlike 
in the other methods, this method is 
not limited to implicit (and thus paral-
lel) solution in pace with explicit 
(and thus equential) time stepping 
with small time steps to ensure numer-
ical stability. Instead, this method pro-
vides for parallel solution for all time 
steps, and the time steps can 
be larger and thus fewer -
this characteristic is often 
characterized in the litera-
ture as "coarse-grained paral-
lelism." 
This method follows an ap-
proach that combines the 
fully implicit Crank-Nicolson 
time-stepping method with a 
massive degree of parallelism 
in computation. This ap-
proach enables the applica-
tion of fully implicit tech-
niques; in comparison with 
explicit techniques, implicit 
technique exhibit superior 
numerical properties (princi-
Computations for all M Time Steps in a numerical simulation 
of a spatially complex. time-dependent electromagnetic 
field are performed in parallel. 
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pally, unconditional stabil ity) whi le 
also providi ng optimal efficiency for 
parallel computation. The time-paral-
lel algorithm in this method impo es 
re lative ly simple requirements for 
communication and synch ron ization 
among diffe re n t processo rs; th is char-
acteristic in combination with coarse-
grained parall eli m , m akes for h igh ly 
efficient implementation on emerging 
massively parallel multiple-instruction , 
multiple-data computers . 
T he basic equation of the method is 
obtained by applying the Crank- ico l-
son method to the second-order inho-
mogeneou linear recur ion (SOILR) 
equation of the finite-difference for-
mulation of the Maxwell's equation. 
The resu lting form of the basic equa-
tion is 
(/ - aM )",(m+l) = 2I",(m) - (/ - aM) 
",(111- 1) + f(m+l) for l<m < M -1, 
where / i the id ntity matrix, ex is a 
consLant, M i an x matrix that 
ari es from the patial di cretization of 
the Laplacian operator in Maxwell's 
equation , "'( .. , denote the o lution (a 
vector iliat repre en the electromag-
netic-field quantity of intere t) at ilie 
mth time tep, and /m, denote the 
time- and pace-di cr tized ourc term 
for initial and boundary condition at 
th mth time tep. The eigenvalue/ 
eigenvector d compo ition of M i 
given b M = 8A8-1, where 8 i t11 t 
of eigenv ctor and A i a diagonal ma-
tri that repr ents the t of eigenval-
u of M. 
Let th r be a diagonal matrix 
= (J - aA)-1 . 
Let 
Then it can be hown that th basi 
equation can b put in th form 
nlik the ba ic OILR equation a 
formu lated in the preceding para-
graph, thi OILR quation i diago-
nalized and an th r f re be 01 ed 
effi intI b u e of either of two par-
all l-computali n algorithm all d 
the Recur ive Doubling 19odthm 
(RDA) or th , Ii Reduction Algo-
rithm ( RA) . For two- and thr e-di-
m n ional pr blem ,thi OILR equa-
tion can b Iv d in O( 2 10gM) and 
O( s 10gM) , re pectivel . on M pro e -
or, where 0(. ) denote an amount of 
Te h Sri f , 1ay 2002 
computing time or a number of arith-
metic operations proportional to a 
number of the order of x. 
tors lit(m). The desired solution vector 
are computed in step 4 by matrix·vec-
tor multiplication; namely, 
The figure illustrate the time-par-
allel a lgorithm, which i divided into 
four steps. Step 1 involves determina-
tion of the eigenvalue / eigenvector 
decomposition of M and the compu-
tation of S. In step 2, the source vec-
tors /m, are computed and mu ltip lied 
by '8 1 to obtain pm! . The parallel 
computation to solve the diagonalized 
form of the basic OILR equation i 
performed in step 3, yielding the vec-
This work was done by A mir Fijany, 
Michael A. j ensen, Yahya Rahmat-Samii, 
and j acob Barhen of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) f ree on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Information Sciences category. 
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fj Physical Model of Immune-Inspired Computing 
This model simulates several basic cellular and global functions of immune systems. 
NASA 5 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A mathematical model that repre-
sents several physical and mental be-
haviors has been developed to enable 
the phenomenological de cription of 
basic functions of immune systems. 
This development is part of a continu-
ing effort to improve the autonomy of 
robots and pacecraft by use of com-
putational methods that exploit para-
digm of human immune systems. The 
model can serve as a formalism for 
building artificial immune systems for 
computing and for other forms of in-
formation processing. 
The discipline of artificial immune 
system i a rapidly growing field of in-
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formation proce sing based upon im-
mune-inspired paradigms of nonlin-
ear dynamics. The interest in immune-
systems paradigms terns from the 
observation that an immune system 
serves as an excell ent model of adap-
tive processes that occur at the local 
(cellular) and of useful behavior 
emerging at the global level. 
Although artificial immune systems 
have many features in common with 
artificial neural networks, there are 
orne difference that arise from the 
fact that immune systems perform 
many different functions simultane-
ously and, in comparison with neural 
networks, they are more complex and 
more diverse. In contradistinction to a 
neural network, an immune system, 
from the per pective of nonlinear dy-
namics, can be considered as a multi-
body system (the bodies being cells) in 
which the bodie are interconnected 
via flows of information. Inasmuch as 
these flows and the re ponse to them 
may be distorted, delayed, or incom-
plete, the motion of each cell becomes 
stocha tic and can be simulated as a 
controlled random walk. 
One of the main challenges in mod-
eling living system is to distinguish 
random walks of physical origin (for 
instance , Brownian motions) from 
tho e of biological origin. Following a 
line of reasoning from prior research, 
it was as umed, in the development of 
the present model , that a biological 
random walk must be nonlinear. The 
model is intended, more specifically, 
to imulate the main immune-system 
functions based on the dynamic of 
body cells interacting with invader 
cells. In contradi tinction to prior sto-
chastic models , the present model in-
corporates the concept of refle tion; 
that is, the human ability to ob erve 
one' own thoughts. This concept ren-
ders the model more adaptable to the 
world of biological and social evolu-
tionary proces es. 
The model consists of (l) a genera-
tor of stochastic proce se that repre-
sents motor dynamics in the form of 
nonlinear random walks and (2) a sim-
ulator of the nonlinear version of the 
Fokker-Planck equation, representing 
the mental dynamics. Thus, the model 
is one of coupled mental/motor dy-
namics incorporating the concept of 
self-image. It has been demonstrated 
NASA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
that the model can simulate uch basic 
functions of immune systems (and of 
cells within immune ystems) a elf-
identification, self/non elf discrimina-
tion, self-repair, formation of acquired 
immunity, self-organization, preda-
tor/ prey pursuit, and reproduction. 
This work was done by Michail Zak of Cal-
tech for NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For further infannation, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.rom/tsp under the Infor-
mation Sciences category. 
NPO-21 039 
~ Mathematical Model of a Quantum Decision Maker 
Autonomy would be achieved by use of feedback from mental to motor dynamics. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A mathematical model of a quanrum 
analog-<:omputing device that would im-
ulate the human decision-making proce 
has been developed. Like the immune-in-
spired-<:omputing model described in the 
preceding article, this model is intended 
to contribute to improvement in the au-
tonom of robots and pacecraft. 
The device would include quanrum 
recurrent networks that would represent 
motor dynamics, plus clas ical neural 
networks that would represent the evo-
lution of probabilitie of proce e that, 
in turn, would represent mental dynam-
ics. The deci ion-making proce s would 
be made autonomou by use of feedback 
from mental to motor dynamics. In the 
model, this fe dba k changes a tochas-
tic matrix based upon distribution of 
the probabilities. The re ulting coupled 
motor and mental dynamics are de-
clibed by nonlinear Markov chains that 
can decrease entropy without recourse 
to an external source of information. 
In terms of mental phenomena, the 
feedback would play the role of "common 
sense" in the form of invariants or pattern 
of behavior that can be abstracted from 
prior knowledge and experience and can 
be applied to whole c1asse of ituation 
similar to tho e of imm diate intere t 
Like "common ense" thi feedback 
would be us d in the quantum d cision 
maker to replace unavailable external in-
formation by information from an inter-
nal knowledge base. The human ability to 
do thi i recognized and widely exploited 
in psychology and has been known, since 
the time of ancient philo ophers, to foUow 
from the fact that a human po e e a self-
image and interacts with it 
In the model, a quanrum recun-ent net-
work is regarded as a quantum system rep-
re ented by an equation that describe the 
relationship among (1) the inputs to the 
network at time I, (2) the outputs of the 
network at a later time t + 't, (3) a set of 
unitary operators that are defined by the 
Hamiltonian operator of the quantum ys-
tem and xpr the temporal evolution 
of the quanrum tern, and (4) a mea-
urement operator that projects the 
evolved quanrum tate into one of the 
eigenvectors of the tern. The effect of 
The SMARTSWITCHTM - positively brilliant! 
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the measurement operator can be charac-
terized as similar to that of a sigmoid func-
tion in a classical neural networks. Be-
cause of the stochastic nature of quantum 
measurements, the outputs at time I + 1: 
are random; as such, these outputs form a 
Markovian stochastic process. 
The internal knowledge base i stored 
in a mental submodel in the form of prob-
abi lity di tributions. Fonnally, the knowl-
edge base i represented by the synaptic 
weights of neural network, and the 
knowledge is divided into two parts. The 
tiJ t part includes knowledge that pertains 
to personal experience, habits, and such 
inclinations as aversene s or proneness to 
risk. The second part depends upon an 
objective fonnulated in terms of probabil-
ity invariants. Dependence upon the ob-
jective can include learning modeled by 
real-time adjustment of synaptic weights, 
adapted from theory of neural networks. 
As oon as the synaptic weights are deter-
mined, the common-5ense-simulator por-
tion of the model follows an optimal trat-
egy, regardless of unexpected changes in 
the external world. 
This work was done by Michail Zak oj Cal-
tech Jor NASA's Jet Propulsion Labora-
tory. For Jurther inJ017nalion, access Ihe 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the InJor-
mation Sciences category. 
NPO-21038 
tj IIR Filters for Postprocessing Noisy Test Data 
John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida 
A little-known parametric fonn of an 
infinite impul e response (IIR) filter has 
been found to be u eful in digital post-
proce sing of noisy test signal . The filter 
equation is: 
y(n) = a[x(n) + x(n - 1)] + yy(n -l), 
where a and yare parameters and 
x(n) and y(n) are the input and output, 
respectively, during the nth sampling pe-
riod. The parameters are given by 
y= co 8J (l + sin 8c) and a = (l-y) / 2, 
where 8 == 21tf/ f,; 8< == 21t!cl f,; and f, f" 
theWAVE 
and !c are frequencies. This parametric 
form implifie postprocessing and 
analy i of the data by making it easy to 
tune tl1e filter re pon e through elec-
tion of the low-pas cutoff frequency, !C. 
Whereas parameters in other fonn of 
IIR fil ters are restricted to di crete val-
ues, the parameters in this form can be 
elected from nearly continuou ranges. 
The filter re pon e in this form i inher-
ently stable over the entire digital fre-
quency range from zero to the yqui t 
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freque ncy (half of the sampling fre-
quency, f,). Although the tability i ro-
bust, it deteriorates with a decrease in 
the number of bits used to represent co-
efficients and fLIter state. 
This work was done I7y Jan A. Zysko and 
Chriswplzer M. Amis oJKennedy Space Cen-
ter and John E. Lane oj Dynac.s, Inc. For further 
inJormation, access the Technical Support Pack-
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Books & Reports 
o Tests of Finger Seals 
A report discusses tests of finger 
eal , which were described in "Pres-
sure-Balanced , Low-Hysteresis Finger 
eal" (LEW-l 6840) , which appears on 
page 52 in thi issue. Like a labyrinth 
or brush eal, a finger eal is used (typ-
ically in a ga turbine) to minimize a 
leakage flow along a rotating haft. 
The report describes basel ine (subject 
to con iderable hysteresi ) and pres-
ure-balanced (low-hysteresis) bru h 
seal and presents results of hystere is, 
performance, and endurance tests of 
the seals in a seal r;g at Glenn Re-
earch Center. The report concludes 
that a finger- eal de ign i ready for en-
gine te ting. 
This wark was dane by Margaret P. Proctar 
and Bruce M. Steirll!tz of Glenn Research 
Center, Gul K. Arora of AlliedSignal En-
gines, and Irebert R Delgada of the U. 
Army Research Laboratory. To obtain a capy 
of the report, "PressU1-e-Balanced, Low-Hyster-
esis Finger eal Test Results" access the Tech-
nical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at 
www.1U1Satech.com/tsp under tIll! Mechanics 
category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to ~SA Glenn Research Center; C01n11l1!Tcial 
Technology Office, Attn: tcue Fedor, Mail 
Stop 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16973. 
I@ Low-Power, Zero-Vibration 
Sorption Coolers 
A report di cu e three de igns of 
propo ed low-power, zero-vibration 
cooler for infrared instrument 
planned to be flown aboard pacecraft 
to perform astrophysical observation 
far from Earth. The designs take advan-
tage of the radjative precooling avail-
able in the projected deep-space opera-
tional environments: such precooling 
make it possible to reach radiator tem-
peratures as low as tens of kelvins. The 
working fluids would be helium and hy-
drogen , and vibration would be e limi-
nated by the choice of thermally cycled 
gas- orption (hydrogen/ metal hydride 
and helium/charcoal) units instead of 
mechanical com pre ors. 
This work was done by Lawrence Wade 
and Ch17.stian Lindensmith of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. To 
obtain a capy of tlll! report, "Low-Power; Zero-
Vibration 5K Sorption Coolers for Astro-
physics Instruments," access the Technical 
Support Package (TSP) free an-line at 
www.1U1Satech.com/tsp under the Physical 
Sciences category. 
NPO-30369 
@ Inhibited Carrier 
Transfer in Ensembles of 
Quantum Dots 
A report pre ents an experimental 
tudy of time-re o lved, temperature-
dependent photoluminescence in 
In . Gal_.As/GaAs specimens contain-
ing Ino.6Gao.4As quantum dots (QD) 
distributed at several different areal 
den itie 011 a GaAs urface and capped 
with GaAs. The specimens were fabri-
cated by metal-organic vapor deposition 
of In .Gal_.A on slightly mjsoriented, 
semi-insulating GaAs(IOO) substrates. At 
high areal densities, the intensities of 
photolumine cence from the QD were 
found to exhibit Arrheniu temperature 
dependence , attributed to thermal 
emi ion of charge carrier and recap-
ture of the charge carrier into neigh-
boring QD . At low densities, it was 
found that the temperature depen-
dence i more complex, the thermal 
tran fer of charge carriers between 
neighboring QDs plays no significant 
role in the temperature dependence, 
and the efficiency of transfer of charge 
carriers into i olated QDs i limited b 
the rate of carrier tran port in 
In .Gal_. wetting layers. 
This work was done by Rosa Leon and 
Charlene Lobo of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
of the report, "Inhibited carrier transfer in 
ensembles of isolated quantum dots, n access 
the Technical upport Package (TSP) free 
an-line at www.1U1Satech.com/tsp under the 
Physical ciences category. 
NPO-21 029 
• Study of Amplification in 
0'ptocoupler-Equivalent 
CIrCuits 
A report pre ents a theoretical and ex-
perimental study of amplification in 
electronic circuits that include combina-
tions of di crete light source (e.g., light-
emitting diodes) and photodetectors 
(e.g., rever e-biased photodiode) , 
which combinations perform essentially 
ABA Tech Briefs, May 2002 
the arne functions as do the commer-
cially avai lable, packaged light-
source/ photodetector combination de-
noted, variously, as optocoupler , 
optoisolators, and the like. The report 
calls these circuits photo-electric ampli-
fier (which should not be confused with 
photoelectric amplifiers) . The report 
discu es the basic considerations of cur-
rent, voltage, impedance, transformer 
coupling, source/ detector optical cou-
pling, bias and load resistance, and 
other phenomena that affect current, 
voltage, and power gains. Limitations 
and design concerns for making photo-
electric amplifiers function as linear am-
plifier are al 0 di cussed. Tests of ampli-
fiers and oscillators ba ed on 
photo-electric amplifiers are de crib d . 
An addendum to the report di cu e 
the use of photo-electric amplifier to 
make digital-logic elements for data-pro-
ce ing circuits ranging from proce 
controller to computers. Finally, it i re-
ported that experimental AND, OR, and 
NOT gates were constructed and te ted 
to demonstrate this concept and were 
found to function as predicted. 
This work was done by John M. Franke oj 
Langley Research Cen ter. To obtain a 
copy oj the report, "Photo-Electric Amplifier; n 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatech. com/tsp 
under the Electronic Components and 
Systems category. 
LAR-15460 
@ Area Production in 
Supercritical, Transitional 
Mixing Layers 
This paper presents a study of area 
production in mixing layers undergo-
ing transition to turbulence . The e lay-
ers evolve from the mixing of two ini-
tially segregated coun terflo\ving 
streams under supercritical conditions. 
The tudy may contribute to develop-
ment of means to control area produc-
tion in order to increase di integration 
of fluid and enhance combu tion in 
die el, gas turbine, and liquid rocket 
engines. As u ed here, "area produc-
tion" ignifie the fractional rate of 
change of surface area orient d per-
pendicular to the rna -fraction gradi-
ent in a mixing layer. In the tudy, a 
database of tran itional tates obtained 
from direct numerical imulation of 
temporal three-dimensional upercriti-
cal mixing layers for heptane/ nitrogen 
and oxygen/ hydrogen sy terns was ana-
lyzed. A few of the many conclusions 
drawn from the analysi are that area 
production is determined more by 
strain than by compres ibility; area i 
produced by strain and convective ef-
fects; area is destroyed by species mass 
flux, rotational effects, and pressure 
gradients; area can be either produced 
or destroyed by pre ure gradients; and 
effects of viscosity on area production 
are negligible. Effects of departure 
from perfect-gas and ideal-mixture be-
havior were found to be important. 
Smaller-wavelength in i tial perturba-
tions were found to lead to greater area 
production: this ob ervation could be a 
guide to initial development of control 
of area production. 
This work was done by Josette Bellan 
and Nora Okong'o oj CalLech Jor NASA's 
J e t P ropulsion Laboratory. To obtain a 
copy oj the paper; "Area Production in Su-
percritical, Transitional Mixing Layers Jor 
Reactive Flow Applications, n access the 
Technical upport Package (T. 'P) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under lhe 
Physical ciences category. 
NP0-30425 
INTROCUCINB A ..... ~ CLASS OF INSTRUMENTATION ... 
• 
MG-1 00 GAUSSMETER 
F E A T 
• Microprocessor Controlled 
• USB, RS-232 and IEEE-488 Interfaces 
• Analog Outputs 
U 
- 1- - • 
MF-100 FLUXMETER 
R E s 
5% Digit Resolution • 
Bright Vacuum Fluorescent Display • 
Peak and Valley Hold • 
Advancing the Science of Magnetics 
For more information call : 800-962-4638 / 508-852-3674· Go to the web: www.walkerldjscientific .com 
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Books & Reports 
• N anolaminate Mirrors 
With Integral Figure-Control 
Actuators 
A report discus es the development 
of thin- hell curved mirrors comprised 
of metallic multilayer nanolaminate 
ubstrate that contain integral in-
plane actuators for controlling surface 
figure with micron-level precision . 
These mirrors, intended for incorpora-
tion into scientific imaging systems, 
would have areal rna s densities of <2 
kg/ m2. The development involves the 
combination of emerging di ciplines of 
nanolayer composite materials, elec-
troactive material , and mathematical 
modeling for the understanding and 
controlling ela tic deformation of 
thin-shell structures. Nanolaminate 
constitute a relatively new class of ma-
terials that can approach theoretical 
limits of stiffne s and strength. The re-
port details the mathematical-model-
ing a pect of the development with a 
brief discussion of experiments on 
nanolaminate specimen . 
This work was done by Gregory Hickey, 
Shyh-Shiuh Lih, and Troy Barbee of Callech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
To obtain a c{)jJy of the report, ''Deformable 
Thin Shell Nano-Laminate Mirror,» access 
the Technical SUPP01·t Package (TSP) free on-
line at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the 
Materials category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Intellectual Property group 
JPL 
Mail Stop 202-233 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-30221, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
@ Paraffm-Actuated H eat 
Switch for Mars Surface 
Applications 
Missions to the surface of Mars pose 
unique thermal-control challenges to 
rover and lander systems. With diurnal 
temperature changes greater than 100 
°C, the presence of a Mars atmosphere, 
and limited power for night-time heat-
ing, the thermal-control engineer i 
faced with a fundamental problem: how 
to succes fully keep components above 
their survival or operating tempera-
tures at night while managing higher 
environmental temperature and dissi-
pation rates during the day. A report 
describes such a paraffin-actuated heat 
witch as part of the thermal-control sys-
tem for a robotic exploratory vehicle on 
Mars. Over a predetermined tempera-
ture range, the witch heat conduc-
tance varies by nearly two orders of 
magnitude to regulate temperature. 
The actuation of the heat switch is en-
tirely mechanical and autonomous, re-
lying on the temperature ba ed expan-
sion and contraction of paraffin 
contained in a seal boot. 
This work was done by Keith S. Novak, 
Gajanana Birur, E1ic Sunada, Michael 
Pauken, Charles Phillips, and Donald 
evilla of Calteeh and Kurt Lankford of 
tarsys Research Corporation for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. To obtain a copy 
of the report, "Paraffin Actuated Heat Switch 
for Mars Surface Applications, » access the 
Technical upport Package (To 'P) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com/tsp under the Physi-
cal Sciences category. 
NPO-30351 
• AMERICAN VARISEAL • BUSAK + SHAMBAN 
• DOWTY ENGINEERED SEALS • FORSHEDA 
• PALMER-CHENARD • SILCOFAB • WILLS 
• TurcorfB, TurcittP, HiMorP, ZurcorfB, Luyte~, Orko 
Marine and other high performance materials available 
• Designs and materials for wide range of applications 
Ca II: 1-800-767-3257 
Fax: 1-303-469-4874 
Polymer sealing solutions 
2531 Bremer Drive, P.O. Box 176, Fort Wayne, IN 46801 
Tel : (219)748-5703 ' Fax: (219) 749-4208 
email: tcallison@polymersealing.com 
web: www.polymersealing.com 
A part of Smiths Group pic 
Shamban 
aerospace sealing systems 
BuaSk. Shsm8 
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NeWonthe 
MARKET. 
Data Acquisition System 
The WaveBook/ 512A N portable data acqUlsluon system from 
IOtech, Cleveland, OH, LIse a DSP-based AI D design to achieve up 
to 1 MHz sample speed with 12-bit resolution. Eight built-in channels 
can be expanded to 72 with a variety of signal 
conditioning options. Each chanlld is digital-
ly calibrated in real time. The system i suit-
able for portable applications requiring high-
speed ampling and triggering, induding mul-
tichannel, pulse, and digital-pattern trigger-
ing. It supports external clocking, allowing 
users to synchronize transducer inputs with rotating parts. For Free 
Info Circle No. 700 or Enter No. 700 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Bar Code Scanner 
Micro can, Remon, WA, offers the Quadru 
EZ bar code scanner that allows manufacturers 
to use 2D symbols to track component.~ and 
board. The system combines a vision ystem with 
a laser bar code canner. field-of-view locator 
lets the u er po itively align the reader to the sym-
bol without the u e of video monitors or a PC. 
Once the symbol i aligned, the s) tem automati-
call calibrate on the )'mbol. It decode both linear and 2D code, 
at 60 codes per second. For Free Info Circle No. 713 or Enter No. 
713 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Computer Workstations 
ffiM, Almonk, NY, has introduced a line of , Linux , and 
Windows-based Intelli lation workstations. upporting 2D and 3D 
graphics accelerators, the workstations are available ,vith the compa-
FEA Solver 
n ' T210 flat panel monitor. The lntelli tation 
POWER 265 I workstation contains one or 
two 450-MHz, 64-bit POWER3 mi ropr cessors. 
The Pro eries workstation feature Intel 
Pentium 4 and eon proce ors at 2.2 GHz. 
For Free Info Circle No. 701 or Enter No. 701 at 
www.nasatech.comJrs 
ALGOR, Pittsburgh, P ,Offel new oh'er technology for linear 
static tress and tead- tate heat transfer anal ' e that use sparse 
solver technolog)' to provide faster pr essing times. The oftware 
is available for PC workstati n running on Windows T, M , 9 , 
2000, or ' P. Customer with current software upgrade ubscrip-
ti n can recei~e par e soher technology at no charge by request-
ing the latest update for the linear tatic stress and t ady-state 
heat transfer products. For Free Info Circle No. 702 or Enter No. 
702 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
Digital Thermometer 
The lIll50IDK four-<:hannel Type-K thermometer 
from ME Engineering, tamford, CT, accepts K 
type thermocouple probes and covers ranges from -50 
to 1300° . It features four standard miniature con-
ne tor inputs, a 3-1 / 2 digital display "ith back-
lighting, and are, d HOLD and W function. 
The thermometer pro\;des differential tempera-
ture readings of TI-T2, T1-T3, and TI-T4 . For Free Info Circle No. 
703 or Enter No. 703 at www.nasatech.comJrs 
Tech Bli C! , Ma} 2002 
For Free Info Circle No. 581 or 
Enter No. 581 at www.nasatech.comJrs 
TOUGH EPOXY 
RESISTS UP TO 425°F 
MASTER BOND SUPREME 33 
• Convenient cures at ambient and/or elevated 
temperatures • Resists prolonged service up 
to 425°F. Withstands severe thermal and 
mechanical shock and vibration • Outstanding 
adhesion to metallic and non-metallic sub-
strates • Excellent durability and chemical 
resistance • Superior electrical insulation 
• Easy to apply. Convenient packaging 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sea/ants & Coatings 
154 Hobart St. , Hackensack, NJ 07601 
TEL: 201-343-8983 • FAX: 201 -343-2132 
main@masterbond.com • www.MasterBond.com 
For Free Info Circle No. 582 or 
Enter No. 582 at www.nasatech.comJrs 
Your best solutions come 
from flexible thinking. 
For closed-cell foam solutions, our design team is 
ready to help you formulate a solution that fits your 
needs. Whether an Automotive, Medical, or 
Industrial De ign application, our product line of 
Volara~ Volextra~ and Minicel® all provide depend-
able, high-quality, cost-effective 
ways to enhance your ideas. 
To find out more , or to receive 
a free "Thought Starter'; call: 
(800) 225-0668 today. 
NAS Ideas Formed in Foam 
100 Shepard Street. La\Hence. :\1,\ 0184.1· Web Site: \\\\\\.\ollek.com 
2 
For Free Info Circle No. 583 or 
Enter No. 583 at www.nasatec:h.c:omlrs 
New 
LITERATURE 
Adhesives 
A 166-page catalog from Loctite Corp., 
Rocky Hill , CT, details adhes ive, ealant, 
coating, cleaner, and lubri ant products, as 
well as dispensing and cUling equipment. 
The book i organ ized into appli ation cate-
gories including as embly products for 
industrial applications, electronic products 
for microelecu'onics assembly, and medical 
products for medial device manufacturing. 
For Free Info Cirde No. 705 or Enter No. 
705 at www.nasatec:h.c:omlrs 
Measurement and Automation 
National Instruments, Austi n, TX, offers a 
catalog of measurement and automation solu-
tion , including I LabVIE Real-Time, 
offel'ing real-time perfomlance for Real-Time 
eries data acquisition devices, PXI con-
trollers, and FieldPoint'· distributed I/O sys-
tems. Also featured are PXI enhancements 
uch as embedd d controllers. For Free Info Cirde No. 706 or Enter 
No. 706 at www.nasatec:h.comlrs 
Torque and Power Testing 
Maglrol , Buffalo, NY, offers a brochure 
on torque-speed power products for testing 
electric, hydraulic, pneumatic mOtors, gas 
engines , and pump. The brochure 
describe in-line torque tran ducer and 
display units, hysteresis, eddy-current and 
power brake d namometcrs , high speed 
dynamometer controller , and power ana-
lyzer and software. For Free Info Cirde No. 
707 or Enter No. 707 at www.nasatech. 
com/rs 
--"" 
Oscillators 
Power Supplies 
Power Add SA, Lowell, MA, offers a 32-page 
catalog of d ktop wilching power upplies from 
25 to 50 walLS, open frame wilciling power up-
plies from 30 lO 70 watts, and U-<:hannel switch-
ing power 'upplies ranging from 60 to 350 watts 
WitJl single, dual, tl'ipe, and quad outputs. Also 
included are me LB and LBP sel'ies 'witching 
power upplies ranging from 25 to 150 watlS. 
For Free Info Cirde No. 708 or Enter No. 708 
at www.nasatec:h.c:omlrs 
MF Electronics, lew Rochelle, ,offers a 
ix-page producl guide describing clock 0 cilla-
LOrs, VCXOs, T XOs, and crystals. The guide 
highlights specifications for time and frequency 
reference source for wireless and datacom 
applications. For Free Info Cirde No. 709 or 
Enter No. 709 at www.nasatech.comlrs 
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New! An informative 
brochure from MIN-
ALEX, leader in 
close tolerance 
shapes to 3 1/ 2", 
ill ustrates typical 
applications and de-
scribes capabilities 
including short 
runs. MI ALEX, 
quality leader, delive rs on time, every time. 
MI ALEX, PO Box 247, V.~,ilehouse tation , 1\'] 
08 9; Tel: 908-534-4044; Fax: 908-534-6788. 
Minalex 
For Free Info Circle No. 669 or 
Enter No. 669 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
IEC CORPORATION 
INTRODUCES FIBER 
OPTIC FLIP RING LINE 
IEC has a catalog of their standard 
line, but pride themselves in Stating 
that they only sell about 10% stan-
dard. Meaning that 90 % of their 
business lies in modified and cus-
tom designs. The fiber optic rotary joint, or FORJ, 
is offered from 1 to 7 channels, single or multi-
mode. The standard options available on the elec-
trical component are: 2-60 rings, currelll to 90 
amps, voltage to 6000V, signal to 250 Mllz. IEC 
Corporation, 3100 Longhorn Blvd. , Austin , TX 
78758; Tel: 512-836-0547; Fax: 512-834-1082; e-mail: 
info@ieccorporation.com; ",,'w.ieccorporation.com 
IEC Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 671 or 
Enter No. 671 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
TUSK DIRECT'S 
IN-STOCK LINEAR 
MOTION PRODUCTS 
Free linear motion catalog in 
print, CO-ROM and on the 
Web is a resource for design engineer working 
with linear motion and needing linear bearings of 
many types quickly. Included are dimensions , 
specifications and CAD drawings for ball lides, 
ro ll er slides , heavy duty cro sed roller tables , 
multi-axis positioning tables, recircu lating slide 
guides, pillow blocks , shafts , hangers, supports, 
and linear bearing and automation components. 
Tu k Direct; Tel: 800-447·2042; Fax: 20~74 5147; 
e-mail: sales@llIskdirecl.com; ........ tuskdirecl.com 
Tusk Direct 
For Free Info Circle No. 674 or 
Enter No. 674 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
BRUSH LESS DC 
MOTORS MADE TO 
LAST FOREVER 
New catalog features most com-
plete teclmical information ever 
a sembled. harts, diagrams, 
mech specs , formulas , drive 
configurations, voltages, power 
outputs , integration data , in-
line parameters, custom applications. Rugged & 
dependable from 2 oz. to 2,000 oz. Perfect in your 
(or our) ACluators. Bonus literature sent with all 
inquiries. A must for any engineer! Island 
C.omponents Group, Inc., Bohemia, NY; Tel: 631-563-
4224; Fax: 631·563-4363; www.islandcomponents.com 
Island Components Group, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 676 or 
Enter No. 676 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
FREE CD-ROM: 
DESIGN FOR 
DIE CASTING 
FREE TO QUALI FIED 
OEMs: A new D-ROM 
designed to provide a com-
plete understanding of die 
casting. Three major sec-
tions include "Introduction; "Castings" and "Dies." 
Each provides useful information on topics such as 
a lloy composition , properties and d ie design. 
Includes a searchable library of award-winning die 
castings. Visit our website (www.diecasting.org/ ddc) 
for a searchable database of die casters. Diecast· 
ing Development Council; Te l: 847·292-3625; 
Fax: 847-292-3613; e-mai l: ddc@diecasting.org 
Diecasting Development Council 
For Free Info Circle No. 670 or 
Enter No. 670 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
STOCKED BELLOWS 
CONTACT SPRINGS 
ew brochure presents Servo-
meler's lines of miniature, gold-
plated, bellows-type spring con-
tacts and flexible interconnect 
contacts, which range from ODs 
of 0.037" to 0.125". ervometer 
contacts insure electrical continuity where vibration , 
tolerance build-up, and thermal expansion are a 
problem. Lifetime spring repeatability and reliabili-
ty. Vi it our homepage: wWIV.servometer.com. 
Servometer® Precision Manufacturing Croup, LL • 
501 Little Falls Rd., Cedar Grove, NJ 07009-1291; 
Tel: 973-785-4630; Fax: 97~785-0756. 
Servometer® 
Precision Manufacturing Group, LLC 
For Free Info Circle No. 672 or 
Enter No. 672 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
POROUS 
CERAMIC 
VACUUM 
CHUCK 
PholoMa hining of-
fers a porous ceramic 
vacuum chuck for use 
with thin films and other Oat samples. Pore sizes 
under 25 microns assure uniform uction and holding 
power for even the smallest parts. PhotoMachining 
also provides contract laser-manufaclllring se.vices, 
and designs and builds custom laser-b.1sed manufac-
lUring equipment. PholoMachining, Inc., 4 Indusuial 
Dr., nit 40, PeU,am, NH 03076; Tel: 603-8 2-9944; 
Fax: 60 44; rschaeffer@photomachining.com; 
w",v.photomacl1ining.com 
PhotoMachining, Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 67S or 
Enter No. 675 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
SOURCE 
CALIBRATOR 
Krohn-Hite Corp. inu·o-
duces the EW Model 
511 precision dc volt-
age source/ calibrator 
covering the range from ±100n Vdc to ±IO Vdc over 
3 ranges with ±10 ppm accuracy and ±2 ppm stabili-
ty guaranteed for a full year. Resolution i I ppm of 
range. Applications include 16/ 18 bit DAC testing, 
strip chart recorders, calibrdtion of data logging sys-
lenlS, and more. For more information visit our 
Web ite at www.krohn-hite.com/ ModeI51I.htrn or 
call 508-580-1660. 
Krohn-Hite Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 677 or 
Enter No. 677 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
"~",,".nasa In 
CONTINUOUS 
SLIP CLUTCH 
Unlike devices meant 
for occasional slip, the 
Polyclutcll Slip-Ease is 
designed for continu-
ous lip. It can main-
tain precise tension in 
winding applications. 
The "stiction-free" per-
forman e assures consistem torque for holding loads, 
slip at stroke end, overload protection, and many 
other engineering jobs. Life of 30 million revolutions 
is standard. ISO-9001 CertiJied. Polyclutch Division of 
Custom Products Corporation; Tel: 800-562-9522; Fax: 
20~288-5325; e·mail: sales@polyclutch.com. 
Custom Products Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 663 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/663 
SEAL MASTER 
INFLATABLE 
SEALS 
So lve d ifficult des ign 
problems! Custom-built, 
fabric-reinforced elas-
tomeric seals offer innova-
tive solutions where gaps 
exist in sealing weather, 
liquids, temperature, 
light/ dark pressure/ vacu-
um. radiation, and contaminants. Use anywhere a 
positive seal is needed between opposing surfaces. 
Design assistance available. Seal Master 
orporation, 368 Martinel Dr., Kent, 01-1 44240-
4368; Tel: 00-477-8436; www.sealmasler.com 
Seal Master Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 673 or 
Enter No. 673 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
FMEA SOFTWARE 
Failure Mode and Effects 
Analysi using FMEA-Pro'" 5 
empo\';'ers aUlomotive, con-
sumer. elecu'onie, aerospace, 
defense and general manu-
facturing indu tries to 
improve the quality, reliabili-
ty and safety of their prod-
ucts. This fully customizable 
software helps companies comply with QS 9000, 
ISO 9000 , AEJI739 , MIL-STD-1629, I O f T 
16949 and other regulations. FMEA-Pro"'" 5 con-
tains extensive libraries and data protection fea-
tures. The report generation tools support a variety 
of file formalS , including HTML and PDF. 
Download a free uial: www.fmeasoftware.com. 
Dyadem International ltd. 
For Free Info Circle No. 678 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/678 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
BRUSHLESS D.C. 
MOTORS 
ARC Systems, Inc. offers cus· 
tom BLOC motors. AR 
Systems, Inc. uses high energy 
materials to meet the rigid per-
formance requirements of our 
customers. ARC YSlems, Inc. is committed lO pro-
ducing highly technical designs at unbeatable 
prices. We specialize in 2 Wire Brush less D.C. 
10tors with the Controller built in. ARC ystems, 
Inc. , 2090 Joshuas Path, Ilauppauge, NY 11788; Tel: 
631-582-8020. 800-893-3649; Fax: 631-582-8038; 
email: ARCUSERVE@aol.com; website: WIVW. 
arcsYSlemsinc.com 
ARC Systems Inc. 
For Free Info Circle No. 681 or 
Enter No. 681 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
:'I:.\..'i.-\ Te(h Briels, Ma\ 2002 
Internationally approved 
wiring duct system in white, 
gray and now black. A man-
ufacturer of dinosaur 'cov-
erless" duct as we ll as DIN 
rail and accessorie includ-
ing the new a luminum 2 
inch high step rail. !BOCO 
CO RPORATI O ®, 10 Alvin Court, Suite 100, East 
Bmnswick, NJ 0 816; Tel: 732-238-0200; Fax: 732-
238-0304; e-mail: iboco@Woridnel.att.net 
IBOCO Corporation 
For Free Info Circle No. 662 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/662 
An .. ,.,.,ntial compani n for 
til .. mechanical .. ngineer. 
With over 1.000 pages, 550 
illu<rrations, and 26 tables. 
the Mechamcal Enginm-'s J landbook is comprehen-
i\e yet affordable and portable. It cmer,; all major 
areas of mechani al engineering & design with 
.uconct defmitions. fonnulas. and examples. 
Hardcover • 1,100 pages 
Introductory price: $67.95 
Order online: 
www.nasatech.com/store 
~DIGITAL • DELAY/PULSE - ~!! - . !. GENERATOR DE I 's PDG-2Sl0 is a 
precision digital delay and pulse g nerator pro-
viding twO output channels with independent 
delay and pulse width adjustable from 0 to 99.9 
seconds with 25 nanoseconds resollllion. With a 
standard RS-232 interface, it is well suited for 
laser timing, automated testing and precision 
pu lse applications. ee our web site for data 
sheets and additional product information. 
Directed Energy; Tel: 970-493-1901; Fax: 970-
493-1903; e-mail: deiinfo@directedenergy.com ; 
ww\",.direcledenergy.col"n 
Directed Energy, Inc. (DEI) 
For Free Info Circle No. 660 or 
Visit www.nasatech.com/660 
COBRA SOLID 
LUBRICANTS 
Cobra olid Lubricants are a 
proprietary, dry, solid graphile 
formula engineered to seal and 
lubricate bearings. They handle 
temperawres from -150"F to 
660"F and alwa s ~pin free. 
team, olvents, acids, or alkalis cannOl wash out 
Cobra Solid Lubricants. They have virtually no OUt-
gassing in vacuum applications - even at high tem-
peratures! (",ontaminants have no opportunity to clog 
the bearings. In se\ere conditions, these environmen-
tally clean lubri ants may ,ubslantially increase bear-
ing life and eliminate periodic maint .. nance. Unique 
Technologies AJ ciates; Tel: 718-27!>-31 13; Fax:718-
417-2823; e-mail: U!3-usaq/'worldneLatLnet 
Unique Technologies Associates 
For Free Info Circle No. 664 or 
Visit www.nasatech.coml664 
@j FREEDAQ - . DESIGNERTM 2002 CD - Quickly and £=ly Configure YOllr Data Acquisition (OAQ) System. 
- From signal acquisition and gen· 
eration to data logging, choose 
the right hardware and software components for your 
DAQ application with DAQ Designer 2002. This 
interactive configuration advisor recommends the 
appropriate Measurement R adyTM DAQ products, as 
well as the signal conditioning, image acquisition , 
motion control modular insrrumenLalion , and soft-
ware to connect virtually and ignal to your PC or n t-
work. Visit ni.com/ info and enter nay741 to order 
lodayl ational Inslmments; Tel: 00454-2610; Fax: 
512-68!>-9300; e-mail: info@ni .com 
National Instruments 
For Free Info Circle No. 682 or 
Enter No. 682 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
LINEAR 
ACTUATORS 
Ideal for robotics, 
pick-and-place, pack-
aging , medical 
equipment , clean 
room , testing. pro-
cessing, and posi-
tioning, the · Digit-
HS" (H igh peed) linear actuators are available in 
stroke lengths to in . Offering speeds to l4 in / sec. 
force to 190 Ibs, repeatability to 1.5 microns. Totally 
enclos d, these actualors are available in a variety of 
drive screw combinations. Itra ~ I otion; Tel: 631-
298-9179; Fax: 31-298-6593. 
Ultra Motion 
For Free Info Circle No. 667 or 
Vis it www.nasatech.com/667 
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Half of what you know 
about analysis is wrong. 
It can help 
me design better 
products. 
... 
MSC.visualNastran 
for Windows 
It's too 
hard to learn 
and use. 
Actually, it's easy to get good results with 
MSC.visualNastran for Windows. Importing 
your geometry, setting up loads, and 
interpreting the results are simple, with 
the native Windows interface. And if you 
need help, we have a team of experts 
standing by. MSC.visualNastran for 
Windows provides the solid results you 
need, without the steep learning curve. 
Hard to believe? Try the FREE demo 
software (a $295 value) and prove it 
to yourself. Go to vn4w.mscsoftware.com, 
call toll-free 1.800.642.7437 x2500 or 
978.453 .5310 x2500 to get your copy now. 
Q054W 
SOFTWARE 
For Free Info Circle No. 590 or Enter No. 590 at www.nasatech.com/ rs 
FOR A IF; TER 
WAY TO ROCKET THROUGH 
THE PRODUCT·TO·MARKET CYCLE? 
ACCELERATE WITH IES 
Whether you're designing electric 
motors, MEMS devices, magnetic sen-
sors, ion guns, high voltage equipment 
or power electronics systems, 
Integrated's innovative electromagnetic 
simulation software will get you from 
concept-to-market faster and beats 
conventional method EM simulation 
software ... hands down. 
HOW? 
• An intuitive graphical user interface 
designed specifically with the 
engineer in mind 
• The industry's most powerful geo-
metric modeler with built-in para-
metrics for design optimization 
• Fully optimized solvers for unequaled 
speed and performance 
• Exact modeling of geometry and 
superior modeling of regions exterior 
to device for the most accurate field 
results 
• Advanced, direct plug-In interopera-
bility with leading CAD software 
• Unmatched technical support 
Rely on IES's software to accurately 
model your most complex electromag-
netic device or system and predict 
force, torque, field components, capaci-
tance, inductance, space charge, eddy 
currents, power system performance 
and more ... 
Dream a design, plug it in, optimize it 
and speed it to market like never 
before. 
For a test flight of any of IES's 
simulation tools, contact 
Integrated Engineering Software 
at 204-632-5636, e-mail us at 
info@integratedsoft.com or visit 
www.integratedsoft.com 
INTEGRATED 
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 
Setting the S d .. gam 
autodesk 
....... mdMllWon~ 
For Free Info Circle No. 592 or Enter No. 592 at www.nasatech.com/rs 
